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COPYRIGHT POSITION STATEMENT AND DISCLAIMER 
 
 
 
 
The Phoenix Journals are intended as a "real time" commentary on current events, how 
current events relate to past events and the relationships of both to the physical and 
spiritual destinies of mankind. 
 
All of history, as we now know it, has been revised, rewritten, twisted and tweaked by 
selfishly motivated men to achieve and maintain control over other men. When one 
can understand that everything is comprised of "energy" and that even physical matter 
is "coalesced" energy, and that all energy emanates from God's thought, one can 
accept the idea that the successful focusing of millions of minds on one expected 
happening will cause it to happen. 
 
If the many prophecies made over thousands of years are accepted, these are the "end 
times" (specifically the year 2000, the second millennium, etc.). That would put us in 
the "sorting" period and only a few short years from the finish line. God has said that 
in the end-times would come the WORD--to the four corners of the world--so that 
each could decide his/her own course toward, or away from, divinity--based upon 
TRUTH. 
 
So, God sends His Hosts--Messengers--to present that TRUTH. This is the way in 
which He chooses to present it, through the Phoenix Journals. Thus, these journals are 
Truth, which cannot be copyrighted; they are compilations of information already 
available on Earth, researched and compiled by others (some, no doubt, for this 
purpose) which should not be copyrighted. Therefore, these journals are not 
copyrighted (except SIPAPU ODYSSEY which is "fiction"). 
 
The first sixty or so journals were published by America West Publishing which 
elected to indicate that a copyright had been applied for on the theory that the ISBN 
number (so necessary for booksellers) was dependent upon the copyright. Commander 
Hatonn, the primary author and compiler, insisted that no copyrights be applied for 
and, to our knowledge, none were. 
 
If the Truth is to reach the four corners of the world, it must be freely passed on. It is 
hoped that each reader will feel free to do that, keeping it in context, of course. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

REC #1 HATONN 
 

SATURDAY, APR. 7, 1990 7:30 A.M. YEAR 3 DAY 234 
 

AND LOTS ABOUT SKELETONS AND  
STAINED LAUNDRY IN THE CLOSET 

 
I am Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Intergalactic Federation Command. Now, 
other than to KNOW that I am here in service to the Creator Source and under direct 
Command of the one Sacred Circle of Infinity, the Christos, recognized as Esu Jesus 
Emmanuel Sananda, The Pale Prophet and other AKAs, please set this author aside. 
This is to identify myself that you might realize my information is intended for service 
unto the Lighted Command and not that of Satanic influences. 
 
Within these pages will come some subject matter that is probably mind numbing to 
many of you readers and therefore I request that you quietly go within into your inner 
sanctuary  and read with a very open  mind--and, read it ALL,  please.  The 
confirmation shall be coming in a very short period of time as ones find these things 
made public--so shall they come to witness the truth of it. 
 
We honor the brave and daring tellers of truth who have come before to a sleeping 
society and have mostly been sacrificed on the altar of secrecy and deception. 
 
I scatter things from extra low frequency beams to counterfeit money via German 
Nazis in the Antarctic funnelled through Japan and flooding your markets because I 
desire to shock you into attention--and then we can take the events in sequence that 
you can recognize the truth of the Journals. 
 
I will start right off in this "Introduction" being aggressively open with you precious 
children of the lie for it is time you know truth. I ask for protection of this scribe in 
that all who can print and reprint, please so do. There are daring publishers about your 
placement, The New Federalist, The Spotlight and small ones like the Wisconsin 
Report. There are individuals who also dare, such as Antony Sutton, Ron Paul, Gary 
North, John King, Arthur Robinson, Steven Jacobson, Patrick Wood, Youth Action 
News, The Lyke Report -- the list is too long to list all but they are out there for 
confirming. With the opening up and acceptance of possibilities there are ones in the 
various communities of researchers such as William Cooper, Beau Gritz, beloved 
Gabriel Green, etc. There are ones who have denounced me as evil and Dharma as 
influenced by evil. This is not true and those ones shall also come into total 
understanding of the facts and cease their discounting. The old saying upon your place 
of "sticks and stones can break the bones but truth can never hurt you" is indeed so, 
truth shall set ye free and naught save truth shall set ye free. You are in the time of 
chaos and great and magnificent are the plans and conspiracies against you and yet, 
great and magnificent  are the wondrous things you can do to place sprags into the 
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wheels of the conspirators--if you first recognize that which is the problem. First, 
recognize the problem then the solutions can flow. So be it. 
 
I am attempting to set the stage from that which has happened in the not too distant 
past, some decade or so, in that you might recognize the signs of the present along 
with a glimpse of how these things affect your perceived future. You must look 
carefully beyond that which is given unto you for you are given exactly that which 
your slave masters would have you be given. 
 
Once you can understand where events are heading, and why, you will no longer be 
mystified and caught by surprise by the turbulent events.  But no one can grasp 
anything about what the future holds unless he has  learned the lessons of the past. 
 
Let us consider events long past in your perception of time. The Second World War 
and the French Third Republic in 1940 is a good example to place herein. The collapse 
of France in the face of Hitler's military machine was shocking, but as you will see, in-
evitable. The seeds of defeat had already been sown in France during the preceding 
years when France refused to recognize the reality of the threat and take action to 
protect herself.  Dear ones, it is pretty much like America in this decade, France was 
eaten alive from within by spies; yet like America today, France felt safe behind its 
"Maginot" line, and for public consumption there were continuous assurances that 
French military forces were adequate to maintain French security. The ability of 
France to defend herself turned out to be pure fiction. When the moment of truth 
arrived, the fine images and the deception collapsed, and with them the French 
Republic. 
 

U.S. AT THE POINT OF TRUTH 
 

Today the United States of America is at the point of truth. You are in a period of 
massive decay, self-deception and image making that parallels and surpasses that of 
the French Republic. If you desire a mirror, I suggest you read the book THE 
TWILIGHT OF FRANCE by Alexander Werth. 
 
It is not that the defeat of France was surprising, it is that the failure to preserve the 
fruits of her great victory which would preserve her security were cast aside. 
 
The U.S. continues to bask and sleep in the afterglow of victory long since completely 
dead; and like France in 1940, you have failed to preserve minimum guarantees for 
your own security. America has slipped farther than France because under the guise of 
Arms Limitation you have shut down your air defense systems, military bases and 
navy installations--you have abandoned the defense of your own homeland. No, 
chelas, to you who say "God abhors war and weapons and training indicates war", nay-
-defense indicates  attention and preparedness. God expects you to defend  that which 
is God-ness and stand ready against invaders of truth. 
 
Historians cannot find any precedent in history for such suicidal action by any great 
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power. The twilight of the United States is guaranteed that it is humanly impossible for 
the U.S. either to turn aside or to win a war with the Soviets, for instance--and that is 
only for starters. Only a miracle could do that--do you deserve a miracle? Have you 
attended God's laws and the balance of the Laws of The Creation in that you deserve 
miracles? Instead of the faith in God that built the United States, most Americans now 
put their faith in the United States itself as if it were a godlike being that could never 
go wrong and never be defeated. Wrong! A government is made up of very clay-
footed tools--mostly of Satan's troops. You laugh at the politicians--is it truly funny? 
Read that which Ron Paul tells you of "Teddy" Kennedy in his recent newsletter and 
see if you truly desire to laugh--or perhaps vomit! 
 
In May of 1978, in the midst of the Moscow meetings between your Mr. Vance and 
Mr. Gromyko, a Soviet spokesman reiterated for the last time in clear terms that this 
was America's last chance to sign a SALT II treaty; and despite the seeming 
improvement in the tone of the talks and regardless of the seeming Soviet willingness 
to keep talking about SALT II, this was America's last chance to surrender by that 
route. The Russians knew that the Carter administration was simply stalling for time, 
they knew about the Operation Desk Top and the other ad hoc efforts to find some 
military threat of significance to aim at the Soviet Union, and they knew about the 
Rockefeller moves to try to turn China into a credible deterrent--but it was all too little 
and much, much too late. 
 
Oh, you say, "But it is all different now!" No, it is far, far worse now! What you see 
now is far worse than anything that has ever come upon your world prior to now and 
yet it appears so wondrously positive. I plead with you to hear me, beloved ones, for 
the remnant shall be small indeed if you do not listen-up. 
 
You simply cannot believe the incredible weapons available for your annihilation for 
you were goodly peoples and you did not notice when the deceptions came and the 
evil began to eat your children alive and spit them out. You did not notice when you 
began to break all the laws of God--every one. You were told by your mental health 
psychiatrists that it would balance your emotional beingness. It has destroyed your 
country and your citizens by the large majority and enslaved you--YOU ARE NOT 
FREE, YOU HAVE A POLICE STATE AND ARE COMPLETELY 
CONTROLLED! 
 
The Soviets have never turned from their laid forth plans--they have never become 
wishy-washy in their intent. Oh, their citizens have no more knowledge about politics 
than do you--but always, people and citizens are the pawns, especially in an 
overpopulated world headed for One World Global Rule. People are THE expendable 
commodity. The elite will depopulate the world in any manner feasible--through 
starvation, disease--you name it, it will be utilized. 
 
Whatever is planned between the elite of nations is equally heinous because the 
agreements are made to be broken at appropriate and unsuspecting times so that war 
occurs on "your side", whichever side that might be. 
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The Kremlin has committed itself to a step-by-step clearing of the decks for war and 
so have your government participants who work with them under the covers. They 
have left you without even the ability to have a shelter system in which to survive--
YOU OF THE U.S. HAVE BECOME THE EXPENDABLES. "THEY" CANNOT 
GET RID OF THE AMERICANS AS THEY ARE GETTING RID OF MANY 
AFRICAN AND THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES, THROUGH FAMINE AND 
DISEASE, AND  WEATHER AND DISASTER CONTROL. OH OH! HATONN 
HAS DONE IT NOW--WEATHER AND DISASTER CONTROL? OH YES, WHILE 
YOU SLEPT, "RIP VAN" THE ALERT BECAME THE SLAVE MASTERS! IT IS 
ALL INVENTED AND PERFECTED AND IT IS ALL IN USE UPON YOUR 
PLANET! YOU DO NOT HAVE TO INVENT WHEELS AGAIN; NOR DO YOU 
NEED INVENT FREE-ENERGY SYSTEMS OR BEAMED WIRELESS ELECTRI-
CAL SYSTEMS OR APPARATUS TO CURE AIDS--IT HAS ALL BEEN DONE 
AND YOU MISSED IT!  NOW YOU STAND ASIDE AND CAST STONES AT THIS 
SCRIBE FOR TELLING YOU TRUTH. YOU ALLOW HER, AND WE OF THE 
"INFORMERS" TO BE RIDICULED AND STONED--BY THE VERY ONES WHO 
CLAIMED TO BRING TRUTH FORTH--AND YE ALLOW OF IT, JUST AS YE DID 
IN JERUSALEM 2000 YEARS PAST. IT WILL NOT MAKE OF THE TRUTH TO GO 
AWAY--IT DOES ALLOW GOD'S HOSTS TO TELL YOU, "I TOLD YOU SO AND YE 
WOULD NOT LISTEN!" 
 

CHINA AND THE U.S.S.R. STAND READY FOR WAR 
 
Strange thing--China and the U.S.S.R. stand ready for war at a moment's blink of the 
eye. They have shelters and silos filled with your grain, tank farms filled with your oil 
and only your elite have elaborate shelter systems where they can ride out the passing 
of radiation. Further, it will be radiation from neutron resources and beam weaponry in 
that the physical infrastructures will not be destroyed--only life--ONLY PEOPLE 
GONE.  Further, for those of you who think you are "on the inside" and think you 
have a safe haven because you have been told the secrets and think you share the 
security of the havens--forget it--for if you are politicians, you know not how to work 
and produce and you are the most expendable of all for the healthiest and most 
adaptable will be kept for workers and producers for the slave masters. 
 
Very important to the Kremlin is the propaganda campaigns which already are well in 
place. The Soviet Union and your leaders are just bending over backwards to hold 
hands and smile a lot. Your leaders know that the "invasion" will preferably come in 
through Canada and up through Mexico. China will be increasingly the focus of 
attention by both sides, but the sleeping giant should have been left alone, because the 
pressures and inducements now being showered on China by the Rockefeller interests 
are tending to make China more revisionist and therefore more similar in many ways 
to Russia in political thinking. 
 
The Chinese had to bring the students under control for look at that which has 
happened elsewhere--as quickly as the youth are given freedom and the "rock" groups 
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get under way--the brainwashing gets intense and mind-control is beamed in and 
China has no intention of playing the brain drain game. 
 
The sleeping and secret giants are also waking up and while you drowsed, the 
economy was flooded with counterfeit funds in massive outpouring and the economic 
shift was set into place by executive orders which will not be broken. Treaty 
agreements also are in place beyond which Congress cannot lawfully move. You do 
not even realize that you are in the power of a dictatorial monarchy. 
 

HOPE THROUGH ACTION 
 
Fear?  If truth strikes you as "fear", then so be it for God has never been known to 
have feet of sand. He created you in strength in His very image that you might 
overcome any and all that is brought unto you---what will you do? Will you simply 
stand back and blast this scribe for truth? Or, will you stand firm, and refuse to be 
bulldozed into oblivion? Always it is up to you as as it must be "the 'one'" and then 
unity into a wall which refuses to be plowed down and turned under as expendable 
rubble from the fields. 
 
The propaganda sets forth to ridicule ones who act in groups to preserve life 
possibilities and defend themselves. It is more carefully planned than all other 
propaganda. Let us look at the Prophet group--I make no comment what-so-ever 
regarding spiritual aspects or valid actions on their part--I only desire that you look at 
the type of media attention which they receive and the outlandish opinions put forth 
regarding the group who just wishes to be left alone. 
 
THE MOST IMPORTANT COMPARISON, HOWEVER, IS THE GROUPING OF 
THAT COMMUNITY WITH THE JIM JONES GUYANA FIASCO. WELL, I AM 
GOING TO SHATTER MORE DREAMS---GUYANA WAS SET UP AS A COVER-UP 
AND JIM JONES IS ALIVE AND VERY WELL IN ISRAEL! AND ON THAT NOTE, I 
WILL CLOSE THIS INTRODUCTION AND MOVE ON TO OUR NEXT JOURNAL 
AND TELL YOU ABOUT GUYANA AND A FEW OTHER LITTLE NON-
HAPPENINGS LIKE YOUR SHUTTLE FLIGHTS WHICH NEVER GOT FURTHER 
THAN AUSTRALIA IN LARGE MEASURE. DO NOT OH AND AH AND BE 
EMBARRASSED--GET ON YOUR ATTENTION LINE AND SEE THAT WHICH HAS 
BEEN FED UNTO YOU IN COVER-UP AND SECRECY. 
 
This book is dedicated to the remnant few who will see and understand in time--for 
there is yet time, if you do not dawdle longer. 
 

ALL DISASTERS ARE NOT "NATURAL" 
 
As time moves into high gear hereon, you will be plagued increasingly by sabotage 
and by acts of geophysical warfare--such as storms, floods, artificial earthquakes, 
especially in California, and then larger widespread earth shifting as efforts are given 
over to natural upheavals triggered by these bombardments. The Plan is all but 
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perfection for even the Japanese know they are destined to fall in a massive earthquake 
and think they are making preparation by controlling lands elsewhere--unfortunately 
the evil empire has other plans of world domination. 
 
The Soviets have those cute little cosmospheres which hover overhead. Unlike the 
U.S. in recent years, the Soviet Union has never forgotten that quantity can be just as 
important as quality in a weapons system; and in preparation for the coming conflicts, 
the number of Cosmospheres deployed worldwide and especially over the U.S. is 
mushrooming. There are thousands of Soviet Cosmospheres armed with Particle Beam 
weapons now hovering over the United States in strategic places and they, further, 
have the ability to shift location instantly. 
 
Your government knows of some 20 over Washington, D.C., at least eight over New 
York, five over Roanoke, Virginia, and five to ten over Phoenix Arizona, alternating 
with some seven over Sedona because of the large underground installation in 
Boynton Canyon. This is only for beginners. Also there are Cosmospheres located 
over ALL military installations, dams, state capital cities and other major cities. A 
decade ago they were most heavily concentrated in the northeast area of the U.S. and 
there were only twelve over California and Texas respectively--there are now literally 
hundreds in place. 
 
This has been known in absolute terms since the Carter administration and along about 
then was when an all-out nuclear strike (first strike) against Russia was put onto the 
planning board with a deadline date of September 17, 1982. Many in the Congress 
have known this also, but they, like the Executive branch, refuse to tell you the truth. 
 
You citizens of the U.S. are very much like the trusting passengers of Korean Air 
Lines Flight 902--just going along for the ride, trusting your pilots in Washington; and 
even when you see dramatic and disturbing signs that something is terribly wrong, you 
as a people refuse to accept the responsibility left to you by the Founders of your 
Republic. Instead of picking up the Constitutional tools that were left to you to prevent 
disaster, you react like the passengers on the Korean plane who wondered why the sun 
was suddenly behind them instead of ahead of them. You think it must be all right, 
surely "they" must know what they are doing. "They" know all about lies, intrigue and 
trickery, but "they" know nothing about honest leadership nor do they care about it. 
 
And so the twilight of the Republic of the United States of America is deepening into 
night and darkness before your eyes. You have turned away from the light of Freedom 
that comes only from God, and you are flying into the darkness. So be it and may you 
reach out unto the hand God offers unto you to help see you through and again into the 
Light. 
 
With blessings and the Grace of God in His infinite mercy, I take my leave from this 
Journal that we can begin the next. I am Hatonn. I salute you as my brothers in this 
great experience. Salu, salu and salu. 
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DEDICATION 
 

This Journal is dedicated unto our beloved and daring participants, from the scribe 
hereof to the ones who prepare for the printing and the publisher and distributors. 
There are ones which I must leave unnamed for security in some measure but they are 
located from Texas to Canada; New York to California and Hawaii. But there are a 
handful who have and continue to work twenty-four hours a day to get this information 
out---mostly to a hostile, ridiculing public. It is interesting to watch the laughter from 
this perspective where the view is ever so much better--the laughing majority are not 
finding things so very funny any longer and the handwriting is becoming clear--theirs 
shall not be the last laugh, dear ones, theirs shall not be the last laugh. We tender not to 
bring you laughter early or lastly, ours is to bring truth and awaken you to your plight 
for in the knowing is the absolute joy and hope of change and the wondrous balance of
Peace. 
 
Through the hardships thrust upon these blessed few comes also the PEACE THAT 
PASSES UNDERSTANDING AND THAT PEACE SHALL ENDURE UNTIL THE 
ENDING OF THEIR LIFESTREAMS--SO BE IT AND AS A COMMANDER IN THEIR 
SERVICE--I AM HUMBLE AND GRATEFUL AND AM HONORED TO BE 
ALLOWED THE JOY OF WORKING BESIDE THEM. AHO! FIRSTLY, I AM THINE 
BROTHER!! 
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CHAPTER 1 

 
REC #1 HATONN 

 
MONDAY, FEB. 26, 1990 6:45 A.M. YEAR 3 DAY 194 

 
Hatonn here in the light of the Radiant One, in Service unto Him and unto you. 
 
Our writings, Dharma, shall become more explicit and I recognize, more controversial 
and painful to confront. Ours, however, is to bring truth of the WORD unto a weary 
land and peoples. Some will perceive our projections as incredibly hopeless, nay--with 
truth, God and knowledge, those who "will" can change of life directions and come 
into safety.  Intervention in thy path is not permissible--functioning in response  to 
petition in sincerity in the name of GOD can protect you from anything -- you see, the 
weapons of choice now are the very weapons we can counter by beam impulse. We 
cannot interfere, say, with dynamite blowing up unless it be to defuse it by signal 
beams--or broken dams from earthquakes. Ours is to warn you of the dam break and 
you get yourself into safety. We warn you about nuclear attack and you build shelters 
which keep you safe from fallout and viral attack-- you shall also be given protective 
information for security in beam wave offensive.  But YOU will have to utilize it--it 
will not be dumped upon you. 
 
As we write regarding many subjects, I beg patience. I also beg tolerance. Study the 
material well, in detail and unto the final pages and THEN make your listings of 
inquiries. As our time for writing grows more precious, may I ask allowance of 
answers to flow which are truly not covered in the literature. For instance, I petition 
you to not get sidetracked on whether or not Mother Mary vs. Esu Jesus said of a 
thing---the point is, the messages have come from several sources in exact sameness of 
detail. I will give credit to ones who have brought information elsewhere but mostly, 
we will simply speak on many things and then list ones who contribute in gifts of 
knowledge or talent. YOU will find those pieces which fit into the tapestry in areas 
fitting into thy gifts and talents for no matter how the evil ones chide you--only YOU 
will reap the rewards or consequences of your actions or non-actions. 
 
I AM THE WORD, SAYETH THE LORD; AND THE WORD IS TRUTH AND 
WISDOM AND THE TRUTH SHALL SET YOU FREE. IF YOU RECEIVE OF 
THE TRUTH OF THE WORD, YE SHALL HAVE THAT WHICH YE NEED TO 
PERFECT THY CIRCUMSTANCE-----NOAH BUILT AN ARK! 
 
For those of you who have branded this scribe and we mentors as lacking spiritual 
input and therefore, cannot be of God, I trust you will hold your tongues for I promise-
--it will be you who "discount" and "deny" who will too late find of thy error in 
thought. We welcome all, we exclude none except those who continue in the oath of 
evil. Further, when they come into understanding, the Master's hand is always 
extended. 
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This whole program of projections is to pull the tapestry onto the quilting frame 
whereby you can see the seriousness of all and then funnel your talents into systematic 
flowstreams, which can bring you safety---in time to make your passage in security 
and wisdom. 
 
We welcome all. Further we also ask you if you do not wish to partake of our material-
-then don't! Cast it aside, but do not come later in the denouncing of us--which has 
already happened--regarding corporations yet, saying that you were not told. If you 
have questions which seem unanswered, I plead with you to go back and restudy the 
documents--you cannot have the whole picture if you do not have all of the roadmap. 
There will be at least three further major journals following this one and then as many 
more as you request for the purpose of constant updating. Do you have time? Yes--if 
you act.  No--if you idle awaiting another to do it for you--or await Esu Jesus to save 
you from yourself--He will not do it, beloved. He can take your hand and pull you into 
safety but you must first reach out your hand and ask. 
 
He came to Earth these past times in order to "help you save of thy souls"; He is not  
interested in the physical and when you  understand truth, neither shall you  be. The 
body is only useful to you on that plane of participation in experience and if all ye 
wish to do is horde thy material goods and save of thy fragile frames, ye probably shall 
be in the losing of both---in the time of death and transition from thy placement in 
what ye call "natural" progression and death---it all remains separate from the "you". 
How much do you believe Malcom Forbes brought with him??? Well, he brought all 
that is truly of any worth or value. 
 
Oh, but you will tell me, "Yes but that wasn't, like, part of this end transition, etc., etc., 
he just died!" No, he did not "just die", he was a pain in the neck of the Conspirators 
and was on the brink of causing them a very great amount of trouble "by the written 
word"--he was ready to begin an uncovering documentation of all that we are 
uncovering for you herein----and he was "taken out" by cardiac arrest through ELFs 
(extra low frequency beams). We shall continue the work and honor him for the intent 
which he was prevented from completing. He did not understand his need for 
protection for he felt that man is an island unto self and in a "free constitutional 
country" he would be safe; no, any of you who would act as thinkers in the midst of 
the dead sleep will be taken out if you are not asking to be within our protection.  His 
thrust was to produce names and stories of the monetary, marketing world and that is 
the heart-place of evil. So be it, we honor him and pray his heirs have the stamina and 
bravery to continue his work, at this point it does not appear to be the case. He has 
much information ready to go to press but all efforts shall be made to stop it. I would 
hope that his friends such as Elizabeth Taylor who have public impact, will speak out 
as they come into truth about this which has happened. 
 
I shall tell you in depth about ELFs and other beam systems. It will be frightening and 
beyond belief unto you ones who are only now opening of thy minds. I urge you to 
look around you and You will know that we speak truth.  Further, after reading of this 
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document, if you are unimpressed, we shall give you resources whereby you can go 
unto thy libraries and find of material to give thee your proof. 
 
You no longer need of planes and ships for military purposes, my dear ones, as you 
have moved into an age of destruction beyond your imagination. I still remind you--it 
is not the lighted alien from thy "space" which are out to totally control and destroy 
you---it is from the evil within and upon your surface. Yes, you will find contradiction 
in thy thoughts regarding that which we have brought you prior to this---it only 
appears contradictory and that will be explained in most careful detail. It is in regards 
to space craft which you continue to call UFOs. This is a good label for those illusions 
for some are simply energy balls or strobes. They are produced on your place or from 
discs quite physical in your perception for they are constructed (or stolen) and built 
very physically upon your placement. The conspiracy has great plans for your 
defrauding and will kill millions to continue that fraud while blaming thy true lighted 
brothers who stand by to assist you. 
 
For instance, the space craft and brothers which are recently reported in the park in 
Russia is a good example. The crew were taken into custody, publicly beaten and have 
been tortured and incarcerated in an effort to discern the plans of God's hosts. 
 
You ones, for the most part, do not realize that there is an entire Nazi placement in 
your Antarctic with space craft from over 40 years past---do you not think the 
sophistication might well be all but perfected in the interim 40 years while you all 
slept soundly in front of your programming boxes? There is a major placement in the 
area of Sedona and the friendly researchers had a field day with their beam research 
during what you wondrous children called "Harmonic Convergence" and since. Why 
do you think you find areas in that location which all but knock you unconscious? Do 
you really think it is from the "balanced" system? Nay, and you add that beam impact 
to a body and mind already unbalanced from a mind altering  substance and you have 
instant control by what even you die-hard "be'ers" would find beyond comprehensive.  
And what did you do? Flock to those pre-prepared place placements scattered all over 
your world--to get an abundant “dose”. You in Sedona, for instance, must continually 
clear of your spaces  and keep the LIGHT SHIELD about you constantly--the Light 
Shield has a frequency--a measurable frequency which can secure your person--but 
you have to understand that it is so. I speak of Sedona, but it is in thousands and 
thousands of locations. This is, however, the major source of impact unto these 
particular writers. 
 
You will ask, what of Mother Mary? Some of you follow her prophecies and 
appearances with great interest and belief. Well, continue to do so. Because she 
reaches so many in other ways, she need not be writing here also for these ones have 
more than sufficient backup--Christ Sananda and Aton are what you would call the 
"horse's mouth" also and come through many ones. This is simply a place of compiling 
the fragments into a useable format. No more and no less. Then take this material and 
pilfer, publish and plagiarize to the full extent of your ability. Our intent is to deprive 
no man from his rightful material, but we are talking about the survival of a species 
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and those who would sue either lie about their intent or are total tools of evil--it would 
behoove them to apprize themselves of ALL materials coming from this source and 
evaluate very carefully what they are about. Whether you of the world like of it or not; 
you are in the final cycle phase. 
 
I am ping to begin this Journal by telling you, again, how it is and how it will be and 
pray for the buffering of these ones who must "see" it first--and there are many, for 
that is the material which they can hardly bring themselves to print or speak. Somehow 
you accuse a "speaker" or "writer" of somehow being the perpetrator of the given act, 
upon you. If you do not believe of these things we bring--consider them fantasy and 
cast them aside, but it is most foolish indeed. 
 

***** 
 
Dharma, since we are most often denounced for "not being of God-source in Light", 
we shall speak of Biblical Prophecies and allow you to see wherein you sit in the 
timing. We cannot give of you a time--not even the Christos is given a time--it will be 
when it is in its cycle of perfection and properness of sequence. However, I believe we 
can show you some pretty interesting bits and pieces of sequence which prove of 
themselves. So be it and we ask blessings upon this work and protection for these 
bringers of truth and safety unto their loved ones. Dharma, simply write, please, and 
allow the visions to pass for ye need not bear the burden greater than thy brother. 
Peace, child, that you be given protection. 
 
I shall be repeating a lot of prior given information and my resources shall mostly 
come from the Holy Book most recognized by you ones in this sector. There are other 
teachings going forth unto other places. This material, however, needs to be translated 
for, other than exacting U.S. business insight, it is a GLOBAL 2000 PLAN--that 
means exactly that which it says--GLOBAL. 
 
Let us begin with the Book of Revelation, which is also recognized throughout the 
world as the Book of the Apocalypse. 
 
Go to your chapter six of that book and find: "And heaven passed away as a scroll that 
is rolled up." It means that we come as chosen ones to alert mankind now of the 
prediction of a cleansing of the earth with fire -- unless mankind makes a complete 
reversal of his willful and evil ways. A WORLDWIDE WARNING IS COMING 
FORTH WHICH PRECEDES THIS GREAT "CHASTISEMENT" IN AN EFFORT 
TO RECALL GOD'S CHILDREN TO A LIFE OF GRACE. Let us look at a rather 
recent update to the outline which has been given many times unto you in your past by 
ones of the, what you have called, your Holy Church. 
 
Why would we use the "Holy Church"? Because there are the beloved ones of purity 
who have gone into the convents, etc., and have given their very existence unto the 
truth of God and Christ. I care not about your "church" hierarchy--the truth has been 
shown unto children and the most devoted of the humble receivers of truth in truth. 
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You must rise above the bigotry of thinking that because it comes from "Catholic" vs. 
"Protestant" that it is invalid---Dharma is none of these things. The ancients know 
exactly that which is coming and has already presented itself, in fact. Little Crow shall 
have it all in his writings. I suggest you choose us no favorites but receive the word, 
instead. 
 
Let us take references which relate most closely to impacting upon the United States 
since this is where we are writing this portion on this day. 
 
There will come a great revolution in Africa--oh yes, greater than that already under 
way. There will be great impact upon the U.S. for many very strategic metals are 
received from Africa by the U.S. and these are needed to build your computers, 
airplanes, automobiles and other such toys. 
 
This will be followed--overlapping--by great and widespread revolution in western 
Europe.  You have only just begun, dear ones, but surely you can see that which is 
coming even if it is only in a measure to support the truth of this writing. 
 
There will also be a major revolution  in Rome/Italy. These things will be so 
devastating--stretching from the Middle East and all the way across into the west until 
it will seem as though it were already the end of the world. You ones really have some 
very nasty playthings to shoot at one another. Worse, the food supplies will be all but 
nonexistent and the waters of purity shall be all but nonexistent.  
 
At Garabandal, Spain the word was handed down of how it would be in those places 
and sent forth as a warning to all nations and peoples; the warning was to allow 
mankind to make a correction of the conscience of the world. The warning would be 
like a revelation of your errors, and it would be seen and experienced by "believers" 
and "non-believers" and people of all religions what-so-ever. 
 
Dying will be preferable to a mere five minutes of what is awaiting you. It will be as 
fire. It will not burn your flesh as you recognize a flame burning your skin, but you 
will feel it with your bodies and within your very souls.  All nations, everyone will 
experience it-- not one will be exempt.  It will be as though everything has exploded in 
the sky -- there will be a great and blinding flash! Let us describe it, Dharma. It is a 
blast of burning heat like the opening of a blast-furnace door in a smeltering plant--it 
feels like intense burning which surrounds the whole being from which the 
consciousness cannot escape. First the entire of the sky is milky white and the only 
light is reflected from the whiteness and then the colors which seem to flash and swirl 
from the deepest tones of blues, purples and crimson---but the golden glow of life 
itself is not present. 
 
Then from out of the heavens somewhere seems to come a VOICE--A GREAT--
VOICE. It is not carried on the winds but rather it is broadcast to every living being 
and heard from within that none shall be missed. It will tell you that this is "YOUR 
WARNING BEFORE THE GREAT CHASTISEMENT". There will be the great 
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flash, the seeming fire, and the voice within---this will be the final warning before the 
great tribulation of chastisement. 
 
I could herein go into the long story of "illusion" and "personal perception", etc., and 
re-explain it all unto you but I shall spare that repetition for it is not important in the 
least----for every fragment of God shall experience it and that means ALL FURTHER, 
IT WILL BE EXPERIENCED TO THE LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE AND 
PROTECTION ALREADY REQUESTED. TO THOSE IN GOD'S SERVICE IN 
TRUTH AND BALANCE, IT WILL BE EXPERIENCED FAR DIFFERENTLY--IT 
WILL BE RECOGNITION OF THE SEQUENCE AND LAY FORTH THY 
"TIMING". IT WILL BE PERCEIVED MORE AS A MOST PAINFUL LAST 
COUNTDOWN AND THE SADNESS AND PAIN OF THE WORLD SHALL 
SEEM TO CONSUME YOU--BUT YOU WILL HOLD CLOSE AND PASS ON 
THROUGH--YOU WILL TAKE THE HAND OF THE BROTHER WHO REACHES 
OUT UNTO YOU--AND YOU WILL MOVE ON. 
 
There will remain the opportunity for mankind to relook at these  WORDS 
BROUGHT FORTH IN WRITTEN FORMAT AND PICTORIAL FORMAT THAT 
HE CAN BE TOUCHED AND "KNOW", BUT THE CHOOSING WILL REMAIN 
TOTALLY HIS INDIVIDUAL DECISION---EACH SHALL DECIDE FOR 
HIMSELF--NONE SHALL DO IT FOR ANOTHER. THOSE CHILDREN OF GOD 
WHO HAVE INABILITY OF REASON AND SANE THOUGHT PROCESS 
SHALL BE GIVEN INTO THE CARE OF THE HOSTS FOR PROTECTION FOR 
THEY UNDERSTAND NOT IN CONSCIOUSNESS AND THEREFORE, THEIR 
SOULS ARE PURE AND UNTAINTED AS THE NEWBORN BABE OF LIGHT. 
THEY SHALL BE TREATED AS THE INNOCENT CHILD. BUT I MUST WARN 
YOU---THE INNOCENT APPEARING CHILD  HOUSES  VERY OLD  SOULS. 
THIS POINT IS EXACTLY THAT WHICH THE EVIL BROTHERS HAVE 
EFFORTED TO CONVINCE YOU IS NOT SO. 'TIS THE "SOUL" WHICH SHALL 
MEET HIS CREATOR--NOT A FLIMSY PIECE OF FLESH WITH ATTACHED 
BRAIN-CELLS. IT IS YOUR "ESSENCE DATA SYSTEM" WHICH MEETS ITS 
CREATOR IN THESE WONDROUS DAYS AHEAD. 
  
Many will make soul transition in the midst of the "warning". All who remain in the 
light of Grace will have no fear, they will pass through the great warning without what 
you will call physical suffering to any great extent. But many will die in this great 
"warning" and there shall be much death to the physical perception. 
 
You of Earth have been given two reprieves--the third shall not be given as such. It is a 
final WARNING that will come and you will know that the ending play will not be 
reversed. What you do however, will make a difference in magnificence as to what 
shall be your experience. 
 
As a signal, I would suggest that whatever your "religion", you pay attention---when 
the Pope of the Vatican flees Rome and seeks refuge in another land---KNOW THAT 
THE TIME IS RIPE! It will take place in secrecy but the word shall be leaked out that 
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he has fled. 
 
Instructions? "Well, so what do we do about it 'High Hat Hatonn'?" and further, from 
the debunkers of my truth--"You false Hatonn just what do you want us to do?" I 
CARE NOT WHAT YOU DO! YOU DECIDE THAT WHICH YOU WILL DO!  If, 
however, you happen to believe that I might just be "real" and even possibly THE 
“real” Hatonn of Space Command in service WITH the Christ and God, you might 
well begin to practice the following:  pray and petition for insight, truth and a Light 
Shield and do that which you can to inform your brothers and sisters--FOR THE 
WARNING IS COMING UPON MANKIND WHATEVER IS YOUR BELIEF AND 
WHETHER OR NOT YOU RECOGNIZE OF IT AS THAT WHICH IT IS. 
 
The sky shall roll back like a consuming scroll. This force shall go within the very 
core of the human being. He will understand his offenses unto God. However, this 
warning will be of short duration and man shall continue upon his road to perdition for 
his probability of massive change has not come about, he has only become more mired 
in the Conspirator's trap. Mankind's hearts are hardened so greatly that it is not likely 
that he will change, on the whole. 
 
Now, let us go through some other repetitions. There will be tremendously high waves 
roaring in upon the lands and entire cities, buildings etc., shall disappear from their 
very moorings; the atmosphere shall spew forth currents of great heat and toxic fumes 
and the winds shall swirl as the whirlwinds from every direction and flatten great cities 
and lay waste great portions of the lands and the heat will shrivel of plants and 
devastate great herds of your animals except those which have been given safety in thy 
preparations. For those who have made proper preparation, the holocaust shall sweep 
across you and you shall remain safely within thy well-made bunkers and so will the 
animals who have been considered and preparations made unto their needs for 
protection and foods sources laid in. 
 
There shall be a great settling in of a deadly quiet upon mankind following a massive 
darkness of spirit and a darkness of atmosphere. The very sounds of the Mother Earth 
shall be heard as the wail of a birthing mother. 
 
As day follows night, shall this warning follow soon now, chelas-- even in thy manner 
of the counting of days and "time" in thy perception. 
 
As this comes into thy consciousness, move into thy places of safety, beware most 
specifically of the sunrise--do not look into the sunrise or unto the sky or into the flash. 
Close your windows and you who have prepared, move within your cave-like bunkers 
and seal your windows. REMAIN INSIDE!! NOT VENTURE OUTSIDE YOUR 
DOOR--DO NOT GO OUT ONCE CLOSED WITHIN FOR IF YOU HAVE 
PLANNED AND PREPARED THOSE ONES OF YOUR OWN WILL BE IN 
SHELTER ELSEWHERE AND YOUR HERDS AND FLOCKS WILL HAVE BEEN 
PLACED IN PROTECTION AS THE WARNING BEGINS. DO NOT GO 
OUTSIDE--STAY WITHIN--FOR IF YOU LEAVE IN THE MIDST FOR ANY 
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REASON, YE SHALL NOT RETURN. 
 
In the midst of the blazing blast, prostrate yourselves  as flat against the foundation of 
the floor or earth and stretch out your extremities  while protecting your eyes between  
your arms for the light will penetrate unto the darkest corners and the energy waves 
will impact the body while passing through most of the housing  material. Some of the 
beams will most readily be directed through the Earth itself but you can shield 
yourselves. During the warning, do not struggle to bring your animals within your 
actual dwelling bunkers for this warning shall be as a warning to the human and the 
animals of those who remain of well spirit will be taken care of quite nicely. The 
warning might well come without pre-warning and if so, go within your houses, do not 
look up to the sky and shield your eyes from  the flash! Close your windows! Draw 
your blinds! AND REMAIN INSIDE!! DO NOT VENTURE OUTSIDE YOUR 
DOOR, OR YOU WILL NOT RETURN! GET FLAT ON THE FLOOR ON THE 
LOWEST LEVEL OF YOUR DWELLING AND WITHIN THE DARKEST 
PORTION, AND FLATTEN YOURSELF AGAINST THE FLOOR IN THE 
FLATTEST MANNER POSSIBLE. 
 
I FURTHER SUGGEST THAT WHILE YOU ARE PROSTRATE UPON YOUR 
FLOOR THAT YOU CONTINUALLY PRAY AND PETITION MERCY OF YOUR  
GOD, THE FATHER FOR WE SHALL BE ALLOWED TO SHIELD  THOSE OF YOU 
WHO ASK IN GOD'S NAME FOR PROTECTION. 
 
Now dear ones, you can disallow all of this to the limits of your narrow little worlds---
-BUT THESE ARE INSTRUCTIONS! DO YOU HEAR ME? THESE ARE 
INSTRUCTIONS AND IF YOU HEED THE INSTRUCTIONS, YOU WILL BE IN 
PROTECTION AND NOTHING IS HOPELESS. CONTINUE TO IGNORE THE 
HELP AND ALL YE SHALL HAVE IS "WISHES". TO "HOPE" AND ACT IS NOT 
THE SAME AS "WISH" AND WAIT.  
 
I WARN YOU AGAIN--STAY WITHIN DO NOT EVEN GO OUT TO BRING IN 
THY ANIMALS FOR THEY SHALL BE TENDED AS TO THE PLAN.  OH, DEAR 
ONES, HOW MANY WILL TRY TO GO BACK AND RESTORE THEIR HOMES 
WHEN IT IS TOO LATE? STAY WHERE YOU ARE FOLLOW THESE 
INSTRUCTIONS AND WAIT FOR---GOD NEVER LEAVES HIS CHILDREN 
WITHOUT INSTRUCTIONS IF YOU WILL BUT  LISTEN! 
 
Keep candles which are of quality in that you ask blessings upon your choices and 
actually mentally or verbally, sanctify them, have water set aside for thy needs--within 
your dwelling place where it can be pulled forth for use without going without your 
dwelling.  Have blankets, quilts or coverings for you will need them for protection first 
from the heat and then from the frigid chill.  And, of course, you will need food to 
survive for a period of some several days. Later, within this document, we shall outline 
that which you will need, in greater measure. However, if you are caught, just make 
sure you have the above items and you will pass through the warning. 
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As a sign unto you, the candles of those who have remained in the state of Grace  shall 
not be extinguished, but the candles in the homes of those who have given themselves 
unto Satan shall not burn!!! Children, I say unto you, as night follows day, a great and 
void of darkness shall descend upon mankind. I ask you to return to the story from 
your Ancient Holy Book in the Old Testament of Hebrews Chapter 11, verse 7: "By 
faith, Noah, having been warned concerning things not seen as yet, prepared with picas 
fear an ark in which to save his household." That means--in respect and knowledge of 
at which would be forthcoming. Of course onlookers laughed and ridiculed and 
persecuted him---but guess who had the last laugh! 
 
In your 1978 strong words and warnings were coming forth upon your place from 
these realms of God. You were told to review the lives of your teachers (which some 
call "saints") given forth throughout the world to every creed, color and race. All were 
asked to unite against the common enemy of your God (WHICH IS YOU!). Yet you 
do not seem to come into understanding in large numbers and many who began quite 
wisely did not cling only to God and therefore were pulled down and discounted as 
leaders. Lucifer (Satan) seeks to destroy all that is based on Christ/Creator/Creation. 
He seeks to destroy this by taking the word of God from among you by substituting a 
life, a way of life, that is pure and simply, insanity. Will you destroy of thy own 
children--thy own flesh and blood? That is that which is happening from one 
generation unto the next--destruction of the very souls of your own creation. WE shall 
continue to call out unto you for as long as any will hear---turn back for you are falling 
in great masses, into the abyss! It has naught to do with "religion" or "doctrines" as set 
forth by man--it is the returning into the direction of God and The Creation; I did not 
say ye would be judged upon your perfection--but ye must be turned about and in the 
asking for, else we are asked, we may not intervene for it is the law of the cosmos that 
free-will man shall have free-will until his individual gifting back unto God, that gift. 
 
If you cannot simply remember to stay in communication and contact by simple 
thought--then do something which calls your mind to focus--be it a trinket, a rosary, a 
feather, a string about thy finger---whatever calls thy mind into focus on God and 
Light and it must be constantly brought into your conscious mind in sincere intent. 
Empty words will produce naught but empty response. This is the sorting time and you 
are choosing--you will now get off thy fences, and roadway middles--you shall be in 
the choosing of thy pathway. 
 
Stay in communication with God and the Hosts, gather your  children  and friends 
about you and remain  in touch and closeness for  you will be guided in 
appropriateness as the time  comes upon you--you will be in the proper placement at 
the proper time for that is the way of God. Confusion and helter-skelter terror are the 
way of Satan----BUT YOU MUST LISTEN WITHIN AND HEED THE NUDGES 
AND THEREBY YOU WILL BE GIVEN  INTO THE "KNOWING". 
 
This "Warning" will bring many back unto the Lighted Path for they shall be turned 
back from their road that leads into the void. 
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The Warning which will be sent upon many must be effective. And in the mercy of the 
Father, a great spectacle will then be placed in the sky for all to see. However, the 
agents of Hell will try to prove -- disprove the hand of the Father in this Miracle. And 
brothers, herein will be massive tinkering of your evil technicians and discernment 
shall be rested squarely upon shoulders. The evil Conspiracy has laid in stores, 
weapons and yes, space craft in order to discredit the lighted brotherhood and dupe the 
masses. The efforts are greatly underway in the terror tactics of misrepresentation of 
truth by partial truths which produce incorrect conclusions.  I REPEAT; THERE IS 
NAUGHT TO FEAR FROM THE LIGHTED BROTHERHOOD OF SPACE--THE 
DANGER AND DESTRUCTION IS ALREADY RAMPANT UPON YOUR 
PLACEMENT! SO BE IT. 
 
Dharma, allow respite please for we begin to have computer problems at about this 
point in a given program. We do not want to need repeat the work involved by over-
extending the quantity of a given writing. Thank you, chela, and I now move to stand-
by that we might continue after rest. 
 

Hatonn to clear, please. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

REC #1 HATONN 
 

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 28, 1990 8:30 A.M. YEAR 3 DAY 196 
 

Hatonn present to work on the Journal.  Greetings in the Light of Radiance. 
 

MORE EVENTS AND PREPARATION 
 
Man against man, nation against nation and nations against themselves. Today we'll be 
discussing the coming events and preparation. You must prepare, for what appears to 
be a changing of attitudes regarding Russia and leadership is only a facade to 
strengthen the core systems and cause depletion of resources on a mammoth scale. 
Yesterday was a most important sign--Mr. Gorbachev is being given additional power 
TO DECLARE WAR, ETC: Why, would that be so important if, indeed, there is peace 
coming unto your world? DO NOT BE BLINDED! 
 
Dharma, you have been shown that which is the Great Warning. Let us now tell thy 
brothers. In a coming section of this Journal I shall be giving you great and frightening 
information on "beam systems". The anti-christ has the facilities to kill, mutilate and 
alter the mind patterns of the entire world. For every space satellite you have in orbit, 
the Chinese and Russians have more. The system is operable for world-wide control of 
all money transactions and pinpoint every human on your planet. Further, the facilities 
are in place to bounce beams, beam beams and generally destroy your planet. The 
cutdown on ground type military forces and missiles is only important as a "sign". All 
of those forces will be phased out and you will come under a One World Military force 
headed by a Russian through the United Nations. 
 
We have been allowed to keep nuclear warheads out of space beyond 150 miles of 
your surface---but the beam systems are now in place which negates the need for space 
nuclear installations. The finishing touches are still under finalizing and the major 
powers of the Joint Cartel are working in synchronized patterns to hone it carefully. 
The "beam" barrage will now be increased to insure annihilation of dissenters and 
bring into play total mind control. 
 
You are going to have to turn back unto the Lighted  Brotherhood, chelas, or you will 
fall. You of the people have no manner in which to counter this barrage and you have 
built no shelters within which to protect yourselves. The barrage of beamed 
information will simply put you into deeper sleep and keep you unprepared. THEY 
CANNOT, HOWEVER, NEUTRALIZE OUR SHIELDS. YOU MUST CONFRONT 
THAT WHICH IS COMING INTO YOUR PATHWAY, YOU WILL LISTEN TO THOSE 
ONES WHO SAY "THAT IS OF DARKNESS AND DOOM AND GLOOM"--AH SO, 
THEY WILL TELL YOU IT IS NOT SPIRITUAL---IT IS THE SPIRITUAL 
EXPERIENCE OF THY LIFESTREAMS---IT SIMPLY DOES NOT COME FORTH AS 
YOU OF EARTH EXPECTED IT TO COME-- WHICH IS EXACTLY THAT WHICH 
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YOUR BROTHER, SATAN, CALCULATED FROM ONSET--THAT GOD'S PEOPLE 
WOULD SLEEP ON UNTIL TOO LATE. 
 
What is the great warning? How might that work?  Is it supernatural and magic 
mysticism?  NO!  Dharma, write what you see as I show you. Dharma, hear me, 
please, and write. You ones only consider that to be magic which you do not have 
understanding enough to decipher. 
 
On "Warning Day" (W-Day), the Conspiracy will have pushed to the brink of holding 
the entire  world hostage.  God shall  take  over at that point and  the  entire  beam 
network above your outer  stratum shall be detonated. This will produce an 
intermeshing network of beam reactions which shall basically encapsulate the planet 
for some projected period of at least three days. What will strike you as humans, from 
that great distance, will be something quite like microwaves which will create the 
sensation of intense heat from all directions and inside to outside. There shall be 
resulting atmospheric upheaval and total confusion but you who are prepared and 
remain inside with your light shields about you will survive nicely. This is, however, 
the warning that things will get very nasty indeed from that time forward.  
 
The "enemy" will regroup (for he also knows this is coming) and he will respond with 
war of an earth scale but with earth based beam systems and nuclear weaponry. The 
reason they will do this is again in an attempt to hold God's people hostage and/or 
annihilate you. Satan knows that God will allow his children to have the word and 
allow a turning back unto Him before the final curtain. If you turn back you can 
receive of the protection you need and further, if you turn back in time, you will  
survive  nicely in your tidy shelters. These things are completely and totally up to you 
as a people as to that which you do with this information.  
 
You are thrust at because we of the lighted brotherhood in telling our truth make you 
uncomfortable and hopeless--no, the hopelessness is being thrust at you from your 
enemy. We give you all you need to do nicely if you will but listen and act. Come into 
the Light beamshield and we are allowed to protect (neutralize or buffer) the beams---
BUT YOU MUST REQUEST IT AND YOU MUST CONTINUALLY REQUEST IT. 
You are now dealing with the "unseen" and therefore you have no way of knowing it is 
upon you. 
 

WHAT OF "AFTER" W-DAY? 
 

You can expect it to unfold exactly as has been laid down for you. Dharma, we will 
describe it again--my prayer is that I shock you enough to hear and see! 
 
Go back to that which you call THE BOOK OF LIFE, your Holy Books. Also, put 
aside your doctrine separations and Jew vs Christian, etc. You are going to have to 
face an even more bitter realization and that is that the Israel Zionists have infiltrated 
into your government and control in every sector. In St. Matthew, Chap. 24 vs:3-14: 
"And as Jesus was sitting on the Mount of Olives, the disciples came to him privately, 
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saying, „Tell us, when are these things to happen, and what will be the sign of thy 
coming and of the end of the world?‟ And in answer Jesus said to them, „Take care 
that no one leads you astray. For many will come in my name, saying, „I am the 
Christ,‟ and they will lead many astray. For you shall hear of wars and rumors of wars. 
Take care that you do not be alarmed, for these things must come to pass, but the end 
is not yet. For nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom; and there 
will be pestilences and famines and earthquakes in various places. But all these things 
are the beginnings of sorrows. Then they will deliver you up to tribulation, and will 
put you to death; and you will be hated by all nations for my name's sake. And then 
many will fall away, and will betray one another, and will hate one another. And many 
false prophets will arise, and will lead many astray. And because iniquity will abound, 
and charity of the many will grow cold. But whoever perseveres to the end, he shall be 
saved. And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in the whole world, for a 
witness to all nations; and then will come the end.'" 
 

DO NOT CONFUSE DHARMA WITH ANYONE OR 
THING 

 
Dharma claims to be nothing and wishes no attention whatsoever. "Dharma" means 
"bringer of life truth". She claims no reality of physical Christness nor Godness other 
than as all of you experience the connection. Beware of those "claiming to be Christ 
and the incarnate prophet". She claims none of these things so I urge you to not be 
confused---she brings forth the WORD, she claims it not to be her words. She claims 
no "singular" gift nor personal "possession" of any content nor energy resource--it 
belongs to man, she has no "personal" attachment thereto. As a matter of fact, she 
would prefer to be completely and totally relieved of any and all responsibility. All of 
you have a purpose of participation which you may or may not yet recognize. Hers, 
and ones in other placements, is to write that which we give forth. ALL will not be 
given to the same task for you must have workers in ALL FIELDS, not just the one, 
for more important, later, shall be the security and shelters and food storage, and 
distribution and, and, and---so be it, it would be disaster if all were sitting to the 
writing. Further, no matter how anyone tries, the words shall not be discounted nor 
will they cease to flow. You as readers, doubters or complete enemies shall not even 
be in the further slowing of the messages. We have walked her through the fire of 
denouncement by those she respected above all others and she has stood strong--and 
through others not even known unto her, the word will come forth and ye of light shall 
be given to blanket the planet with thy defense of truth. Some will take of the words 
forth into the public as speakers and teachers that you might learn to connect with God 
on your own circuits. THE WORD SHALL GO FORTH AS DIRECTED 
REGARDLESS OF WHO EFFORTS TO STOP OF IT! SO BE IT. 
 

REVIEWING EVENTS 
 

Watch for the major revolution in Africa, Western Europe, and especially upheaval 
and revolution in Italy which touches the Vatican. Then watch for the fleeing of the 
Pope into safety outside of Rome. Then very soon will come the Warning followed 
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closely by a Great Miracle--in Spain but which shall touch the world--but at this time 
it is probable that it will be in the area of Garabandal. 
 
After these things will come the Great "Castigation"—(discipline). It will come forth 
in two major portions. First will be a World War of horrendous attack and counter 
attack which will be incredible for at least a period of three days, and then a comet, a 
fiery comet will come for a period of at least another three days. 
 
Jesus Sananda has told you how it will be. . ."The value of life will be lowered to the 
extreme: Man will murder without conscience. Brother will fight against sister, brother 
against brother, families will be torn asunder by sin. Many mothers in the world will 
face calamity with the loss of their sons. Many will truly join Me upon or at the 
Cross." 
 
"So many shall there be who perish that there will be no time to mark the graves. 
Mothers will long to see and know where lie their sons, but to no avail. This comfort 
will not be given to them, so great will be the loss of life. Can you not turn back now 
and beg the Eternal Father before it is too late? Are you so blind to the truth, My 
children, that you do not see the road on which you are traveling?" 
 
And the Blessed Mother came and said, "Walk with me and see. You ask Me, My 
children, why My tears are flowing? Come with Me and look! . . . No flesh shall be 
spared." And there before my eyes stretches the lands in explosion after explosion and 
the great clouds billow into the skies and Blessed Mother says, "Satan, My child, shall 
have his hand upon the button of destruction." 
 
Then She points across the waters and I am given to see that it is unto Russia which 
she gestures and she reminds me that there are not enough who understand the danger 
and are fooled by the facade, and they all walk blindly forward with their eyes 
darkened. We have been told again and again, by the very perpetrators themselves, that 
Socialistic/Communistic/Anti-Christian Russia would be the downfall of mankind. 
 
And the Christos continues, "My children, I feel of your great concern and your 
anguish, but often-times the good must suffer the same as the wicked for the rains fall 
upon the just and the unjust alike.  Only through your preparations against these days 
shall ye survive in wholeness." And, "This war will bring a destruction to mankind far 
greater than any human eye has ever seen or has experienced in the past, or will ever 
see or experience again in the future. If I come not, as is my promise, among you in 
this great catastrophe, there would be no living flesh left upon that blessed place." 
 
"Your news medias deceive you and tell you lies upon lies. They give you not truth in 
knowledge. The Bear is now massing on the borders, and he is ready to strike! And 
those who have formed a union with him in the Conspiracy have sold your inheritance 
unto your enemy. Heed well this reminder--watch unto Syria for therein lies the 
solution  of world peace OR the third war of your world.  It will be the destruction of 
three-quarters of the world. A world aflame followed by the great comet Ball of 
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Redemption as it is sometimes called." 
 
"Your Country, the United States, and many nations of the World now are under the 
domination of a godless government. As such, without Prayer, Atonement and 
Sacrifice, I say unto you now, as your Mother/Father Christ reflection, that you, too 
proud and arrogant a nation that you be, the United States shall fall. Many, many -- 
many shall suffer and perish!" 
 
You ones are completely surrounded by Soviet submarines and yes, some Nazi craft 
from out of the bases in Antarctica and they bear the missiles and sit in wait. They are 
out there and it is a portion of the master plan for the takeover of your United States 
and Canada. 
 
The evils being perpetrated in the holy Houses of God have run amuk. The examples 
being shown by the high men of the holy Houses of God are abominable! The harvest 
of Lucifer/Satan will be great indeed. You must prepare for the times of these things 
are nigh. 
 
A second "sun" lies out in your atmosphere--that which is labeled the Ball of 
Redemption, even now in transit to your planet. 
 
It is guided by that which is outside your planet and those who have cast aside the 
knowledge of that higher world of God shall not be given the grace to observe the 
coming events. When it enters upon your atmosphere, hearts shall be gripped with 
fear! Many shall run to hide themselves, recognizing the wrath of their Lord. And I 
apologize to those who disclaim me as not being the "real" Hatonn--nay, I am that 
which I claim to be--the "REAL" thing and my Higher experience holds the strings 
through the Christos' hands. Make no errors as to my identification lest you blunder 
remarkably. 
 
These events shall be gauged, measured and held in abeyance for the proper moment 
in the knowledge of Heaven, the moment deemed by the Eternal Father for the 
cleansing of mankind---and it shall come in the twinkling of thine eyelid. The Creator  
has  proclaimed that the Earth shall not end in annihilation for Creator  has given His 
promise to mankind, hat the world shall never be made extinct again, as in the past war 
the time of floods. However, your world shall be cleansed with a baptism of fire. And 
the old shall rise from the seas and unto the new and again shall grow that which is 
intended and the cycles shall again begin and the old shall pass away into the newness 
of her earned placement and those who walk the path with the Great Spirit shall have 
peace. 
 
You ones will decide which path ye shall tread--will it be the path of the Christ Circle 
of Infinity or the Serpent's road of darkness? 'Tis your very own choice. 
 
And before the final days there shall be earthquakes and the volcanos shall erupt and 
lands will rise and lands will fall and crumble. Great devastations shall pass upon the 
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lands from one corner of thy world unto another. The winds shall blow beyond that 
which you call a hundred miles an hour and finally, those who have no protection shall 
lose of their homes and thy placements will be in destruction. There shall be famines 
for already you have been lied to, even regarding thy larders and stockpiles--ye have 
none for they have been stolen away--thy massive silos are empty and it was done as 
the thief in the night. 
 
I shall quote from your own publications that you not discount of my message: 
 

"WORLD NEWS 'News Scan': Food Crisis Not Far Off. Last 
summer's (1988) drought in North America, China and the Soviet Union 
has left the world grain stocks in a sorry state. `It's almost inevitable 
we'll have tight food supplies this year,' said Lester Brown, president of 
the Worldwatch Institute in Washington. 'If there is another drought, all 
hell will break loose.' By the end of July 1989, experts calculate there 
will be enough wheat in the world for only 75 days consumption, enough 
corn for 50 days and enough soy beans for 47.  

 
"The Spectre of Hunger in North America 1989-1990, from the 

'Voice of Freedom': This prophetic vision has not yet been fulfilled in 
North America but the frightful events it foretells seem to be 
approaching and well nigh upon us. 

 
"There has been a major drought in the western and mid-western 

parts of the United States. Farm organizations have calculated that the 
harvest of grains in 1988 is only one half of what it is in a normal year. 
America is not the only major country in trouble, as the Soviet Union 
had a very poor harvest also. Where will these countries get their food? 

 
"The truth is that the most critical issue in America today is the 

family farm and food. It is estimated by one of the respected farm 
organization of America, NORM, that every three minutes a family farm 
declares bankruptcy and most of these farms are being laid idle, 
unattended. Because of this bankruptcy rate and the drought this year, 
there is a definite possibility of food shortages in the very near future. 

 
"The average reader may be inclined to say: 'But we have a huge 

surplus of grains, at least we have been told that by the government.' 
Well, let me tell you the truth as it really is. Dufur, Oregon is in the 
middle of the vast wheat country of the west. The manager of the Dufur 
grain elevator told me recently that the Federal Government agency 
which had wheat stored in his elevator ordered all the grain to be  
removed without explanation or notice. The manager of the elevator 
checked with Cargil's big elevator on the Columbia River where barges 
ship the grain abroad, and found that the elevators on the Columbia 
River have also been emptied.  (Word from the mid-west is the same!) 
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"Estimates are, that because of the drought, we have about used up 

our surplus. If there is a protracted drought through 1990, according to 
those who know and study the weather, what will happen to the food on 
the super market shelves? 

 
"Last week (mid-June 1989) I had a call from a man in Ravenna, 

Ohio who owns a Survival Center and handles bulk survival foods. He 
stated that a friend of his who is manager of one of the largest pod 
warehouses in the Northwest called him and told him the following 
startling story. Representatives from a certain U.S. Government agency 
had recently come to his warehouse and stated that they rented a block 
of space in the warehouse and wanted to inspect it. The manager of this 
warehouse is very knowledgeable of what is happening in the world and 
began to question the government representatives as to what they wanted 
to use his space for. After much prodding, he was reluctantly told. 'We 
are renting this space because we anticipate the rationing of food as it 
was during the Depression  of 1929 and 1931.'" 
 

WILL A WORD TO THE WISE BE SUFFICIENT?!!!!!??? 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 

WHAT OF UFO's IN ALL OF THIS? 
 
Well, there is good news and there is bad news. The good news is that we of the 
lighted brotherhood surround your planet. The bad news is that your world is now 
filled with demons. They will promote accidents that are not accidents, destruction, 
and even false miracles in the air. They will place (Earth, Terra, Shan, World) 
duplicated and confiscated craft in your heavens and further, in their efforts to blame 
the lighted Hosts, they will hold your cities hostage in an effort to keep the lighted 
brothers at bay. They will go even farther--they will actually destroy some of your 
cities and all the people in them and they will spread viruses and disease from the skies 
and tell you it is the lighted brotherhood---"the aliens from space in those UFOs". 
Total preparation for that move is being made this very minute--the set-up is under 
way. You are being fed just enough public information to completely delude and 
distract you and cause total terror in the hearts of mankind at the very sight of a UFO. 
So be it--if you allow of it, it shall certainly come to be for you will render yourselves 
helpless. 
 
It is for this very reason that we welcome those who are bringing good research and 
truth forward. We will stand firm against the incorrect conclusions regarding both the 
presence of abductions and mutilations. You are going  to be required to use your 
heads and brains in your God-given abilities to  reason competently.  The time of the 
spectacular fantasy science fiction and the quarreling over stories is finished---your 
world stands on the brink of annihilation at the hands of those you elect and trust with 
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your lives and frankly, your souls. 
 

RECOGNIZE THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES: 666, WHICH 
IS UPON YOU 

 
And the Christos says, "For I shall come to you in the like manner in which I 
ascended. I shall descend with a roar of triumph from the multitudes of Heaven. We 
shall come in great victory, for if we do not come, no flesh shall remain upon your 
earth. 
 
"I cannot promise in that conflagration that some shall not suffer, that good shall not 
die with the evil ones. But know that no death upon earth shall go by without a lust 
reward  when this death is in martyrdom.  I cannot promise any of you a life of 
fulfillment upon your earth, for this you shall receive from Satan. He now -- this 
prince of darkness, the adversary -- controls all of  your world. It has been given to 
him but for a short time. 
 
"For you who have the knowledge, recognize the signs of your times. 666 is upon 
mankind! It is the closing of your era. It hastens with great speed upon you, because 
you have refused the grace given to you to turn back and do penance and restore My 
House. Before the chastisement, My Mother's and Father's words will have reached 
throughout the world, and the sheep will have been separated from the goats. All that 
is rotten shall fall. My House kept in darkness shall fall! It shall be cleansed! 
 
"Shall you, as pastors, stand before Me and say that your teaching has been pure in My 
sight? I shall spit you out as venom into the flames! Sin has become a way of life. 
Murder abounds. Charity of heart? Very little shines now upon your earth. Light of 
spirit ? Souls going into darkness of spirit! 
 
"Sodom! Your earth is in far greater evil than in the time of Sodom. The sin of Sodom 
is being now committed in a more sophisticated manner of defilement. Defiled man 
now enters upon My Church. 
 
"You will, as pastors, awaken from your slumber. The fathers have fallen asleep. You 
who mock, you who say, 'Where is His coming?' -- I shall come to you. Without your 
knowing, I shall slip in upon you like a thief in the night. I shall Speak to you in the 
language that you will understand -- as a thief in the night! I hear the mockers of My 
words who say, 'We have promoted a new theology, a scare theology! The fright!' The 
fright We are accused of, shall they experience it when there is no return? 
 
"Amen, amen, I say to you, all that has been written in the Book of Life must come to 
pass. For you who have been given the grace, you will read your Apocalypse. You are 
coming to the end. Read and become knowledgeable. 
 
"My children, I hear voices of disdain shouting, 'Sadism!!! Is this a Sadist God who 
promises such destruction upon His creation?' I say unto you, as your God, I bring not 
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your destruction, you will bring about your own destruction for I leave you, as your 
God, to the exercise of your free will; if you reject your God and the plan for man's 
redemption as given from the beginning of time, I say unto you -- you will destroy 
yourselves. 
 
"You only bring upon yourself a punishment far greater than ever has been seen upon 
your Earth and never shall be seen again, for when you go through this great 
chastisement, there will be few creatures left upon Earth. I AM ESU JESUS 
EMMANUEL SANANDA." 
 

* * * * * * * * * 
 
So be it and let it digest within thy minds that we might get busy with our preparations 
that protection might be made in time. I cannot influence that which you think "to be 
dreary, gloomy, hopeless and sadistic". We come forth to tell you how it IS, NO 
MORE AND NO LESS. What ye do with the information rests squarely upon your 
senses and within your hands! 
 
I move to stand-by that Dharma might have respite and the readers might pause for 
pondering the truth of it. When we return, Dharma, we shall re-emphasize the 
Conspiracy and speak of preparations and requirements for safety. You have been 
given that which will protect you in SURVIVAL, however, if you plan  better, ye need 
not  just survive  barely--with compressed earth equipment and diligent storage, you 
can survive very nicely and  continue of thy work in the bringing of the instructions 
and the WORD. 
 
HATONN TO STAND-BY, PLEASE. THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

REC #1 HATONN 
 

TUESDAY, MARCH 6, 1990 8:15 A.M. YEAR 3 DAY 202 
 

PREPARATION 
 

Hatonn to speak of serendipity in the light of Radiance and the passing of "time. Also, 
I will remind you of things already discussed in the Journals such as SURVIVAL--not 
to bore you with repetition but rather, to assure you that this is not a "new" matter, but 
only a misplaced focus. 
 
As far back as your early 80's these same ones whom I honor today, for baring truth, 
were hard at it to get the attention of the masses and few listened. Ron Paul, Gary 
North, Arthur Robinson, Antony Sutton, John King, etc.- - - the list is long indeed. IT IS
NOW TIME YOU LISTEN-UP, DEAR ONES, FOR THE FOX IS ALREADY IN
THE HEN HOUSE. 
 
In the early 80's you could have taken satchels full of money in cash to your local 
precious metals dealers and walked out with unaccountable assets. It is harder now, 
but still possible. Remember, I must speak to a wide range of people in the Journals so 
you must be patient on either end of the economic chain. Obviously, if you have no 
assets--you will not be able to buy coins. Please use your heads and fit information to 
your situation. We can give you basics and then fringes--we cannot individually 
contact and  instruct 6 billion persons and customize a plan. 
 
For instance, you can still buy gold and silver coins if you take care and pay attention  
to quantity lumps.  There are still many reputable dealers and there is nothing to 
prevent your doing business with all if you have funds enough. You can get good 
investment value by buying precious, jewelry at pawn shops. You can buy goods at 
swap meets unfortunately, that is also a place for "fenced" goods. You can buy used or 
discounted durable consumer, goods and tools and equipment to be used later as 
barter.  There are still some exceptional opportunities but there are plenty of other 
writers who can tell you these things. I have no wish to utilize another's material---we 
want you to wake up and use that information already available unto you.  
 
Let us speak more in generalities and from a realistic perspective. 
 
Since the plans of the Illuminati, which is the faction of the "Power Elite" whose 
power is money---woops! I have already lost my scribe and therefore, I will have lost a 
great number of you good readers---so be it, we shall return to basic definitions and 
descriptions. 
 

"EPHESIANS 6 10-13:" 
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My brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of His might. Put on the whole 
armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. For we 
wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, 
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high 
places. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to 
withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand. So be it.* * * * * * 
 

THE CONSPIRACY 
 
The idea of riot and revolution in America is no longer unthinkable to most 
Americans--it is now occurring daily. Yet, there is a conspiracy to not only overthrow 
your form of government but to destroy most of your population and reduce the United 
States to a weak outpost under the dictatorial rule of an international government. 
HEAR ME WELL AS I LAY DOWN THE BASICS ONCE AGAIN. IF YOU 
ALREADY RECALL AND KNOW THESE THINGS--READ THEM AGAIN FOR 
WHEN I BREAK DOWN THE FACTIONS WHO WAR ONE AGAINST THE 
OTHER YOU WILL NEED THE INFORMATION. 
 
The plan to accomplish world government has been secretive. At most, there are only 
about 5,000 people in the entire world who have any significant understanding of THE 
PLAN. That is what we are about, as are many of your fine writers whose material 
shall be given at the ending of this Journal. I will utilize no bibliography as such, for I 
need none--but you need confirmation and further instructions--I am only to give you 
the precipitant to cause you to seek and find--quickly! Further, I do not endorse ALL 
material from any "one" author or group but there are some writers who act in total 
integrity and their work is valid indeed. I am now being prepared for lawsuits because, 
"Hatonn has NOT used some author's material." Well, perhaps the author's intent is 
wondrous indeed, but conclusions are incorrect and therefore renders almost useless 
the information preceding the conclusions. Some authors have conclusions which are 
totally accurate and reached them through incorrect assumptions---always the latter is 
the more acceptable. 
 
Incredible and unbelievable efforts have been thrust forth to keep the true nature of the 
plan from leaking out to those people who would oppose or expose the plan--unto 
murder, torture, and destruction of a man's reputation, career and family structure. 
 
There have, however, been numerous individuals who have uncovered various aspects 
of the conspiracy. Many of these individuals have put their discoveries in print. Some 
of the most daring speakers and authors have defected from highest ranks of the CIA, 
FBI, SATANIC/WITCHCRAFT CIRCLES, KGB, CONGRESS, ETC. FOR EVERY 
ONE WHO IS  STRAIGHTFORWARD, THERE ARE DOZENS STILL ON THE 
PAYROLL OF THESE GROUPS AND ARE OUT TO DISCOUNT, ANNIHILATE AND 
SMEAR THE WORD OF THE LEGITIMATE. You, the receivers, must be in the 
discerning and hopefully you are paying attention to the discernment tools and clues 
we give unto you. 
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As just a touch of witchcraft history, I would say that in 1624 there landed upon the 
American shores a group of Puritans---at a port called Collins Bay. This place is just 
northeast of what you now call Boston. The ship that brought them was owned by one, 
Francis Collins. Mr. Collins was a "witch" of Celtic descent. He built his home at 
Marblehead just south of what is now Salem Bay. Francis Collins built the Salem 
Church. It was this church that was the source of the Salem witch trials. Suffice it to 
say, however, that true to form, there were witches present but you can jolly-well bet 
that none of the people put to death were actually the witches. 
 
From that Collins family have descended major heads of the "Witch" cults such as the 
Druids with their Council of Thirteen and true and open Satanism. A very brave 
defector who was once Grand Druid High Priest of a thirteen state sector, 
headquartered in San Antonio, Texas (name withheld for his family is in great 
jeopardy) has tales to tell which would put SATAN'S DRUMMERS in a kindergarten 
classification for reading material. 
 
In the year 1971, when this man was Grand Druid Priest, over 90% of the politicians in 
that thirteen state area received financial support through him personally, from the 
Grand Order. These politicians took orders regarding political decisions from him 
personally. The orders were passed down from the Rothschild Tribunal to the Grand 
Druid Council and then the Council passed them on to individuals and organizations 
under their authority. 
 
This person was personally responsible for murder of an officer while in the military 
service. He was tried and convicted. However, when his prison cell mate was released, 
"Sir X" asked him to get word to a certain individual in the U.S. who Sir X knew to be 
a witch (this killing occurred in Germany and thus the incarceration was in Germany). 
Within days a U.S. Senator and a Congressman showed up at the prison. Twenty-four 
hours later Sir X received an honorable discharge with all information of the shooting 
incident purged from his record. And just what do you think will be the ultimate 
penalties for the Iran-Contra scandals? Yet a man in your country who runs for 
President and brings forth truth--is sent away to prison and his young staff is 
imprisoned for 72 and 86 years respectively--for raising campaign funds. 
 
When Sir X arrived in the U.S. after his release, his mother sent him to New York 
City. After he arrived he was trained for six months by Dr. Raymond Budkland, 
Chairman of the Druid Council of Thirteen. Following that he traveled out to the West 
Coast where he was trained for another six months by Mrs. Louise Hubner, another 
member of the Druid Council of Thirteen. (Remember, at that time the family name 
was Collins). 
 
In 1972, Sir X was shown a chart giving THE PLAN FOR WORLD TAKEOVER. 
Just take a deep breath and we'll dive right in for you have had your toe testing of the 
waters. 
 

ILLUMINATI PLAN FOR WORLD TAKEOVER 
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Remove President and Vice-president 
 
Republican Successor Throws Election to Democrat  
 
Democrat President Gets Following Laws Enacted: 
 

1. New gun law to take away guns from citizens. 
2. Removal of tax exemption from churches. 
3. Genocide Act 
4. Presidential martial law powers 
5. The Anti-Hoarding Act 

 
WORLD WAR III 
 
Caused by Israel State battling over petrol, farmlands and chemicals. 
 
PLANS FOR AMERICA 
 
Make every person totally dependent on the government by: 
 
1. Creating a pseudo-fuel shortage. 

 
2. Confiscating all guns. 
 
3. Calling for "Helter Skelter" 

(All trucks, trains, and ships stop. Charles Manson leads army of some 200,000 
white prisoners and motorcycle club members to create mass insanity in the streets (six 
months after his release) by bombing churches, raping, murdering and other fear 
tactics). "It will be when the lights of New York go out for good"--Rothschild 
Tribunal. 
 
4. Declaring Martial Law - suspend Congress. Activate National Guard to keep order. 

One policeman for every five people. 
 
5. With Anti-Hoarding Act outlaw all food and medical supplies from being stored. 
 
6.  Issue a Security Card to govern all buying and selling. 
7. Destroy monetary system (All money, etc., becomes worthless). 
 
8. Issue new currency. 
 
9. Destroy all cropland. "There will be nothing south of the Mason-Dixon Line over 
two inches high from the Atlantic to the Rocky Mountains."--The Rothschild Tribunal. 
 
Rothschilds send all countries except America against Israel for the oil. Use of neutron 
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bomb allows destruction of people while all buildings, natural resources and croplands 
remain intact. When war is over the world will be run from Jerusalem. 
 

* * * * * * * * * 
 

Oh precious ones, I do not jest, this plan is the "End Plan", THE PLAN 2000--AT 
LEAST ONE FACTION THEREOF. 
 
DO YOU BEGIN TO SEE WHY EFFORTS ARE SO HEINOUS TO STOP MY 
WRITINGS FROM COMING FORTH AND SILENCE THIS SCRIBE?---IT IS MOST 
SERIOUS INDEED--PRAY FOR THIS SCRIBE AND HER CLOSE ONES FOR THE 
SHIELD OF GOD'S PROTECTION UPON THEM IN THIS TIME OF THEIR WORK. 
 
Look carefully at the above chart and compare with today, almost two decades later--
you see, only some of the players change--not the plan! See how it harmonizes with 
the rise of the world political ruler prophesied in Revelation. 
 
In addition to the chart for world take-over was a letter from the Rothschilds--on 
Rothschilds stationery that stated, "We have found a man who is willing to become 
world ruler and remain obedient to the Illuminati. (shocker coming:) His name is 
Jimmy Carter." 
 

A QUIET LITTLE CITY CALLED SAN ANTONIO 
 
In 1972 the total population of residents was listed as approximately 500,000. Out of 
that half million, there were at least 100,000 people connected directly with witchcraft. 
 
Well, beloved ones, you must recognize right now: He that is within me is greater than 
he that is in you and I can bind all your spells so that they won't work and everything 
will go wrong. All you have to do is ask! For it is through the lighted path that you 
will come to overthrow Satan, demons, drugs, habits, additions, and threat of 
assassination.  But you will find that few will in the onset following your changes 
toward the lighted pathway and then more and more and you of the light will unify and 
will stand as a wall of light over and  through which no darkness can pass. This ability 
will come only through understanding of the problems as they exist without blurred  
vision and in truth. Pick up the banner of truth as the ones who have come before are 
damaged by the evil enemies. Hundreds came bravely before these recent scribes--
honor them, support them and protect them. Those who act in truth, defend and protect 
the speakers  and identities---those of evil  intent shout the names and addresses from 
the airwaves---those ones, in these days, shall be given to reap the tares and thistles 
which they sow, for God is moving, brothers---God is moving! 
 

LOOK AT THE PLANS 
 

The illuminati was started by the Rothschild dynasty in cooperation with Adam 
Weishaupt. The Rothschilds rose from obscurity in Germany to become the most 
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powerful banking family in the world. The formation of the Illuminati occurred after 
the Rothschilds met Adam Weishaupt. Weishaupt was born the son of a Jewish Rabbi 
but he defected from Judaism and became a Franciscan monk. He studied in France 
where he became close friends with Robespierre who later led the French Revolution. 
Weishaupt also became friends with several people in the French royal court. These 
friends practiced the black mass, baby sacrifice and other vile rituals, as entertainment. 
It was through these associations that Weishaupt became acquainted with "Satanism" 
(to be distinguished from "witchcraft"). 
 
Weishaupt desired to acquire copies of the "Kabala", "The Major Key of Solomon" 
and "The Lesser Key of Solomon." These books told how demons could be controlled 
to do an individual's bidding by using occult practices and rituals. The Rothschilds had 
copies of these books and as a result were brought into a joint relationship with 
Weishaupt. The consequent result was the first union of Satanism with the Kabalistic 
crafts. 
 
The Rothschilds persuaded Weishaupt to leave the Catholic Church and unite the 
various occult groups. This he proceeded to do. One of the covens created by 
Weishaupt was "'The Golden Dawn" which became and still continues as the private 
coven of the Rothschilds. 
 
Weishaupt and the Rothschilds proceeded to put together the creeds of the Golden 
Dawn. The Rothchilds gave what they considered to be important and Weishaupt was 
the priest who put it in final form. The result of all this was the Illuminati officially 
formed on May 1, 1776. To witches, May 1st is the birthday of Baltane. To them, it is 
the day when the Sun which is "the god of light" returns to the atmosphere from the 
underworld where he has been at rest. The lower witches know him as "Pan" but 
higher witches know him as "Lucifer". To witches the world over, May 1st is the New 
Year's Day of Witches. The fact that Communism celebrates its birthday on May 1st 
should reveal to the world that the same conspiratorial personalities who rule the 
western capitalistic countries through banking control also rule the communist 
countries the same way. 
 
The most important truth (lie) in witchcraft is the so-called Prophecy of Truth: "When 
the Son of Lucifer takes his throne, then will witches have peace forever mono 
(morning)." The goal of witchcraft has been and remains to be the placing of "The Son 
of Lucifer" - the Satan empowered world ruler - on his throne so that witches the 
world over can lead the world, by whatever means, to worship Lucifer as the sole god 
of the world. 
 
Towards this goal they have already built a behind the scenes network that effectively 
rules the basic six areas of society:  (1) Religious  (2) Political  (3) Economic  (4) 
Educational  (5) Military and  (6) Social. In every area only those personnel at the very 
top know the true nature of the purposes and activities of their organization. Those 
individuals at the lower and middle levels often feel they are working to accomplish 
some noble humanitarian goal. 
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The power of the Illuminati is money. In the area of money their resources are almost 
limitless. Their organizational structure is depicted by three pyramids and a sphinx. 
The three pyramids show the same four groups at the top: The Rothschild Tribunal  (3 
members) depicted by a triangle around the eye of Lucifer. Immediately beneath is the 
Druid Council of 13. Under that is the Council of 33 (Free-masonry). Below them is 
"The 500" known infamously to outsiders as the "Bilderbergers". From that point the 
groups are different. In the three pyramids representing the Occult and Religious; the 
Political, and the various organizations, only a few of the most important groups will 
be shown herein. There are other groups under the control of the Illuminati but the 
ones herein given are very representative of the most important groups. The Sphinx 
shows the power flow of the Illuminati. It must be remembered that to understand the 
chart the driving force  is MONEY! 
 
The Illuminati changed its name several years past because of a number of writers who 
began to expose it. The name used within the organization more currently is "Moriah" 
meaning "The Conquering Wind". 
 
Suffice it to say that people still recognize the meaning of the term "Illuminati" and 
cringe when anyone is on target in describing its activities---like this moment! 
 
Please allow space in this Journal to reproduce diagrams. Therefore, allow us to take a 
break at this point and it will allow ease of pagination for the formatting. 
 
Thank you, Dharma, let us take respite, please. 
 
Hatonn to move to stand-by, Salu. 
 

ADDENDUM TO THE ABOVE CHAPTER 
 
Dharma, the diagrams will be placed immediately following this notation. There is, 
however something which must be added into this record, at this point for it is timely 
unto the hour, and I will explain. 
 
To all you readers who think we are but silly children out for notoriety and to "pilfer" 
material from other authors and beloved Sister Thedra, I have the following to offer 
unto you. 
 
Please turn to Appendix No. 1. This is a note received this day at 11:09 A.M. (Oberli, 
strike out all pertinent information as to location, etc. but leave America West for we 
must set up a protection shield around those beloved ones and we desire the public be 
made absolutely aware.) For you readers, Chuck, referred to in item No. 1, is our 
printer and I will leave his location unidentified in this document. 
 
The manuscript referred to is CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX. For you ones who 
do not take seriously, the dangers and intrigue involved, please take most careful note 
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of the following: 
 
Appendix No. 2: This is most fearful indeed and is being laced in this document in 
addition to placement in CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX since its printing is 
delayed because of the prior notice. Place it in the appropriate placement as an 
addendum with a special notice as to content and source. Mark it well for there must 
be no misunderstanding as to its source--it must not be construed as being of our input 
for we shall neutralize its content and remove its energy therefrom before reprinting. 
 
The reason the Satanist's letter is so very important is that it was sent to George Green 
in denouncement of him and a Satanic curse placed upon his person following the 
fiasco with the Billy Goodman/Bill Cooper program on February 28, 1990 (last week). 
The letter was sent in support of William Cooper and his group who placed all the 
calls into the station. This source, brothers, is as evil as you will ever encounter--Satan 
is taking a direct stand---yes, the "Big Boy" himself. 
 
I wonder if Mr. Cooper wishes to accuse us of plagiarism of his documents 
henceforth? I care not what Mr. Cooper does, it is just extremely important for Mr. 
Cooper and Mr. Goodman to KNOW who is specifically backing their activities. We 
are going to print it exactly as it was received. I want you to note that Satan is a Master 
at confusion and deception---he hasn't missed a trick and yet, neither has he failed to 
place clues throughout and all over the documents. If you are unable to pick up the 
pale print of the Satanic sign which is almost a watermark in the stationery, I suggest 
you look closely and you can discern it. It is actually a shadow print. 
 
Since Mr. Cooper accuses us of word for word plagiarism of documents of his 
authorship of some 50 pages from a 26 page document---could these be the other 24 
pages? We know not of that which he speaks. 
 
And as regards to the Gatehouse---this one who calls himself Satan is also in 
protection by verbal commitment, to beings who surround the Gatehouse---what might 
that mean? 
 
Perhaps you can now see why Mr. Cooper's phone call to George Green threatening to 
"take out that 'channel'" was taken most seriously by us. When one is set-up as a tool 
for the Satanic team it is also made sure that the person becomes totally without reason 
and irrational. I suggest Mr. Cooper listen most carefully indeed, to his friends such as 
John Lear, whose research was shared liberally with Bill. 
 
Allow me to tell you what it means; it means you are not playing over some tiddle-de-
winks of foolish nonsense. It means that the Evil King himself will stop at naught to 
stop truth and you cannot tell for sure, where he aims it. I suggest you call in the God 
of Light, brothers, and wrap yourselves in the cloak of God and the Infinite Sacred 
Circle of the Cristos because you who leave yourselves open are indeed in trouble. 
 
We have confronted some of his henchmen and he is totally aggravated. He always 
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fights in this manner. He, further, utilizes some person who is already in unbalance 
and destroys all he touches. Not only is this a most valid letter, as well as the message 
of intent, but he has openly called the hand. 
 
Now the clues: In the mass of confusion as to full meaning of the document, it might 
well appear that this energy is denouncing the word within the Journals as false. Nay, 
nay, nay--not so. He is telling you exactly where the falseness lays---he blesses Mr. 
Cooper and Mr. Goodman and actually writes upon the paper for the world to see---
"P.S. I curse you, George Green, and all your associates. Including the Paladians 
(Pleiadians, of course)." 
 
Further, he and his flock went through the whole ritual experience and exercise to do 
exactly that. I tell you, however, to fear not for this mite upon the skin of God is 
naught for the evil prince has dared come to the heartplace of God and his taunts and 
threats are naught but a chill of fear upon a troubled land. The truth being, that things 
have become most serious and disastrous indeed, upon your world and he claims his 
kingdom of dominion over your world and slashes the boundary line between himself 
and his troops and God and the hosts of heaven. 
 
I have worse news for you who plotted that little fiasco on that radio program--you are 
all on his "throttle" list because you staged it so badly that he lost the battle. It is 
important that Mr. Goodman know that numerous ones have written and called George 
Green to apologize for the terrible injustice of that program. Satan doesn't like it when 
you boys botch a well-laid plan. You had best think very carefully about it. 
 
 
I further suggest that Mr. Cooper and Mr. Goodman get off the SPACE GATE 
document and on into the important material such as SATAN'S DRUMMERS and see 
if they want credit for all that material also! How about we just get my scribe and 
publisher off the hook and give Mr. Cooper credit for all of the literature we are 
putting forth? So be it! It pays greatly to know about that which you soap-box. 
 
For you, beloved Sister, and dear, dear Tuieta--look carefully, indeed, at this material 
for the problem is not around this source and/or resource and Dharma has been badly, 
badly accused and used. Now the effort will go forth to destroy Sister's credibility and 
that of Ed DeMar, etc. If you cannot see the truth of these documents, then I have 
naught more to offer thee as evidence. 
 
There is naught but love of all creatures of all species and all creeds, colors and races 
of human coming from this placement and we have watched the very ones closest unto 
these beloved workers crucify them and spread lies about them in most heinous 
manner of ridicule and incredible, blatant lies. Neither do these ones have anything to 
fear for Sananda/Aton stands squarely betwixt Satan and these workers and 
truthbringers. This, however, does not diminish the pain of being stricken and accused 
by ones they trusted and honored above others. 
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Please label the copies as to beginning portion and signal ending for we want this 
reproduced exactly, including the information whereby the author can be reached--as 
he says, for "additional information". 
 
I further request that copies of this portion and the attachments be sent to Bill Cooper, 
Sister Thedra, Tuieta, Billy Goodman, John Lear, etc., as well as the ones who receive 
regularly. Then I wish to know if you would like an Express on the subject. 
 
I would hope that the receivers who plan litigation look most carefully, indeed, for you 
have openly named names and slandered these ones upon the airwaves of a nation. 
You have labeled them hoaxters and deliberate liers and thieves. I suggest you look 
most closely at libel laws for the Constitution of the United States of America is still 
somewhat operative and you have publicly defamed mine workers and sent the 
material filled with accusations and lies unto the four corners of the continent. Yes, 
indeed, I would think most carefully upon these things. Mr. Goodman has betrayed the 
trust of his audience who respected and revered him. 
 
As we move further along and get into the impact on religion, education, and other 
societal structures, the impact will worsen. You who claim to be of light and truth and 
claim to wish only to share that truth--I plead with you now to look within and find thy 
truth for the trumpet call has sounded and most have missed of it. So be it. 
 
The father wipes of thine eyes, Dharma, for He shall keep you in care that thine heart 
find peace and ye must be in the allowing of others to find their own way, chela. All 
will be tested unto the ending and hallowed be the blessed ones who stand strong 
against the storm for the lamp of truth and Light shall be held for all to see and know. 
Amen. 
 
Let us leave this for this segment for your heart is too heavy to work further. Ye ones 
shall be given buffering against the blast--allow that knowledge into thy beings. I 
further give comfort unto George, Chuck, Desiree and others who bear the hurt of 
these slings and arrows--ye shall be in our protection at every moment. Do not throw 
any more of this material away for it is important we counter every message of this 
nature. Further, it must not go forth even into the trash heap without the de-energizing 
of it. Cleanse everything it has touched, even unto the trash bin. Do not feel foolish in 
the so-doing for you ones do not yet understand beams and energy thrusts--stay in 
protection. 
 
I stand aside now, that you might unwind thy stresses, chela, and we shall resume our 
work as it is suitable. 
 
Hatonn, in behalf of the Lighted Brotherhood in service unto the Lighted Hosts, 
Mother/Father Creator, The Creation of Allness-- and unto thee, our beloved family of 
the Great Spirit of the Lighted Realms, to place my benediction upon you and about 
you that you be kept in security.   Salu!   Hatonn to clear frequency, please. 
Thank you. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

REC #1 HATONN 
 

WEDNESDAY, MAR. 7, 1990 7:15 A.M. YEAR 3 DAY 203 
 

PERSPECTIVE: FACE IT! 
 

Hatonn in Radiance, Dharma. We will take one step at a time, chela, one step at a time. 
This first portion is personal for this date but it needs to be shared with all receivers of 
these Journals and Express literature. 
 
We plead "human overload" and petition for "patience" as we sort how best to be able 
to respond in a timely manner to ALL for we cherish ALL and will respond to ALL! 
 
George, with the next mailings, please enclose a simple check-off form with room for 
suggestions, please. Let us ask the recipients how best we can be of more service in an 
orderly manner. And, herein, let me respond to one or two petitions to which I shall 
more extensively respond a bit later on a personal basis. 
 
We invite correspondence for so many of the more pertinent queries are covered and 
they are usually inclusive of information that all are asking in one way or another. 
Would you please designate if a separate small Journal on a regular basis containing 
"correspondence" material, would be desired? Some of the material will be placed in 
the Journals themselves and/or bits and pieces in the Express but we are inundated and 
Dharma has only 24 hours per day and therefore, human restrictions apply. Perhaps if I 
outline our problems as they currently exist, it would help you dear ones to understand. 
 
Request after request comes forth for the material to be put to audio tape. We realize 
that it would be most advantageous for many ones have vision problems and messages 
can now easily be listened to during other activities---worse, a poll was done in the 
U.S. within the month showing that well above 60% of the people in the U.S. do not 
read books. Still worse, the educational system is out to deprive your population of 
basic abilities such as the ability to read, write and handle mathematics. 
 
We can only beg indulgence with the taping for we simply have no time at present and 
ones who have volunteered to assist have no means of support and must, therefore, be 
paid for the service. Further, to produce the sets of tapes is financially out of the 
question until such time as the publication expenses are balanced. It would help greatly 
to have a response from you ones in that we might consider the best and most 
expedient route to take. It has simply come to the point where we must have feedback 
regarding your desires. Great appreciation to C.M. of Brasstown, N.C. and I shall 
make a personal response a bit later. I accept your intent and we are most grateful 
indeed but we are forced by circumstances to take one step at a time. These dear ones 
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are being threatened daily with lawsuits and business problems and we must place our 
thrust where it can reach the most persons. We will also need translators into other 
languages as early on as possible. These ones are not interested in "doing it all" but 
rather, there is no further funding available in this location for these services. So be it, 
for all shall come forth in its time. In behalf of my "team" on this side, I humbly thank 
you for your willing offers. As it can be afforded there must be a press and readers---
all the component personnel to further the word in every manner---in the interim, we 
shall do that which we can and ask that you ones share statistics which will allow us to 
serve in the best manner possible. I bless you for your unselfish considerations. 
 
In the clash of events and denouncements of ones who had originally been receivers, 
some of our most beloved contacts have been too filled with fear to continue. So be it. 
Blessings unto them and we thank them for their services unto this point. It is 
terrifying when not only the CIA and government, but the religious community and 
now, the Satanists threaten and badger. 
 
For over three years now, Dharma and Oberli have devoted 100% of their time and all 
assets unto this mission while struggling against all odds to simply remain in their 
dwelling. The formatter of the writings has given every cent he has and/or will have 
along with 100% of his time to this information dispersion. We have one young lady, 
Elizabeth, who has given 100% of her time but now must take outside employment for 
her reserves have been exhausted. We have another two who have assisted greatly in 
any manner of service within their ability to share as well as family members who 
have basically supported these parents. 
 
The publisher has found this to be greater than he and his wife's ability to cover the 
load for the two of them handle publication, as well as distribution, from the central 
source while expending thousands upon thousands of dollars in publishing expenses. 
Thus far, brethren, there has been not one cent from this information which has not 
been turned right back into the very printing and disbursement expenses. Those ones 
who taunt and shout "riches" are foolish indeed. Further, Foundations are being 
established to allocate monies into research projects to perfect apparatus for specific 
purposes. Please be gentle when ye hear of them being denounced and battered. 
KNOW those are the responses of our enemies who know of the truth of these 
documents and be patient with our inability to respond instantly to your requests and 
input. We shall effort to not allow more than a week to pass without personal response. 
Blessings unto you who are so willing to assist and, as we move along, ye shall begin 
to see of thy place within the plan for we shall need ones from every walk of life, 
including the retired who wish security and service---age is only an asset of knowledge 
and your children are begging for a return to knowledge and "how to". Your children 
cannot survive with the information being given unto them--they cannot cook of their 
food without microwaves and they vegetate in front of a T.V. which gives them 
poison. Ah, even an infirm body does not hamper the mind--the mind only grows 
insufficient because it has nothing upon which to feed in thy old ages for the body 
wearies of the journey of nothingness. However, income must be built into the system 
so that all can survive, hopefully in comfort and fulfillment of needs for there will 
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ultimately be no help from a government in collapse and turmoil. 
 
Therefore, we must build a foundation of business whereby income can be garnered or 
barter established. It becomes more difficult because your reserve food supplies have 
been emptied and given unto your enemies--your silos are all but empty. To some of 
your questions as to what to do and how to manage---there will be no answers. We are 
not magicians nor mystics--there simply will be no wondrous answers but we will do 
all we can to inform you as to the probabilities of the best route to take as we discern 
it. We can do no more, beloved ones, and remember, our input must be asked for God 
nor the Universal Laws allow intervention or force. 
 

SEEMS HOPELESS? 
 

It would appear, therefore, that God has the lesser stick for Satan seems to have it all. 
Well, he cannot use force either--he works directly through humans and plays to the 
earthly greed, terror and all manner of physical desires. God allows, for man must turn 
unto God and come again into righteousness lest he perish in the void of evil thrusts. 
We can only show you the way and allow you to see the destruction already upon you 
and where it is headed if it is not stopped. The probability of stopping the evil 
marchers upon your placement short of disasterous consequences is slim to minus. 
That does not mean that God and his truth shall not prevail---GOD WILL PREVAIL 
IN GOODNESS AND BALANCE FOR THE DRAGON SERPENT SHALL 
ULTIMATELY CONSUME OF ITSELF---YOUR PORTION IS TO ALLOW THE 
PASSAGE WITHOUT BEING CONSUMED ALONG WITH IT. 
 
The question always arises as to, "How can you see to it that the new businesses and 
studios and communications centers are not simply confiscated?" WE CAN'T and 
THEY PROBABLY WILL BE---BUT NOT BEFORE OUR WORK IS LAID AND 
UNDER WAY. DO NOT EXPECT 6 BILLION PHYSICAL PEOPLE TO REMAIN 
ON EARTH AND THE WHOLE SYSTEM REVERSE INTO PURITY---READ 
THY PROPHECIES. IT IS MANDATORY HOWEVER THAT SEGMENTS OF 
PEOPLE SURVIVE THE TRANSITION AND SO SHALL IT BE--NEVER WILL 
YOU BE TOLD BY ANY OF THE HOSTS OF HEAVEN THAT IT WILL BE 
EASY NOR WITHOUT PAIN OR DIFFICULTY---IT WILL, HOWEVER, BE 
ACCOMPLISHED. 
 
Ones come unto us and ask how they can protect all their assets, money, etc. You can 
do some things to help yourselves---if you are simply trying to hide large sums of 
wealth so that you don't lose of it---forget it---the evil plan is too efficient. You can do 
those things which we point out unto you and they will help for a period of time but, 
brothers, you will probably not escape unscathed. Some will, most will not--it depends 
on how willing you are to act and prepare. 
 
The secret of business will basically be in the allowing of the bankers, etc., to build of 
the businesses and then when they confiscate them you can allow of their repossession 
without great losses. You must operate within the guidelines and laws of the 
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"planners" themselves and it will allow you quite a nice period of time to gain  a 
foundation. It will be THE WORD going forth and the army of awakened humanity 
that ultimately make the operation successful. Man has been duped for such a long 
time that he is all but helpless and he only knows to do that which is about him--act in 
foolish and hurtful demonstrations which only cause the Conspirators to come down 
very hard on the groups of rioters. 
 

HOPE VS. FALSE HOPE 
 

You will note that we are called doomsayers and gloom bearers. Would you rather us 
tell you to sit in a circle and hold hands and wait and it will change about? Yes, you 
would---the facts are it would be a lie. Then when they come to shoot you, we simply 
say, "Woops, sorry, we told you that which you wanted to hear--sorry about your life 
and enslavement--we THOUGHT the chants might work and someone would do of the 
work--so be it!" 
 
What about those pulse beams out there? What about the list of possible retreat and 
survival goods? What about a breakdown of the various systems of the Global 2000 
One World Conspiracy? Ones before Hatonn have written it down but have ALL 
partaken of the information? 
 

USE OF INFORMATION 
 
Well, brethren, we come at the request of hundreds of thousands of you people and we 
will sort and scan all information going forth unto you and give credit unto those who 
give you valid assistance and will not give of you information in these Journals which 
is not of valid perspective. 
 
Information and documents we recommend unto you is done so because, at least 
portions thereof, are indeed credible truth. It will never mean we support ALL THAT 
AUTHOR'S INFORMATION UNLESS WE DO AND WE SHALL ANNOUNCE 
THAT LOUDLY OR GIVE UNTO YOU SOME LIMITS OF INPUT. ANY 
AUTHOR WE RECOMMEND, YOU WOULD DO WELL TO HONOR HIM/HER 
AND SUPPORT THEIR WORK AND AVAIL YOURSELVES OF THEIR 
INFORMATION. YOU MUST ALWAYS READ ALL INFORMATION WITH 
DISCERNMENT IN THE PRESENCE OF GOD INSIGHT AND DO THE PROPER 
WEEDING FOR SELF--WE WILL NOT DIGEST THE INTAKE FOR YOU. IF WE 
ERR AND UTILIZE COPYRIGHTED INFORMATION, IT WILL NEVER BE 
WITH INTENT TO TAKE ANOTHER'S PROPERTY NOR WITH INTENT TO 
FAIL TO GIVE CREDIT---WE SHALL NEVER GIVE "CREDIT FOR TRUTH" 
FROM FALSE WRITINGS OR SPEAKINGS. SOME WILL DO WELL TO NOT 
PUSH FOR RECOGNITION FOR WE SHALL TELL IT EXACTLY LIKE IT IS!!!! 
IF ONES COME FORTH STATING THAT THEY WILL DO ALL TO GET THEIR 
INFORMATION OUT TO THE PUBLIC--ESPECIALLY UTILIZING THE NAME 
OF GOD OR CHRIST--GOD OR CHRIST ARE GOING TO USE IT FOR THE 
INFORMATION WAS THEREBY GIVEN INTO THE HANDS HEREOF. THE 
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PUBLISHER OF THIS MATERIAL AND/OR DHARMA AND OBERLI ARE 
REAPING NOTHING BUT HEADACHES FROM THIS WORK AND MATERIAL-
--SUE ALL YOU LIKE, ENEMY OF THE TRUTH! YOU SHALL GAIN OF 
NOTHING BUT CONTROVERSY AND DISCREDIT AND BETRAYAL OF SELF 
AND THOSE WORKING WITH YOU TO PULL GOD DOWN. 
 
Back now, to the writing, Dharma. The most often asked question regarding 
preparation is a breakdown of items, possible safety measures, etc. We will take time 
herein to devote the remainder of this chapter to perspectives on preparations. It is not 
new information but it will give ones an idea of involvement and some ideas of well-
thought out methods, quantities and shelters for adequate survival. As gun control, 
monetary changes, economic collapse, etc., come upon you, yes, it shall be harder and 
it is even more difficult for me to tell you one on one that which you should do--in the 
saving of time I can only refer you back unto the Journals on the subject and beg 
patience until we can enlarge on certain subjects. Remember--first you must know the 
problem as it confronts you and then, and only then, can you counter and work out 
solutions. That does not mean you must wait to begin--begin wherein you can for we 
have efforted to lay out the Journals in sequence which lays foundations first and then 
increases with the really hard lumps to swallow. 
 
We shall just lay down some listings herein and will work far more extensively 
subsequently. 
 

THE PLAN: TOTAL SUBJUGATION 
 
Now, how are they going to accomplish this? Let us define terminology before we go 
further. Let us call all of these groups of elite controllers "Conspirators" to simplify 
writing and so you will know, in general, to whom we refer--most often we will refer 
to them as "they" and you as "you", so that we might move right along with this 
portion. Thank you. 
 
As to personnel the Conspirators will be counting on all those people at the hard core 
of all the organizations controlled by them. They will count on those in the drug 
culture, the rock music culture, the motorcycle gangs, the white prisoners in the 
prisons, and a standing army now recruited and trained for revolution--now this, of 
course, is more along the lines of the Illuminati, rather than the Bolsheviks and/or 
Banker's Cartel. But it will suffice for this purpose and therefore this list is mostly 
organized in such manner as if you only had the Illuminati with which to contend. 
When you get into the Bolshevik plan for nuclear holocaust and beam destruction and 
economic devastation of the Bankers Central elite--there needs be alterations to suit 
needs and locations. 
 
I refer to "white prisoners" because if you refer to the appendix "letter from Satan", no. 
2, you will understand. This does not mean "ONLY" it means "MAJORITY". 
 
If the plans for gun control and martial law are voted into law then they will have all of 
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your nation's military forces and national guard at their disposal. The plan is most 
simple. After disarming the citizenry they simply order their revolutionaries to begin 
mass terror and murder in the streets. When the citizenry objects and cries out to the 
President he declares martial law, disbands Congress, mobilizes the National Guard 
and you have an instant dictatorship with roughly one out of every five people in the 
population belonging to the military. 
 
Although we do not concede the Illuminati's plan will work we do believe the 
probabilities are excellent that if you counter those, you will be well on your way to 
positive protection in a physical manner and allow perpetuation of the message of 
truth. It has been the lesson of history that when deceivers have gained dictatorial 
control through conspiracy, subversion and then force that it is not long before the 
citizenry realizes they have been deceived and are willing to work for a return to a 
society with moral behavior and principles. 
 
To that end we offer the following material for you to consider as to what you might 
do to begin to prepare for the highly probable time of riot and revolution. 
 

REFER TO YOUR HOLY BOOKS 
 
What did the Lord's people do in Bible clays during times of riot and revolution? It is 
instructive to ponder the behavior in manifold times of oppression. 
 
You must pay attention to the help which is given unto you for the truth has not 
changed in all the generations. 
 
Jesus foretold the destruction of Jerusalem. He commanded His disciples to flee to the 
mountains when they saw Jerusalem encompassed with armies (Luke 1: 20-24).  By 
obeying Christ there was not one Christian killed when Titus launched his second 
attack against Jerusalem. 
 
Jesus has also foretold a great persecution that will come against His people in the 
days of the Tribulation. He has also commanded those who are believers in that time to 
flee for refuge into the mountains. (Matthew 24: 15-22; Mark 13: 1420). 
 
During the great persecution against the church in apostolic days it is recorded that the 
Christians found it necessary to flee for the preservation of their lives (Acts 8: 1-3). 
 
Farther back, Nehemiah was the man who led the Jews to rebuild the walls around 
Jerusalem. The people found it necessary to labor with a trowel in one hand and a 
sword strapped to their side. BROTHERS, GOD HAS NEVER TOLD YOU TO 
STAND IDLY BY AND DEFEND NOT THINESELF IF IN FURTHER DEFENSE 
OF THINE OWN PEOPLES AND LIFE. READ IN PRAYERFUL DISCERNMENT 
THAT WHICH SHALL ALLOW YOU TO ENDURE DURING THE TIMES THAT 
SATAN SHALL ATTEMPT TO ANNIHILATE ALL DEFENSELESS PEOPLES OF 
GOODNESS. 
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CONSIDER PRIORITIES AS AMERICA FACES RIOT 
AND REVOLUTION 

 
1.  Set your own house in order spiritually and stay right with God constantly. 
 
2.  Pray earnestly for revival and the defeat of Satan's plan. 
 
3.  Serve the Lord the most effectively you can in spreading the word of truth, edifying 
God's people and strengthening His people. 
 
4.  Seek to expose the plan of Satan for world takeover in a discreet manner. 
 
5.  Resist the political objectives of the Conspirators by seeking to influence state and 
federal politicians in a way that will work WITH them. Oppose legislation that 
promotes the Conspirator's plans. 
 
6. Prepare for civil disorders that will grow in intensity: 
 

(1) Trucker strikes, coal and oil producer strikes, steel strikes, rail strikes and so 
forth, that will produce food and other shortages. 
 
(2) Terror tactics that will be designed to produce a fear hysteria among the 

citizenry. 
 
(3) Riots growing in size and intensity. 
 
(4) Revolution. 

 
7. The survival preparations in order of priority are: 
 

(1) A retreat located away from the major cities. In the beginning a rural home of 
relatives or friends may suffice (but make pre-arrangements and contribute to the 
resources). At the end, it will require an "armed" camp, if the Conspirators are 
successful in achieving their goals. A group retreat in which each family is 
responsible for their own home or shelter, food and arms is by far the best. 
 
(2) Food, water and supplies. Dehydrated food is best. It lasts indefinitely along 
with well-stored supplements. 
 
(3) This one is going to get harder and harder to accomplish: Sufficient arms to 
protect your loved ones against those who would maliciously harm them. Killing to 
protect loved ones and even yourself when life is threatened is the moral thing to 
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do on behalf of your loved ones and on behalf of innocent society whose lives are 
endangered by a person or persons who would kill and destroy them. There must 
be live humans to make this transition, beloved ones. 

 
MORALITY OF KILLING TO PROTECT INNOCENT 

LIFE 
 

When an aggressor attacks an innocent person, he not only threatens that person's life 
but he and his actions threaten innocent society as a whole. 
 

QUALIFICATIONS 
 
1. The defender (or those he is defending) must be the object of an unjust action. 
(Killing a properly authorized officer in his duties of arrest would not qualify.) 
 
2. The defender must use only the force necessary to prevent the threatened unjust 
aggression. 
 
3. The defender's primary intent must be to stop the aggression rather than to kill or 
injure and all alternatives must be utilized--first. 
 
    * What chance does a 115 pound woman or child have against a 250 pound man 
whose intent is to assault, rape or kill? Practically none short of some form of firearm. 
 
 

RETREATS 
 
1. LOCATION 

 
A.  Ideally - 200 miles from am major city and frankly, for you dear Southerners in 
the case of the Illuminati--get your safety place north of the alleged Mason-Dixon 
Line. 
 
B.  Ideally - 30 miles from a major multi-lane highway (freeway). Population 
density should be less than 10 per square mile unless the population is in 
cooperation with the retreat. 
 
C.  Ideally - the retreat should be located where retreaters can make the trip from 
home to the retreat in daylight hours of one day. 
 
D.  Ideally - the retreat should not be in a nuclear target area or in the wind-fall 
area of nuclear fall-out. 
 
E.  Ideally - the retreat should not be located in an area that would flood should a 
dam be destroyed or be endangered from any type of hazard such as that. 
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F.  Ideally - it should be located on the highest point of elevation over the 
immediate surrounding area, or near a summit whereby the backside of the retreat 
is protected by hillside. A placement of this type with its own water supply is ideal. 

 
II.  FACILITIES 
 
   A. Housing 
 

There are three basic concepts: 
 
1. An isolated single dwelling 
 
2. A large condominium or apartment type dwelling with housing on top floor 
and preferably built "down" instead of "up". Common purpose quarters should be 
at a low or underground level. 
 
3. Family dwelling built in the form of groupings with dome type structuring. 

 
a.   Homes should be built in the concept of the "wagon train or snowflake 
circle" for community as well as defense. 
 
b.  A community building can be built in the center of the housing area for 
meetings and other group needs. 
 
c.  Upstairs is for living quarters of daily use; lower "basement" is for storage 
and more intensive protection periods. This area would have pantries for 
foods, freezers for frozen foods and allow ample storage of dehydrated foods, 
water containers, etc. 
 
d.  The outward facing wall of homes should be built so as to be defensible 
from attack. Concrete or compressed block, small windows (bullet proof or 
covered by steel plate). Patio with planter boxes (attached in sequence) a 
minimum of three feet high and at least two feet in thickness of the same 
material--preferably compressed "shan-stone" brick. Carefully laid natural 
rocks can also be utilized. 
 
e.  Wood or alternative fuel stoves for heating and cooking must be supplied. 
If storage facilities are adequate then butane or propane might be stored, 
however, be prepared to have ability to convert to natural plant or solar 
ability. This will be covered at a later date. 
 
f.  Cast iron cooking utensils. These are the most efficient and durable if 
cooking is required on open fires. 
 
g.  Lighting should be provided by high efficiency gas lamps which use fuel 
oil but fuel oil must then be stored in quantity. Electric lighting may be 
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installed but may fail and therefore be prepared with backup generators---
these will also require large storage of fuel. 
 
h.  High intensity floodlights should be mounted facing outward from the 
front of homes. 
 
i.  Some type of protective housing should be provided for animals (perhaps 
community building). This will be covered greatly in the portions planned for 
sheltering facilities. 

 
   B. Grounds 
 

1. Garden area should be located behind house. 
 
2. Front of property should include grass grazing area and a "Safety Zone" of 350 
yards cleared completely for defensive purposes. 
 
3. Effort should be made to insure that traffic on an incoming road should be 
visible. 

 
III. WEAPONS 
 
A. An arsenal to store weapons, powder, ammunition and etc. should be separate from 

main structure and buried underground. It should be concealed so as not to be 
capable of being located by search. 

 
B. Suggested Guns 
 

1. Defense Rifles. Mostly this shall be left up to your discretion. Obviously, you 
should have at least as good as you can obtain to match that which will be in the 
hands of the enemy. 
.223 Caliber(Ar 14; Ruger Mini 14, etc.) 
.308 Caliber (MIA: M14; H & K 91) 
30.06 Caliber (Surplus Military Rifles) 
 
2. Hunting Rifles 
30.06 Caliber (Remington 760 or 700 etc.) .308 Caliber (Remington 760 or 700 
etc.) 30/30 Caliber (Marlin 336 etc.) 
.22 Caliber (Any reliable make-semi-automatic) 
 
3. Shotguns 
12 guage - Remington 870 Pump with long magazine for extra shells is 
recommended. This gun can be equipped with different barrels. 
 
4. Pistols 
.357 Ruger, Dan Wesson, Colt and etc. 
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.45 Caliber Colt 1917 Government Model Mark 4 
(Accurized if possible) 

 
C. 1000 rounds of ammunition per gun (or more), or equivalent in reloading 
components 
 
D. Reloading equipment and supplies for your guns  

 
IV. STORABLE FOODS 
 

A. One year's supply of storable food is recommended. 
 

1. The Central Valley of California produces about 25% of the United States 
food supply and more than 40% of your vegetables. (You can count on a failure 
of growing seasons if for no other reason than disruption of irrigations 
facilities.) 
 
2. Canada and U.S. produce 70% of the total food exports in the world. 
 
3. The average home in U.S. has less than one week's food supply. 
 
4. The average U.S. city has a food supply of only 8 days. 
 
5. Should there be crop failure, riots, strikes, etc., that slow or stop food supply 
to the cities then food costs would become exorbitant. 
 
6. Should there be revolution there will be no food available from stores. 
 
7. At such a time food would only be available from: 
 

a. supplies previously stocked 
b. bartering 
c. foraging 
d. plundering 
e. gardening (and that takes "time") 

 
8. Excess food for bartering and humanitarian purposes is worth much 
consideration and planning. The investment will ultimately be more valuable 
than gold. 

 
B. The Method of Stocking Food 

 
1. The easiest method is purchasing a 1 year food supply from one of the 
manufacturer's suppliers. 
 
2. Buy a sample pack of food from a reliable supplier. Then pick foods that suit 
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your taste. 
 
3. Area suppliers may be located by checking with camping stores, health food 
stores, and sporting goods stores. We also highly recommend the Mormon 
Church advisors for they have excellent food storage plans already laid forth. 
We have also recommended one prior to this but there are many and if you wish 
to share the information as you locate pod suppliers, we will be most happy to 
print the information. This holds true for any information you wish to share 
with your brethren. 
 
4. The Basic Plan 

 
a. Three months supply of "wet pack" (this is Super Market canned food). 
Record a typical week of food for your use then multiple by 13. This must be 
dated. It will only be good for about 3 years and should be turned upside 
down every month. 
 
b. A portable three months supply of freeze dried foods. This will have a 
shelf life of about 15 years (unopened). 
 
c. Supply for long time storage should include: 
Grains, non-instant powdered milk (100 lbs per person.), freeze-dried meats 
and some vegetables (freeze-dried is the most expensive but is necessary for 
some vegetables). 
 
** Also some TVP (textured vegetable protein) as a supplement. (Air-drying 
is least expensive and is adequate for many fruits and vegetables). Air-dried 
fruits and some vegetables. (Least expensive method) 
 
d. A pure water supply 
** If water source is questionable then a thermos size 
PCP from a survival source will handle some 1500 gals. 
 
e. Wheat, flour, sugar, honey, salt, and salad oil - all vacuum packed. Butter 
powder, shortening powder and peanut butter powder may be mixed with 
salad oil or shortening to add variety to menus. 
 
f. Sourdough Mix 
g. Yogurt Starter 
h. Multi-vitamins 
i. Vitamin C in large quantity. 
j. Seasonings: Pepper, Chili powder, curry powder, allspice, basil, thyme, 
oregano, cinnamon, paprika and seasoned salt, and of course, plain salt (pref. 
sea salt). 

 
C.  Economical Long Term Food Storage
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The basic four foods: 
1. 300 pounds of hard Red Winter Wheat 
2. 100 pounds of powdered milk (non-inst.) 
3. 100 pounds of honey 
4. 8 pounds of salt 

 
** These basics plus vitamins B+, C, D, E, and K will sustain one person for 

one year with 2000 calories per day. 
 

The wheat must be clean and uncracked (to preserve germ) with low 
moisture and at least a 12% protein content (15% is better). 
 
The milk should be non-fat and non-instant and commercially packed. To 
enhance flavor get a supply of imitation cream powder. 
 
The other items should be vacuum packed in AN INERT NITROGEN 
ATMOSPHERE. NEW 5 GALLON CANS MADE OUT OF ENAMELED 
STEEL WILL WORK. It takes 9 cans for each 300 pounds of wheat. 
 
Directions: Place a fist-size piece of dry ice in the bottom of the can. Fill the 
can with wheat, grain or beans, put the lid on loosely in place. When the lid 
stops "burping" tighten the lid quickly so that it seals. 

 
** Purchase a small wheat grinder--hand operated. 
 
** Supplement above diet with fish, fowl, and game taken by fishing, hunting, 

and trapping or however--you might use barter, and also use additional fruit, 
vegetables, meats or meat substitutes, liquids, bread or cereal. 

 
D. Water Sources: 

 
1. Swimming pool 
2. Water Beds 
3. Water stored in containers, cistern, etc. 
4. Pure water stream or spring Water purification may be provided by water 
purifying tabs available at drug stores or: 

 
a. 8 drops (5.25%) of Chlorine Bleach per gal. in stored water will preserve 
it. Questionable water should receive twice as much and allowed to stand 
1/2 hour. Do not be disturbed over chlorine taste. 
 
b. Tincture of iodine or iodine crystals: 
12 drops per gallon normally or 24 drops for questionable water with 30 
minute waiting 
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c. Boiling 
d. Silver-ion purifiers 
e. Charcoal purifiers 
f. PCP purifiers sold commercially 

 
E.  Medicines 

 
1. Aspirins 
2. First Aid Kits 
3. Surgical Kit 
4. Medicine required by individual retreaters 
5. Extra bandages and bandage materials 
6. Alcohol 
7. Hydrogen Peroxide 
8. Pain relievers without aspirin 
9. Other available medicines which would control vomiting, diarrhea, etc., as 
might be obtainable 

 
V. PROVISIONS 
 

A. Garden Seeds: An adequate supply of grain and vegetable seeds chosen 
according to retreater's preference with attention given to a balanced diet. Do not 
choose hybrid seeds as they deteriorate in quality with each generation and some 
only produce one time. 
 
B. Garden Tools 
 
C. Ample and Suitable Clothing. * It should be durable and comfortable such as 
cotton underclothing and woolen outerwear. If flamed, man-made fibers will melt 
and the heated substance can cause serious burns beyond the flaming. Woolen 
outerwear is excellent. But utilize what you can obtain because protection from the 
elements must be first consideration. Get good outdoor work shoes. Warm hats or 
caps. For storage the clothing can be packed in plastic with an insulation layer of 
brown paper. Include mothballs and packets of silica jell (for moisture control). 
The mothballs control pests in the natural fiber cloth. 

 
D. GET AN OLD FASHIONED TREADLE SEWING MACHINE AND SOME 

BOLTS OF MATERIAL. YOU WILL PROBABLY BE WITHOUT 
ELECTRICITY AT SOME TIME. IF THERE ARE SEVERAL FAMILIES--
SHARE. 

 
E. A footlocker in the car with survival items provides a measure of instant 
mobility if necessary and will tide persons over until they can reach the retreat or 
safety. 
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F. Communication Equipment: 
CB's - Base Unit and mobile unit 
Walkie Talkie (Realistic combines quality and economy) Power Pack - Generator 
(absolutely mandatory) 
 
G. Canning, Equipment 
Pressure Cooker 
Canning jars, lids and large extra supply seal lids 
 
H. Bible! and other inspirational books as well as 
"How-to" books. For long periods of time you will enjoy 
cook-books geared to camp style foods, simple carpentry, canning instructions and 
sewing. 
 
I. Have adequate and extra needles, threads and items of sewing materials for 
mending, sewing, etc., such as scissors for material, utility. 
 
Miscellaneous supplies---the list is as long as you have time and resources: 

 
Mandatory: 
 

Gasoline and Oil 
Batteries 
Work Boots 
Hatchets and Axes, wedges, etc. 
Hunting Knives (good quality) and sharpening stones--quality is mandatory for 
these 
Survival Books 
Compass Canteens Topographical maps 
Matches 
Eating Utensils and pots 
Files 

 
Add to your list as you ponder it and keep it handy for inspirational items such as 
candles, tape, rope, string, etc., etc. I can only give you an idea at this point and basic 
necessities. For instance, those matches will have to have waterproof containers---you 
must carefully think of things you would need if you were alone indefinitely. I gave 
you several good resources for listings and outlines in SURVIVAL so I shall spare 
Dharma the further listing in this portion. We can ask ones later to put together a 
specific guide--several of you who are adept in this subject could assemble a 
comprehensive guide which we could put forth as a Journal and/or supplement. 
 
I am well aware that this is not sufficient for your needs but there is plenty of available 
information and as you ones begin to network you will be able to form partnerships for 
the production of various and specific needs. At this time, if you write in with your 
talents and desires, we can share the listings for you and you can work by mail, etc. 
Much can be accomplished even at great distances while there is still a system within 
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which to function and relocations can be accomplished later if necessary or desirable. 
Use that technology which is available. 
 
If you are willing to share your talents or resources, let us know and we can get 
connections made as to close locations, etc. We must come into "Community" to 
succeed--that does not necessarily mean proximity--it means exactly that which it 
says--COMMUNITY--not commune--COMMUNITY! 
 
Dharma, enough to this section, please. Let us take rest time, please. Thank you, chela. 
 
Hatonn to stand-by. Salu. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

REC #1 HATONN 
 

FRIDAY, MAR. 9, 1990 7:15 A.M. YEAR 3 DAY 205 
 

WHAT YOU ARE AFRAID TO DO IS A CLEAR INDICATOR OF THE NEXT 
THING YOU NEED TO DO! 

 
Hatonn present in the Light of the Radiant One. Let us pull the cloak of light about us 
for we are going to embark on subjects which are all but totally hidden from the 
masses. However, if you stick your head in the sand, one thing is for sure, you'll get 
your rear kicked. 
 
Ones kick and pick and say, "God and His Hosts would not speak of these things!" 
What would God speak of? You ask for help in a sickened world--would you simply 
have Him speak of how it will be in the sweet by and by while your very existence 
collapses upon you? You see, things are not what they seem--they are what they are 
and excuses are your lack of faith in your own power. Ones form up attitudes and too 
often want justice--"just for me". I would like to place a thought in your minds as you 
decide whether or not to step over the threshold and participate---some people try to 
softly tip-toe through life so that they can arrive at death safely! But, when it becomes 
more difficult to suffer than change--you will change! Life is what is coming and act 
that which has been and it is, further, that which happens to you while you make other 
plans. So be it and let us discuss some of the wondrous things "man" has laid out for 
your journey in the coming segments you call time. 
 

THE PHOENIX FALLS AND RISES 
 
The current world society has been on the decline long enough to create an irrevocable 
world-wide situation. So, again, the Great Bird is in the process of immolation (to 
offer in sacrifice). This time, however, it will be quite different. This time after the 
awful retching and death within the fires, there will be no "Keeper of the Sun" to stir 
the descendants of survivors into starting wars, building cities and amassing wealth. 
This time the weeding out will be more thorough, and those surviving the purge will 
be a unique kind. 
 
And where will you as a people be when it all comes down and you find that you have 
been duped? Would you not have instructions and truth? Though rendered impotent, 
remaining will be those who still cling to false gods. But the Remnant will have a 
King. He will be the Mighty Messiah, brothers---for that is what this journey is all 
about! He will guard and guide His people; wars, the vehicle by which tremendous 
fortunes are made and the kind of progress leading to decay and eventual doom, will 
have ceased, never again to blight and destroy. 
 
And with no impugnment nor attack intended upon any one, we must discuss that 
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which is coming forth in difference and opposition unto that which we are laying forth 
for your consideration. 
 

CAN YOU "SIDE-STEP"? 
 
Again, I must name labels for there are the ones going about on lecture circuits 
pronouncing great knowledge and erroneous conclusions. Attempting to avert that 
which their queasy guts tell them is inevitable, top minions of Earth's heathen gods 
flail about in a sea of confusion, indecision and calamitous situations. Wittingly or 
unwittingly, men/women like Cooper, Lear, Stevens, Friedman, Girard, DeMar, 
Oribello, and "Commander X" as well as Crockett and Beckley, Howe and Goodman 
and so forth, conceal the fact that drawing attention from exploding events, mingled 
with enough truth to create credibility, their story clearly points to the cupidity and 
cleverness of the plotters. What could you do about it if all these half-century old tales 
are true? Some are truth! Well, the conspirators depend on these ones to sell you on 
the idea of doing nothing to change of your plight. 
 
Just as it behooved the occult leaders of the great new American nation to rid 
themselves of the inscrutable Redman as quickly as possible and by any means 
necessary, so do the facets of the Conspiracy need to get rid of all "thinking" men of 
all colors and creeds. 
 
The binding thread of their culture, the presence of the well-concealed portals and 
much of the mystery of the fearsome world beneath and within your Mother planet has 
been known by Indians throughout North America and into and about all of the 
Americas---actually, throughout the "uncivilized" world---"civilized", of course, by the 
barbarians called elite. 
 
Strange indeed, considering the urgency of the time and the need to know, it turns out 
to be Caucasians of European descent revealing truths known by the Redman for 
unnumbered generations. Lying propaganda has turned the Redman against the 
Whiteman, yet the feeling of the average White for the Indian is one of admiration and 
awe, understanding and sympathy--but this is lost in the burial by the Conspiracy. If 
you think the "Fairskined" has not also been abused and disenfranchised---you had 
better look again. Well, shake in your boots a little more---the Redman is ready to 
write the truth of it--SOON! 
 

PIG IRON AND GOLD! 
 
Ed DeMar made great, great sport of Oberli and what he called the "Pig Iron Fiasco". 
That story is too ridiculous to even be discussed, however, there is a subject right here 
and now which will be discussed. 
 
There is a lot of gold and other metals of far more value floating about and everyone 
wants it--and will stop at nothing to get it. It is the treasure of Atlantis which they 
covet. They have no idea what it is they really want and as is usually true in the greedy 
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aspect of human--the point is missed and the more valuable of the various substances 
is missed in the ever continuing desire to grab the gold. 
 
In the mid 70's a very large amount of gold somehow came into the hands of a tainted 
bunch of scoundrels---billions and billions of dollars in value. This was a portion of 
the Atlantis cache stored underground prior to the sinking of the continent. The 
information was wheedled out of the Indians and the tunnel system was penetrated 
(and this was just in the Ozark mountain range---small compared to other placements). 
 
Today's conspirators want the gold of Atlantis for it is the world's number one 
conductor of electricity; therefore its value as the agent best able to make the most 
sophisticated electronic inventions tick outstrips even its value as a medium of 
exchange. 
 
It is quite well known by all the elite conspirators that Earth planet is indeed, doomed--
the leaders of the world are fully aware of that status--'tis only you the people who are 
lied to about it. So, what is their point regarding the gold? It has nothing to do with 
Earth but everything to do with other planets in your system, such as the Moon, 
Mercury, Mars, Venus----where they have been hauling gold off Earth for years. 
 
Well, what of these little "tenders" of the gold? The "little greys" and the "little Moon-
eyes" that the Indians knew at least 10,000 years ago? Well, surprise, little Earthian 
friends, they are guardians of the sacred treasures from the elder continents and 
keepers of the sacred speakings. At least most of them are and those that are not are 
equally ill-used. The plan is to spread terror among the populace and cause great 
confusion and then make an effort to "bomb them out of existence". You can bet that 
your "MJ-12" revealers and projectors of a planted scenario have the guardians 
isolated and penned and are at war with these strange creatures whose scientific skills 
exceed man's most ambitious dreams. Well, most of them are "saints" from the cosmic 
spaces and let it be recognized---the Hosts of Heaven are on the way from deep space 
and the Elect need have no fear of these beings---WE ARE ON YOUR SIDE! 
 
It is for this reason that so much underground testing is done of weapons which can be 
destructive at great depths into the earth. 
 

HONOR TO C.B. BAKER---GET HIS WRITINGS 
 
I greatly honor Mr. Baker and I urge you to get his information. He publishes a review 
report prepared for Youth Action News. P.O. Box 312, Alexandria, Virginia 22313. 
Please make sure delivery information is placed in the Appendix of this Journal. 
 

YOU THE PEOPLE 
 
Before discussing the military impact of the covert "beam" systems, I want to lay a 
heavy load upon you as "you the people". I have spoken on this subject in depth 
verbally and in prior Journals, but you must now pay great attention for these are the 
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weapons of choice set up to "take you out". 
 
I have previously suggested you might wish to obtain ELECTRIC POWER LINES 
AND CANCER, a compilation of research reports which can be gotten through Dr. 
Sutton's FTIR. Also, THE BODY ELECTRIC, by Robert O. Becker, M.D. and Gary 
Selden who describe the effects of ELF (Extra Low Frequency) fields. 
 
Now, I am not going to give you "lab results" to toy with--get the material and check it 
out--I am going to tell you how it IS! 
 
Let us speak first of a simple 1-gauss magnetic field, which is the strength found near 
high-voltage power lines. In this field the memory and ability to do simple arithmetic 
declines. There is a substantial interruption of thought flow through the synapses 
within the brain. There is almost always hyperactivity and disturbed sleep patterns 
found in persons within these fields. The first perception is that of upgraded feeling of 
well-being and even euphoria. Even mild pulsed beams of this low frequency change 
brain cell "firing" rates. For relative measurement, that would be about the influence of 
a light bulb at 10 feet distance. This is most specifically the basis of Confusion Beam 
Weaponry. 
 
The Soviets developed such Confusion Beam Systems and are now utilizing them in 
satellites and spy ships to influence the behavior of military personnel and airline 
crews while in flight. This ability, coupled with Cosmospheres (I will discuss later), 
can sink any ship or pull down any aircraft. 
 
These fields are also found around underground power lines which are also related to 
increased suicide incidents. These weapons are widely used against submarine crews, 
surface ship crews and airline crews to induce slowed mental and motor reaction times 
and other unalert behavior experienced by your own U.S. sailors and officers. We shall 
speak of the U.S. Naval accident rate in 1989. 
 
Microwave weapons are also widely in use. These are similar to the type utilized by 
the Soviets against the American Embassy in Moscow and can cause Microwave 
Sickness. The manifestations are chronic excitation of the sympathetic nervous system 
which is called "stress syndrome" and high blood pressure. This would also include 
headache, dizziness, eye pain, sleeplessness, irritability, anxiety, stomach distress, 
nervous tension and INABILITY TO CONCENTRATE! 
 
 

U.S.S.R. MIND CONTROL DEVICES 
 
The KGB runs a mind control program which is given unlimited funding. They have 
some of the world's best minds to perfect a new ability to subdue and control the 
western world. People in your sector simply are not prepared to think about these 
things, but you are already victims of widespread mind control---for you see, your 
government also has this ability. 
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However, the Soviets are a long way out in front of you and the techniques are already 
in functioning ability and use. 
 
A person's thinking processes can be scrambled and fear and confusion implanted at 
will. The thinking process can be "jammed" in the same manner that signals coming in 
from a radio transmitter can be jammed. By scrambling a targeted victim's thinking, 
you can make the enemy commander do something totally contrary to his training and 
his loyalty to his own country. A patriot can easily and instantly be turned into a 
traitor--IT IS THE ULTIMATE IN THE PENETRATION OF A WESTERN 
GOVERNMENT BY A COMMUNIST POWER. 
 
You ask, "Why haven't we been told of these things?" You have! Back in Nikola's 
(Tesla) time, he told you of these things and had an operational beam system. That 
warning has been continually updated to the point that the "tellers" are called crack-
pots and radicals. Therefore, few are aware of recent research establishing that 
brainwaves and other biological functions can be entrained from a distance, by 
magnetic waves of critical frequencies. 
 
The psychotronic patterns/effects can be modulated onto electromagnetic signals, even 
of very low intensity, and still affect living systems because of the kindling effect; i.e. 
the psychotronic virtual state modulations are stripped off by a living system in the 
acupuncture points near the surface of the skin and introduced onto the human nervous 
system where they begin to superpose coherently as time passes. Such collections 
eventually reach the quantum threshold and observable physical changes result. Then, 
by modulating psychotronic signals onto electromagnetic carriers, visible light 
squelching can be overcome. The psychotronic modulations are then delivered to the 
biological targets through the light. Light photons pass through other photons without 
interaction except in the most extreme cases---and activate the acupuncture points. 
Acupuncture points form plexuses or groupings, that are frequency sensitive. Further, 
these plexuses are co-ordinated with and to specific body locations. By choice of 
frequency, one can therefore determine what part of the target's body is affected. A 
Czech engineer, Robert Pavlita, has been perfecting psychotronic weapons for over 
thirty years and has developed two quite specific ones--one is effective at any distance 
and one is extremely and instantly effective for 320 kilometers. These weapons are 
capable of causing anything from powerful and uncontrolled emotional seizures to 
paralysis and death. Pavlita is still in the service of the Soviets! 
 

COVERT ATTACKS ON WESTERN PERSONNEL 
 
NASA engineers are a prime target of Soviet KGB zapping weapons. Recall a couple 
of years past, twenty-eight to thirty-five year-old engineers at NASA were dropping 
dead for no apparent reason---at two and a half times the sudden death rate for the rest 
of Florida. 
 
Over 22 researchers working in NATO countries on the U.S. Strategic Defense 
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Initiative (SDI)--which has long been a prime Soviet target for destruction--have met 
mysterious deaths, many of which offer evidence of Soviet mind zapping weapons. 
These KGB zapping weapons have a very wide variety of application--from inducing 
cancer and sudden heart attacks in victims, to creating thoughts of depression and 
suicide. The alleged causes of some of these deaths include: "Death leap, decapitation, 
suffocation, asphyxiation, drug overdose, asphyxiation, auto accident, suffocation, 
auto accident, heart attack, electrocution, death leap, electrocution, electrocution, 
asphyxiation, auto accident--as reported in sequence." Although it was recognized that 
some of these deaths were obviously the work of old fashioned KGB/SS mobster 
methods, others are clearly the work of brain disorientation brought on by 
sophisticated mind control/confusion devices. Even your U.S. Defense Department 
(FINALLY), is reviewing this amazing series of deaths. 
 
And what will come out of the recent revolutions in Europe? The cancer deaths of 
Romanian exiles employed by Radio Free Europe are now under investigation by your 
FBI because informants have given information that this was the work of agents of the 
Communist Bucharest government--by directed beam waves! They were killed with a 
radiation device designed by Romania's DIE intelligence service, with help from the 
soviet KGB and sanctioned by the Global Conspiracy, also funded by same. 
 
The radiation weapons were employed to prevent tracking. DIE has clandestinely 
killed dissidents for several years. The weapons are designed to kill its victims by 
simulating natural causes. The radiation dosage generates lethal forms of cancer---and 
what think you of your "cancer clusters"? 
 
There is a radiation gun that kills people by giving them cancer and other diseases. The 
gun fires a burst of radiation that causes cellular mutations in the body. Sometimes 
these mutations lead to the development of cancer within weeks.....shades of Mr. Casey? 
What of the Shah? And how about Marcos? Which do you think "they" will use on 
Noriega? In some instances, the cancer may not show up for several years. That little 
toy gun is widely used on prisoners and an entire citizenry in Afghanistan. 
 
The human brain has various rythmic waves which represent what is called envelope 
pulsations of the entire electrical system. It is not, however, the electromagnetic force 
fields represented by these pulsations which are important: It is the summed-zero 
(prana, and now called scalar) patterning of the entire complex of neuron firings, 
which represents the real activity of the brain, and represents its thoughts and 
emotions. Dr. Tesla has already covered quite a bit of this very pertinent information 
in a prior Journal. 
 
The human brain rhythms are riding along relatively entrained resonance waves of the 
natural resonance of the earth's magnetic field. All the patterning of the brain is 
grouped together into giant overall orders, and one or more of these is normally 
synchronized to your natural environment. 
 
If a varying magnetic signal of extremely low frequency (ELF), of say 10 hertz, 
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bombards the brain with greater power than the earth's magnetic field, it is possible for 
the brain's rhythm to be "forcibly entrained" to synchronize with that signal, rather 
than with the normal resonance. Scientists on your placement refer to this as 
"Shumann resonance". If a large number of brains are forcibly entrained to such a 
signal, and the signal is artificial, then a master coherent phasing of all the brains to the 
transmitted signal has been accomplished. 
 
That can be utilized, and is utilized, by anyone in control of the system. A lot of to-do 
about the Woodpecker signals (a Tesla system) is taking place and rightfully so. It is 
utilized widely by the Soviet Union presently---more so than by your own 
Conspirators at this time. These Woodpecker signals have frequently been detected 
with up to 16 carriers, each with a 10 Hertz modulation, and with all the 10 hz 
modulations in phase. At times, the system signals have shown 16 carrier frequencies 
which contain the same 10 Hertz modulation, and which are all kept coherently sync-
locked. If those signals and the modulations are strong enough, the brains in the 
targeted area demodulate the 10 Hertz signal and phase-lock to it. 
 
The genetic code of the human brain has been broken and now exists the ability to 
implant thoughts, emotions, visions, etc. The proper signals can now simply be 
recorded and utilized for specific thought transformation from "human guinea pigs", 
using scalar technology and instrumentation. They can then be tailored onto the 
carriers, such as the Woodpecker system, and used as a means to affect specific areas 
and functions of the brain---the targets can be specific indeed. 
 
Understand this: The brain has a most unique characteristic. If a signal arises from 
inside itself, it interprets that it, itself, originated the signal. Thus, actions can be 
engendered in masses of human beings. 
 
The Soviets frequently broadcast pulses at 6.66 PULSES PER SECOND (HERTZ) 
WHICH IS THE PRECISE FREQUENCY THAT IMPARTS A BOUYANT 
FEELING IN SENSITIVE RECIPIENTS. AN EXCESS DOSE OF 6.66 PULSES 
PER SECOND WILL GIVE RISE TO A SLOWING HEART BEAT, NAUSEA, 
HEART ARRYTHMIAS AND CARDIAC ARREST. 
 
You might well pay attention for this is a prime signal of the "ending times" as 
predicted in Revelations 13. 666 is the Mark of the Beast that is to be implanted on the 
hands or in the forehead. That little beastie that came up out of the earth had two horns 
like a lamb and he spake like a dragon--etc. Well, the Woodpecker signals have two 
separate components, the high frequency part goes into the ionosphere and is reflected 
off of the earth-ionosphere cavity and bounces back to earth--from the direction of 
heaven. The second part of the transmissions involve ELF signals that go down 
through the ground and then come up out of the earth at the targeted area. The little 
beastie "maketh fire to come down from heaven on earth in the sight of men".
 
Your human electromagnetic nervous systems also have your own software. It has 
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special storage media contained in its brain, its cells, and its genetic material, and 
within its actual nucleons. All of these storage media are continually 
telecommunicating via electromagnetic means. You are what each of you is, and is 
largely what you have experienced, felt, thought, and performed through action. Your 
whole functioning conscious system has been evolved by your experience, and it 
continues to be "you" by means of continual reference to the record base. Well, the 
record base can now be altered via electromagnetic manipulation and means. 
BROTHERS, A TOTALLY NEW, AND ULTIMATE, FORM OF SLAVERY HAS 
EMERGED AND IS BEING STRUCTURED RIGHT NOW IN A MASSIVE PLAN 
FOR UTILIZATION. 
 
The electromagnetic fields act directly on the central nervous system, bypassing the 
known sense organs. There are already identified five separate resonating systems in 
the human body: in the heart and aorta, the skull, the third and lateral ventricles, the 
sensory cortex and in each hemisphere of the brain, WHERE PULSATING 
MAGNETIC FIELDS OF OPPOSITE POLARITIES ARE SET UP, THESE BEING 
VERY SENSITIVE TO ENVIRONMENTAL FIELDS and providing a mechanism by 
which the brain picks up information from the environment through resonant 
feedback---simple indeed to impact those resonating systems. With deliberately 
constructed electromagnetic energy, any or all of the conscious/subconscious portions 
of the mind can be available for engineering and control and/or change. So be it. 
 
Dharma, allow us to pause for respite. 
 
Hatonn to stand-by, thank you. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

REC #1   SANANDA 
 

SUNDAY, MAR. 11, 1990 8:00 A.M. YEAR 3 DAY 207 
 
Esu Sananda to visit with you ones for a while. The path is filled with confusion and 
you are not given to see. It is to insure your security that causes you ones of my faculty 
to be kept in the "semi-knowing". You shall prevail in the challenge, for  man, armed 
with truth, can come into his own inheritance and march unto his goal.  You ones who 
are in the writing and printing of the word are experiencing the efforts to stop you --- 
even unto the most absurd of manners. This is not of psychic fortune-telling---ye will 
make of your own fortunes and ye can be in the fore-knowing if ye will but face what 
it is ye seek and do. No more and no less. 
 
Ones who have been in communication with astral beings are finding, very often, that 
the beings were not truly of the lighted realms but rather, perpetuators of the false 
myths. These ones are compelled to do all in their power to dissuade you from your 
work. As the example with the dear ones from New Mexico. It does not work well to 
simply denounce---that has proven to gain even more attention to the truth---so, let us 
stop the writer, is the next (as well as the first) thrust. 
 
As in the instance with the effort at rest and separation from the resource of truth--i.e., 
sever communications for fourteen days at the advice of some "unknown" entity who 
calls himself a Master. These energies already know you receive from God and THE 
Master Teacher so who would have authority to require you to speak not with us? The 
hope is to pull down confidence within your conscious selves that your contacts are 
not valid. The facts are, however, that if anyone suggests such a thing---you can be 
quite positive that your resources are indeed truth and valid and the thrust is to cause 
you to turn away in doubts. 
 
As the truth becomes more similar to super science fiction, you ones will become more 
questioning of your own sense of disbelief---therefore, you must have come into your 
foundation of stability upon the rock, which I am, that you do not break in the 
confrontation of truth. 
 
I am most humbly grateful for the participation of ones who share the beginning 
journey with resources upon which the foundation of our work can be begun. I give 
great appreciation unto one who has allowed the setting up of the institute which can 
be the heartcell of our work and the receiving placement of the Journal's rewards to be 
distributed in ever widening circles. It will allow ones who hold the "keys" of 
knowledge regarding apparatus to begin to function again, in properness. 
 
The projects already planned shall find fruition for it must come to be in its proper 
sequence for we plan no communes for ones to sit and twiddle and indulge selfish 
"me-ness".   Rewards shall be great and sharing shall be the central focus but not as 
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other "communes" have structured the socio-political systems. We are about our 
Father's work and the system must function in a most human physical world. To 
mentally dwell with God is indeed fine--but you ones tend to forget--God dwells 
within thee! That means that as long as you dwell in the human format--God must also 
function in the physical format for that is His chosen experience. 
 
You need not concern yourselves with the building of anything in the etheric  realms---
there are billions of energies who construct in perfection in the etheric planes. Why 
would you appoint yourselves in the density of physical format to presume to build in 
realms of your total ignorance? You must build and perform in action to impact and 
requalify the truth of your own experience--a most physical manifestation. It is 
through your works upon your own placement that determines your progress through 
the schools of perceived passage of soul journey. 
 
Beware of those who preach "mystery schools" and "having keys to the magic or 
mystery realms"---God is no secret and God does not give keys unto a selected few---
he gives forth and those, who are willing, pick up of the key and open the locks. You 
have mastered life when the "how-to's" are irrelevant. You all move forward and the 
"how" will become evident, but you must be in motion lest the goal be too big or too 
distant. 
 
Beware of all "secret" so called truths, given only unto the few--for you must realize, 
chelas, that the "few" have given their own wishes and desires unto self that they 
might hold of their lofty positions as self-proclaimed. This is why you do not know of 
this scribe--there are no secrets and she holds them not unto herself but pens the words 
and they can then go forth unclouded by need for physical ego hoarding. All ones must 
come into balance with that which we give forth for you have been trained by human 
ego  projections  upon you to be tended and ordered about, governed, and manipulated 
by ones who have "assumed" their placement of power for they have convinced you 
that you are not capable. Therefore, you do not study nor even object as your very 
"knowledge" and education capabilities are removed from you--you sit and wait for 
"them" to tell you what you must do--at the point of a gun. You forget that if you do 
not start of a journey it is certain that you shall not arrive. Yes, making "no" decision 
is already having made a decision. And, giving your decision into the hands of another 
will not be an accepted "reason" at the point of "judgment" of YOUR journey. Excuses 
will not count when confronting thine own God within on passage day! You will 
always get exactly that which you expect---good or bad, consciously or unconsciously. 
OTHERS CAN STOP YOU TEMPORARILY, ONLY YOU CAN DO OF IT 
PERMANENTLY! It is, however, indeed truth that most ones are willing to work, only 
if they can start at the top and work up! Little do they realize that from the willingness 
to start at the very bottom--they are already in achievement of the top. 
 
Heed not those who try and try and try--trying and "effort at" are not the same. Trying 
provides two excuses--an excuse for not doing and an excuse for not having. There are 
actually only two things which you have in life--"reasons" or "results"--reasons are 
most often excuses and therefore reasons are not counted in the ending--only the 
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results and you have no way to measure your success or failure according to the rule 
stick of God. If you hold back because somehow you feel constantly misled or 
mistreated, you must know that you are fully cooperating with the treatment and have 
given over control unto another to do that which they will with you. Further, if you 
worry constantly about that which might be and wonder and worry over that which 
might have been---you will ignore that which IS. To break out of your prison, you 
must first realize that you are incarcerated.  The latter is the purpose of the Journals  
thus far---to show unto you that you are indeed, incarcerated, and begin to allow you 
to understand that you have the power to escape the bindings. 
 
You can worry until the ending trumpet but you will have missed the point of 
experience---worry comes directly from the belief that you are powerless instead of 
all-powerful. If you grow into maturity then you will have come into the realization 
that you are no longer being deceived nor taken in by one's self. You will come into 
honesty with self for the sake and morality of honesty and not because honesty is the 
"best policy", for if you base honesty upon being the best policy--then your honesty is 
corrupt. If you worship at another's truth then you shall always be separated from the 
glory of self wherein God dwells. Harken unto the ones who share truth and  show the 
way---pay not heed to those who tell you it IS the way through anything other than the 
glorious self.  The Laws of God and The Creation are perfection, therefore, if you 
abide by those laws ye shall have perfection for God is within---not without---and 
therefore  truth is brought into balance from within---not without! Listen to teachings 
always from within thine own heartcell for another‟s truth is his--only that which is 
yours--is yours!  YOU ARE THE ONLY TEACHER YOU WILL EVER HAVE---
PONDER THE TRUTH OF IT.  If you do not know what direction  to take, you have 
not acknowledged where you are! 
 
Since YOU are the cause of everything that happens to you--be most careful of that 
which you cause, for in fact, there is no actual right or wrong---only consequences. 
You can have everything in life that you want--if you will help enough other people 
get that which they want. At any time in your journey that you care not for the games 
people play--turn away and make up thine own games--for the winning or losing will 
be yours to hold, not another's. Strange things occur during a journey of truth unto 
balanced passage, one is to realize that you have no choice but to feel what you are 
feeling--the choice comes in changing the mind regarding it. If you have lived to 
simply make yourself important--notice how unimportant you have actually become! 
 
If your life is not working the way you perceive you want it to be--look carefully and 
you will see that you are lying. There are but three kinds of people in the ending; those 
who make things happen, those who simply watch things happen---and the ones who 
haven't the slightest idea what is happening. Learn that which is truly happening and 
you can change of it.  As you go about thine searching be cautious indeed for if you 
think something outside of yourself is the cause of your problems, you will err in 
looking outside of yourself for the answers. Dear ones, in the physical life journey you 
will never "have it all"--that would be like trying to eat once and for all. Can you not 
realize that all unhappiness is caused by perception and comparison?  Ye can only be 
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that which ye perceive yourself to be. Your success is measured only by your ability to 
complete things and the more clear you are on that which you, want, the more power 
you will have and you must hold uppermost to all thy senses---GOD DOES NOT 
MAKE FAULTY PRODUCTS. If you have problems, so what, solve them so that 
they no longer annoy you--confront them  in truth, sanity and reason and solve them---
they, too, shall pass. Hold my hand and walk with me for I am sent as the wayshower 
to heal of thine life through showing you the way of truth. I come again as Sananda--
healing life-source, that you can be lifted up and walk in wholeness and perfection--
you dawdle in the mud puddles when you could traverse the heavens to touch of the 
stars. Can ye not accept of your perfection? 
 
This scribe nor these bringers of the word of truth set not themselves above or beyond 
any other--they simply are the couriers of Aton Creator to remind you of your 
perfection. Ye need of no interpreters nor mediators--your soul knows of that which is 
truth if ye will be harken, Share of the truth of the word and your heart will blossom 
into glory for thine brother knows he is sick and weary. You who turn to substances to 
change and shroud of the mind--when you find that life is destroyed and you can no 
longer face the addictions or the drugs which you depend upon to hide you from 
yourself--you will change back into "reality" and remove yourself from the ranks of 
the walking dead. There is a fine solution and a "bad" solution to every problem--you 
just don't keep enough reserves of good solutions in your larder. The choice is always 
yours! What kind of choices do you make? 
 
If you cling unto the security that you perceive you have, if it be not of God-ness--then 
ye shall doubtlessly miss the journey into abundance and success--ye shall simply 
remain clinging to that which might have been for from the cradle unto the grave of 
physical man--THERE IS NOT SECURITY SAVE THAT WHICH  IS OF THE 
SOUL DESTINATION. ALL ELSE IS BUT A FLEETING MOMENT OF 
PERCEPTION OF CHANCE AND YOU MUST MAKE OF YOUR CHANCES. 
 
I do not plan to speak in riddles--I do plan to speak in thoughtful truth. I am come to 
bring my Father's people home unto him--are you one of mine family or not? The 
eleventh hour approaches--what is your "happiness" level of measure this day? If it be 
not full and filled with peace, I suggest you give the Lighted path a chance--what 
possible loss could you sustain therefrom? Perhaps ye shall gain of the Kingdom! 
 
Beware the secret orders for they are filled with people who lay the rules and limits 
and then keep the rules from you by their own pronouncements. You need no priests, 
ministers, lawyers, judges nor go-between  interpreters to be with, truth and God--
YOU CAN HAVE NO GO-BETWEEN BETWEEN SELF AND SELF--PONDER IT! 
YOU HAVE BECOME PEOPLE OF THE LIE AND 'TIS TIME YOU COME INTO 
THE TRUTH OF THE WAY IT IS AND NOT AS YOU ARE TOLD IT MUST BE! 
 
Your journey will be as good or as bad as you make of it for God Creator has granted 
that reasoning free-will gift unto you--thy measure of the journey is what ye have 
done with the gift. If ye send out bigotry--ye shall reap of bigotry against thine self.  If 
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you send out love and giving--it shall flow a hundred fold back unto self--it is the law 
of the universe.  If ye plant of corn--ye will reap of corn, sow peace and ye must reap 
of peace--ye have been about sowing of the lie and now comes the harvest thereof--but 
it can be of the last crop of thistles if ye refuse to further plant of the beast's seeds. The 
harvest is at hand--YE CAN CHANGE OF THE CROP. But first, you must recognize 
of that which has been planted in your  fields--did you plant it? Did you allow use of 
your fields and allow another to plant his own crops in your garden? Perhaps you need 
to take control of the planting within your own fields lest there be naught to reap at 
harvest but abundant weeds.  Look unto thy European neighbors this day--the larders 
are bare and half a planet is in starvation of body and soul--what is that YOU sow in 
your fields--or, do you wait for another to tend of it for you?  If you deny truth, then 
you are thereby denying thine own talents--no decision is having made a decision--
unfortunately! So be it--will ye miss of the lifeboat whilst ye await the helicopter?  'Tis 
not likely thine salvation will come from the ones who have perpetrated the slavery 
upon you. The slavemaster and trader are not likely to set the slaves free! So be it and 
selah for the Word of God is the sword of freedom---I AM THE WORD AND THE 
WORD SHALL GO FORTH UPON THE WINDS AND WATERS OF THE 
PLANET THAT MAN CAN CHOOSE! 
 
I release now, this scribe, that she might have rest. I bring the benediction of the 
Totality of God that you ones might find clarity and sort away the confusion--ask and 
ye shall receive--seek unto me and ye shall find of the way for I am the Way, The 
Truth and The Light! 
 
I AM SANANDA, ONE WITH GOD, ATON OF LIGHT, MOTHER/FATHER 
CREATOR/CREATION. WHO MIGHT YE BE? 
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CHAPTER 7 
 

REC #1 HATONN 
 

THURSDAY, MAR. 15, 1990 7:00 A.M. YEAR 3 DAY 211 
 
Hatonn in the service of the Christos, God and you, of our Creator's people. 
 
As we write in the coming days, our subject material will be a bit confusing and even 
more difficult to believe by most of you dear ones. Some have needed shocking into 
receiving the Journals. Most still desire to play around in the typical UFO stories and 
follow the exciting circuit lectures of the current UFO Community speakers. As with 
all things in existence, there are always at least two sides to every story--most often, 
more. Some will believe each until proven to be otherwise. I come to "prove" of 
nothing--I will tell you how it is so that you can understand and come into some kind 
of comfort. 
 
Sometimes the telling must begin in the past and be connected to the present so that 
your vision trail can have proper perception. There will be very little "new", just a lot 
of hidden secrets brought forth. Very few upon your placement know of truth in 
actuality for you have been trained to believe that which is fed unto you by careful 
planning. 
 
You can look around you and see that something has gone terribly wrong with your 
society. I place no judgment upon anything--I can only bring those hidden things into 
light and petition you to look very closely at them and go within and come into 
balance therewith. Ones do research and uncover tid-bits, draw conclusions, get 
sanctioned by the government and go forth to tell you ones tainted "truth" and worse, 
half truths. 
 

LOCKED WITHIN EARTH SYSTEM 
 
The "little grey men", the "big grey men", the Satanic workers---all are basically 
locked within your galactic system---most are locked within your very planetary 
orbital sector. As with all circumstances, there are the good aspects and that 
recognized as "bad". In actual total perception nothing can be classified as good or bad 
for from each negatives springs total positive experience. This is what makes a journey 
into the third dimensions "illusion" experience so valuable to a soul journey through 
the schools of lifestream. The being is presented with all varying sets of circumstances 
and the experience is to sort of the circumstance, act and perceive the content of the 
lesson within the soul maturing process. 
 
Since somnolent "man" uses only less than 10% of his capacity to reason or think, seek 
or search diligently, the information must sometimes be integrated into volumes such 
as these and presented in whole-cloth for his perception that he might gain an overall 
introspection and arrive at choices worthy of remaining deliberately ignorant or come 
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into truthful knowledge. There is always the cycle closings which require decisions of 
one direction or another--you cannot sit forever at a "Y" in the pathway for eventually 
you must go one way or the other or perish in the stagnation. 
 

THE JOURNALS 
 
If you hold the Journals in your possession, even though they be thrust upon you, and 
you look within the pages--you are curious, or nice to your friend or something. If you 
work diligently to discount them prior to "KNOWING" ALL the material contained 
within---you are foolish indeed and you will show thine ignorance unto the world and 
will further show thine choices toward God or unto the Evil teachers. This is truth 
because you will find within the Journals that God never forces---He only allows! You 
will be told how it is and that which ye do with the information is totally and 100% up 
to you.  
 
We get angry, and humble, responses to the teachings and commandments of God and 
The Creation as laid forth in AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL. We of 
the fleet, nor even the Christos made the laws --- and, man has been breaking them 
from the day of first experience---and look at the mess your planet is now undergoing. 
It is strictly up to you to that which you do--the book was brought forth to bring truth 
into your hands and bring clearance unto Iscarioth for JUSTICE IS GOD'S. If you 
partake of all of the Journals and other messages brought from this source and you 
cannot see God within, I pity you but I bless you and suggest you put to the side the 
material. Read all that even the darkest of dark writers bring forth---study it all (I did 
say STUDY) in the presence of asking in the Highest Source by whatever name and 
then, only then, make thine final decision. If you cannot find thine path with God, then 
go thy way in peace--for the things unfolding upon thine placement shall come to pass 
whether or not YOU like of it---it is already well under way, my friends and brothers. 
WELL UNDER WAY! 
 

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS 
 
The term means exactly that which it says. It does NOT mean little, or big, space 
aliens---it means not identified. Well, there are few, indeed, unidentified flying 
objects---your world governments and military establishments have almost all of them 
totally and completely identified---they just keep it a secret from you, the sleeping 
public---especially you ones in the wondrous United States of America. Books are 
banned and kept from within your borders which tell the story in whole--books which 
have been in the "proving" of these things I tell you, for decades past. 
 
Today we shall outline the UFO connections--both alien (space) and earthbound entity 
participation. I shall have to begin the story of flying discs, etc., back before your 
Second World War to connect them with current activities. The craft from space have 
been around for far longer than your history or biblical books portray. But you are only 
interested in the NOW. Since you would not believe the NOW scenario, I have to paint 
the recent past activities which you can go out and confirm and prove unto self. 
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You are also going to have to face the facts that heinous elements are at work in your 
current situation which may well portray me as a bigot simply for the telling. Nay, I 
participate not in any of it---I only tell you how it IS. I have no need to mislead you in 
the least measure--we are come to awaken God's children and bring you home. We 
fight no-one nor any government---our enemy is Satan himself and we shall endeavor 
to extricate God's people from his clutches but no-one shall be forced or coerced in 
any manner what-so-ever. The Earth planet will be cleansed and healed and God shall 
meet Satan for the Satanic forces shall attempt to totally annihilate the planet which ye 
have manifested.  This sends shock waves throughout the universe and the impact is 
grievous indeed, to the orderly function of the universal system---God being Creator 
and Satan being Created, God shall ultimately prevail. Not even Satan shall be 
destroyed---he shall be "bound" and removed from the place of Radiance so that 
healing and renewal can transpire. 
 
You ones wish to find all to be mysterious and mystical--nay, precious ones, it is only 
that you have not grown in knowledge. All that is unknown is mystery. God is only a 
mystery for you know not ALL about that entity that dwells within thineself to 
experience in the reflection of you. Ye know not of energy and frequencies, electricity 
and finally the ultimate gift of God---the breath of life called soul. Ye ones "fear" all 
that is unknown---nay--RESPECT that which is unknown but "fear" not. It is not the 
unknown of God which ye should fear---it is the KNOWN which is all about you that 
you should "fear" mightily, for that is that which is in your destruction--not God or 
God's Hosts come to bring of you home to safety and security. 
 

CHRISTIAN VS. "CHRISTIAN" VS. CHRIST-NESS 
 
Just because a man claims he is a Christian, makes him nothing but a speaker. Actions 
define a "Christian" and Christ-ness.  Satan always calls himself Christ or whomever 
he chooses to work through. He knows all the weaknesses of man and toys with him as 
does a cat with a tiny mouse--letting you go almost unto your freedom and then 
tempting you back into the trap by promises which ultimately destroy---"have one 
more drink and you will feel fine"---he fails to tell you that it might also well destroy 
your life, another's life and be your total destruction. That is only one example of 
billions until you have accepted the very lie of the broken commandments in all 
measures---'tis a hard journey back indeed. 
 
The other side of the coin, however, is that in his rampant proliferation he has 
overpopulated, exhausted resources necessary for survival of his people and now must 
sacrifice some 5 billion physical beings to survive in his second density, third 
dimensional experience. He and his henchmen will insure your demise; nothing more 
and nothing less and it will be done in any manner of expeditiousness--believe me--the 
intended survivors of the elite are numbered just as are you who will become the 
slaves. Do you really believe the "Promised Land" of the Zionists is a little strip of dry 
land along a desert in Palestine?  Come now--the Zionist Promised Land is the whole 
of the World! There is no intention what-so-ever of living in Peace--the intent is 
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Global Control and the entities will stop at nothing to achieve that power. It will be 
insidious indeed and covered in secrecy and hidden actions--all over your planet. They 
have even infiltrated to the maximum extent, the very Global 2000 Banker Cartel who 
"thought" they would Control the World. The only thing that saves you on a daily 
basis at the present time---is that friction between those two factions. Very few people 
know what is going on---perhaps you ones will be the first of a large to know---AND THAT, 
FRIENDS, GIVES YOU POWER BEYOND COMPREHENSION. ONCE SATAN'S 
ACTIVITIES ARE BROUGHT INTO THE LIGHT HE WILL MAKE ALL 
EFFORTS POSSIBLE TO RETREAT INTO THE SECRET PLACES. HE WILL 
MAKE HIS STAND AND DESTROY, DESTROY AND DESTROY THROUGH 
HIS DUPES, BUT HE WILL ULTIMATELY WITHDRAW FOR THAT IS THE 
NATURE OF SATAN--HE CANNOT ENDURE IN THE LIGHT OF TRUTH AND 
GOD-NESS FOR THOSE WHO COME  INTO THE PRACTICE OF GOD'S LAWS 
HAVE ALL THE POWER OF CREATION AND HE HAS NONE BUT TO 
DESTROY. HE FOOLS MAN WITH PHYSICAL LUST, GREED AND ALL 
MANNER OF DECEIT BUT MAN FINDS NO PEACE AND ONCE THE DUPE 
HAS BEEN DISCOVERED AND COURSE CORRECTIONS MADE--SATAN HAS 
NO WAY TO PREVAIL--HE CANNOT ENDURE AGAINST THE PRACTICE OF 
SIMPLY ABIDING BY THE TEN COMMANDMENTS LAID FORTH FOR MAN. 
THAT IS WHY EVIL MUST REWRITE THE COMMANDMENTS AND 
REVERSE THEM FOR SATAN IS THE OPPOSITE OF SANANDA. 
 
He creeps upon you in a most insidious manner---let us take abortion, for instance. It is 
through some act of lustful fleshly desire that an unwanted pregnancy happens for 
obviously the act of sexual intercourse was not utilized for the creation of an offspring-
--then, Satan tells you that it is "human right" to think of self first (more greed) and to 
disallow the bother of rearing a child---so the next subtle step is to simply abort the 
baby egg and call it "woman's right"---the human perception is that the forming child 
has no right---therefore "murder" becomes legal and "voted-in" ethical. It does not 
follow God's law of thou shalt not kill, nor keep from "lustful fornication" and/or 
adultery. Friends, I make no judgment other than that you follow not the 
commandments---good? bad? --- that, dear ones, is strictly up to YOU AND GOD! 
Obviously murder in ignorance is not murder but rather, error! Satan knows that God 
is total forgiveness of errors---therefore he pushes and pushes until you no longer truly 
know what is right and what is wrong in the sight of God---you will have rewritten the 
Commandments to suit "modern" conditions. In other words, you will have allowed 
Satan to write God's Commandments. Then you vote them into the traditional books of 
the Churches and end up in total service and practice of Satanic Law. You ones had 
better ponder these things most carefully for choices are at hand to be made. 
 
If you go back to the Laws of God which state that the sexual union is for the 
procreation of offspring --how can you justify homosexual or promiscuous behavior?  
You can justify it in any way you choose---it does not make it OK WITH GOD! 
Further, it causes ones to fall into the trap of activities which Satan sanctions and you 
become a part of a group destined for Satan's annihilation. God does not perpetrate 
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these things upon man---He has given you a set of guidelines and you rewrite them to 
suit thineselves--so be it--place the blame wherein it belongs---upon self and not that 
wondrously pure source within---give it unto the physical expression which is of 
human body/conscious mind---and bring not that blame within upon the Godhead. Do 
you not see? It is the "action" and not the "love" "emotion"! Emotion is spiritual--
physical expression is just that--physical! In a sojourn you experience the physical for 
let us average--75 years. How long is that relative to infinity?? So be it--I trust I have 
made my point! There need be no judgment involved--it is time you discern the 
differences and improve your ability to choose a more positive experience. If you 
prefer the company and love of thine own gender--so be it, love that one and commit 
unto that one----refrain from the physical behavior that in this day and age--kills the 
physical--intentionally by the evil conspirators. CONDOMS DO NOT PREVENT 
AIDS! THE AIDS VIRUS PASSES THROUGH THE MANUFACTURED 
SUBSTANCE HOLES LIKE A GOLF BALL THROUGH A BASKETBALL HOOP! 
PONDER IT SERIOUSLY DEAR ONES, FOR YOU ARE GETTING THE 
BIGGEST LIES OF ALL FOSTERED UPON YOU! "THEY" WILL TELL YOU 
HOW TO HAVE SAFE SEX; YOU BET THEY WILL---GO RIGHT ON OUT 
THERE AND PRACTICE YOUR LUST AND YOU ARE DOOMED! I CANNOT 
EVEN TELL OF YOU NOT TO DO THESE THINGS ANY MORE THAN SIMPLY 
TELLING YOU---IT IS UP TO YOU WHAT YOU DO WITH THE 
INFORMATION. I DO DOUBT, HOWEVER, THAT GOD WILL GIVE YOU ALL 
THE INFORMATION FOR THE CURING OF THE DISEASE IF ALL YOU 
DESIRE IS TO CONTINUE WITH YOUR ACTIVITIES UNCHANGED. SO BE IT. 
THE CURE FOR AIDS WILL BE TO SAVE THE SPECIES OF MAN--NOT ANY 
SELECT GROUP OF THE MAINSTREAM DEVIATION OF BEHAVIOR. SATAN 
HAS SET OUT TO KILL OFF A WHOLE BUNCH OF HUMANS AND HE IS 
DOING VERY WELL INDEED--BECAUSE YOU HAVE BOUGHT INTO HIS 
LIES. IT IS HIS RULES YOU PRACTICE IF THEY DEVIATE IN THE LEAST 
FROM THE TEN COMMANDMENTS! GOD PUNISHING YOU FOR SINS IF 
YOU COME DOWN WITH THE DREADED DISEASE? NO--JUST SATAN 
BLESSING YOU WITH HIS FALSE PROMISE OF PLEASURE AND 
SATISFACTION. YOU MADE YOUR CHOICE TO ABIDE BY HIS RULES AND 
HE IS THE PRINCE OF DECEPTION. GOD SAYS, "TAKE MINE HAND AND 
COME BACK FROM THINE WAYS OF ERROR AND I SHALL MAKE THEE 
WHOLE." SO BE IT AND SELAH! 
 

BACK TO UFOs AND WEAPONS OF THE SKY; 
TERRESTRIAL OR INTERPLANETARY? 

 
I would suggest that if you want details, that you have a world atlas handy for 
reference for we will name names and locations and allow you to follow-up with 
confirmation of the facts which will be shared herein. 
 
UFOs do come from other planets, however, they are also manmade and we are going 
to first examine some "possibilities" and finally integrate the possibilities into 
probabilities and then we can draw some reasonable conclusions as to positive or 
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negative influence (or danger) unto planetary man. 
 
Let us go back to the time of Adolf Hitler in Germany. It is not my intention to give 
you a history of the Second World War. References will be made but basically you can 
just accept that the war was fought and Nazi Germany did surrender. 
 
Hitler will always be proven in Earth history, to have been and always will be, an 
enigma. He has been labeled by some as a total madman and hailed by some as a 
genius. He did manage to bring the State of Germany out of virtual bankruptcy into a 
state of being a major, major world power. 
 
Much of Hitler's views and attitudes can be well summed up in works which actually 
fit the picture as it is being unfolded in your current day---you see, nothing is "new". 
 
Hitler felt, based on his studies and an enormous amount of reading, that there existed 
a very definite plan by a small, but immensely powerful group of Jewish bankers, 
financiers, industrialists and others, to take control of the entire world. It is important 
to remember that he lived in Vienna during a time when a very noisy battle was raging 
between Zionist Jews, (who wanted to be a separate race, religion, nation and culture 
with their own state, Israel), and the assimilated elements amongst the Jews, (who 
wanted to be part of the cosmopolitan establishment of the Austrian Empire), with all 
the privileges and power their immense wealth bestowed on them. Hitler's appraisal of 
the Jews can best be summed up as contained in a document called "The Protocols of 
the Learned Elders of Zion". This is a very important aspect of the whole U.F.O. story 
because, in it, you find the seeds for many far-reaching decisions made some three 
decades later. Hitler saw in this actual or imagined Jewish drive for world domination, 
a very definite danger to his own work and plan. My intention herein is not to judge 
the man but only to clarify points which impact later events. 
 
To better understand intent let us look at the 24 points of the Party Programme as 
listed in the book NAZI SECRET WEAPON? and see how Hitler reflected them: 
 

THE PROGRAM OF THE PARTY 
 
QUOTE: 
 
The Programme of the German Workers' Party is limited as to period. The leaders 
have no intention, once the aims announced in it have been achieved, of setting up 
fresh ones, in order to ensure the continued existence of the Party by the artificially 
increased discontent of the masses. 
 
1. We demand the union of all Germans, on the basis of the right of the self-
determination of peoples, to form a Great Germany. 
 
2. We demand equality of rights for the German People in its dealings with other 
nations, and abolition of the Peace Treaties of Versailles and St. Germain. 
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3. We demand land and territory (colonies) for the nourishment of our people and for 
settling our surplus population. 
 
4. None but members of the nation may be citizens of the State. None but those of 
German blood, whatever their creed, may be members of the nation. No Jew, 
therefore, may be a member of the nation. 
 
5. Anyone who is not a citizen of the State may live in Germany only as a guest and 
must be regarded as being subject to the Alien laws. 
 
6. The right of voting on the leadership and legislation is to be enjoyed by the citizens 
of the State alone. 
 
We demand, therefore, that all official appointments, of whatever kind, whether in the 
Reich, the provinces, or the small communities, shall be granted to citizens of the State 
alone. 
 
We oppose the corrupt Parliamentary custom of the State of filling posts merely with a 
view to Party considerations, and without reference to character or capacity. 
 
7. We demand that the State shall make it its first duty to promote the industry and 
livelihood of the citizens of the State. If it is not possible to nourish the entire 
population of the State, foreign nationals (non-citizens of the State) must be excluded 
from the Reich. 
 
8. All further non-German immigration must be prevented. We demand that all non-
Germans who entered Germany subsequently to August 2, 1914, shall be required 
forthwith to depart from the Reich. 
 
9. All citizens of the State shall possess equal rights and duties. 
 
10. It must be the first duty of every citizen of the State to perform mental or physical 
work. The activities of the individual must not clash with the interests of the whole, 
but must proceed within the framework of the community and must be for the general 
good. 
 
We demand therefore: 
 
11. Abolition of incomes unearned by work. Abolition of the thraldom of interest. 
 
12. In view of the enormous sacrifice of life and property demanded of a nation by 
every war, personal enrichment through war must be regarded as a crime against the 
nation. We demand therefore the ruthless confiscation of all war profits. 
 
13. We demand nationalization of all businesses which have (hitherto) been 
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amalgamated (into Trusts). 
 
14. We demand that there shall be profit-sharing in the great industries. 
 
15. We demand a generous development of provision for old age. 
 
16. We demand the creation and maintenance of a healthy middle class, immediate 
communalization of wholesale warehouses, and their lease at a low rate to small 
traders, and that the most careful consideration shall be shown to all small purveyors 
to the State, the provinces, or smaller communities. 
 
17. We demand a land-reform suitable to our national requirements, the passing of a 
law for the confiscation without compensation of land for communal purposes, the 
abolition of interest on mortgages, and prohibition of all speculation in land. 
 
On 13 April 1928, Adolf Hitler made the following declaration: 
 
'It is necessary to reply to the false interpretation on the part of our opponents of 
Point 17 of the Programme of the NSDAP, 
 
'Since the NSDAP admits the principle of private property, it is obvious that the 
expression "confiscation without compensation" refers merely to the creation of 
possible legal means of confiscating, when necessary, land illegally acquired, or not 
administered in accordance with the national welfare. It is therefore directed in the 
first instance against the Jewish companies which speculate in land.-- --(signed) 
Adolf Hitler        Munich, April 13, 1928' 
 
18. We demand ruthless war upon all those whose activities are injurious to the 
common interest. Common criminals against the nation, usurers, profiteers, & etc., 
must be punished with death, whatever their creed or race. 
 
19. We demand that the Roman Law, which serves the materialistic world order, shall 
be replaced by a German common law. 
 
20. With the aim of opening to every capable and industrious German the possibility 
of higher education and consequent advancement to leading positions the State must 
consider a thorough reconstruction of our national system of education. The 
curriculum of all educational establishments must be brought into line with the 
requirements of practical life. Directly the mind begins to develop the schools must 
aim at teaching the pupil to understand the idea of the State (State sociology). We 
demand the education of specially gifted children of poor parents, whatever their class 
or occupation, at the expense of the State. 
 
21. The State must apply itself to raising the standard health in the nation by protecting 
mothers and infants, prohibiting child labour, and increasing bodily efficiency by 
legally obligatory gymnastics and sports, and by extensive support of clubs engaged in 
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the physical training of the young. 
 
22. We demand the abolition of mercenary troops and the formation of a national 
army. 
 
23. We demand legal warfare against conscious political lies and their dissemination in 
the Press. In order to facilitate the creation of a German national Press we demand: 
 

a.) That all editors and contributors to newspapers employing the German language 
must be members of the nation; 
 

b.) That special permission from the State shall be necessary before non-German 
newspapers may appear. These need not necessarily be printed in the German 
language; 
 

c.) That non-Germans shall be prohibited by law from participating financially in 
or influencing German newspapers, and that the penalty for contravention of the law 
shall be suppression of any such newspaper, and immediate deportation of the non-
German involved. 
 
It must be forbidden to publish newspapers which do not conduce to the national 
welfare. We demand the legal prosecution of all tendencies in art and literature of a 
kind likely to disintegrate our life as a nation, and the suppression of institutions which 
militate against the above-mentioned requirements. 
 
24. We demand liberty for all religious denominations in the State, so far as they are 
not a danger to it and do not militate against the morality and moral sense of the 
German race. 
 
The Party, as such, stands for positive Christianity, but does not bind itself in the 
matter of creed to any particular confession. It combats the Jewish-materialist spirit 
within and without us, and is convinced that our nation can achieve permanent health 
from within only on the principle: the common interest before self-interest. 
 
That all the foregoing requirements may be realized we demand the creation of a 
strong central power of the Reich. Unconditional authority of the politically central 
Parliament over the entire Reich and its organization in general. 
 
The formation of Diets and vocational Chambers for the purpose of executing the 
general laws promulgated by the Reich in the various States of the Confederation. 
 
The leaders of the Party swear to proceed regardless of consequences--if necessary at 
the sacrifice of their lives--towards the fulfillment of the foregoing Points. Munich, 
February 24, 1920 
 
END QUOTE. 
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Before you throw up your hands in horror, I suggest you go back and re-look at each 
of the 24 items very carefully. If I left out names and locations---would it not indeed 
be quite familiar? Ask the American Indian! Ask the incarcerated Japanese!----ask the 
ones who attack this scribe daily to BAN THESE JOURNALS! 
 
Dharma, allow us a break and then we will give you a better comparison: the 
"Emergency Banking Regulation" of the United States of America--under which you 
squarely fall--it is but an example. Your papers are completely controlled, as is your 
television media and radio--the news is identical, even unto scripting, from channel to 
channel--even your call-in radio talk programs are completely controlled--even unto 
the button which fades out the opinions of ones unlike that of the M.C.! Check out the 
radio program of Nevada's Billy Goodman when our publisher was set-up for 
batterment and the people are left with distorted and set-up lies. Read carefully, these 
things, for this is the way destruction begins! So be it. 
 
Hatonn to stand-by. Salu. 
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CHAPTER 8 
 

REC #2 HATONN 
 

THURSDAY, MAR. 15, 1990 12:30 P.M. YEAR 3 DAY 211 
 

SKULL AND BONES, AMERICA'S SECRET 
ESTABLISHMENT 

 
In order to adequately give comparison to the plight you are in today and that which 
came upon your world prior to now, you must realize the similarity of the "Order" 
which is set up to control you by its various facets. I shall quote a portion from a book: 
AMERICA'S SECRET ESTABLISHMENT, An Introduction to the Order of Skull & 
Bones. 
 
QUOTE: 
 

MODUS OPERANDI OF THE ORDER: 
 

The activities of The Order are directed towards changing our society, 
changing the world, to bring about a New World Order. This will be a planned 
order with heavily restricted individual freedom, without Constitutional 
protection, without national boundaries or cultural distinction. 

 
We deduce this objective by examining and then summing up the actions of 

individual members: there has been a consistent pattern of activity over one 
hundred years. Part of this activity has been in cooperation with The Group, 
with its parallel and recorded objectives. 

 
Now if, for example, we found that the dominant interest of members was 

raising ducks, that they wrote articles about ducks, bred ducks, sold ducks, 
formed duck-studying councils, developed a philosophy of ducks, then it would 
be reasonable to conclude that they had an objective concerning ducks, that this 
is not mere random activity. 

 
Historically, operations of The Order have concentrated on society, how to 

change society in a specific manner towards a specific goal: a New World 
Order. We know the elements in society that will have to be changed in order to 
bring about this New World order, we can then examine The Order's actions in 
this context. 

 
More or less these elements would have to be:  
 
EDUCATION - how the population will behave, 
 
MONEY - the means of holding wealth and exchanging goods, 
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LAW - the authority to enforce the will of the state, a world law and a world 

     court is needed for a world state, 
 
POLITICS - the direction of the State, 
 
ECONOMY - the creation of wealth, 
 
HISTORY - what people believe happened in the past, PSYCHOLOGY - 

      the means of controlling how people think, 
 
PHILANTHROPY - so that people think well of the controllers, 
 
MEDICINE - the power over health, life and death, 
 
RELIGION - people's spiritual beliefs, the spur to action for many, 
 
MEDIA - what people know and learn about current events, 
 
CONTINUITY - the power to appoint who follows in your footsteps. 
 
- - - Daniel Coit Gilman, President of Johns Hopkins University, imported 

Wundt psychological methods from Germany, then welded education and 
psychology in the U.S., established laboratories, brought these educational 
laboratories into major Universities and generated hundreds of PhD's to teach 
the new educational conditioning system. One of the first of these Johns 
Hopkins doctorates was John Dewey. The result we well know. The educational 
morass of the '80's where most kids - not all - can't spell, read or write, yet can 
be programmed into mass behavior channels. 

 
The Order's next move was to control the Foundations. They got all the big 

ones -- Carnegie, Ford, Peabody, Slater, Russell Sage and so on. That's the 
topic of another volume. As in education, the modus operandi of The Order was 
to get in FIRST and set the stage for the future. The initial objective was to 
establish a direction in an organization. Selection of managers, intuitive or 
amoral enough to catch on to the direction, kept the momentum going. In the 
case of Foundations, The Order has usually maintained a continuing presence 
over decades. 

 
When it comes to activities by individual members, at first sight the pattern 

is confusing and superficially inconsistent. Let's give some examples: 
 
*  Andrew Carnegie profited from war through his vast steel holdings, 

but under the guidance of member Daniel Coit Gilman, Carnegie was also 
an enthusiastic president and financial backer of the American Peace 
Society. This is seemingly inconsistent. Could Carnegie be for war and 
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peace at the same time? 
 
*  The League to Enforce the Peace, founded by members William H. 

Taft and Theodore Marburg, was promoting peace, yet active in urging 
U.S. participation in World War One. How could the League be for war 
and peace at the same time? 

 
*  In the 1920s, W. Averell Harriman was a prime supporter of the 

Soviets with finance and diplomatic assistance, at a time when such aid was 
against State Department regulations. Harriman participated in 
RUSKOMBANK, the first Soviet commercial bank. Vice-President Max 
May of Guaranty Trust, dominated by the Harriman-Morgan interests, 
became the FIRST Vice -President of RUSKOMBANK in charge of its 
foreign operations. In brief, an American banker under guidance of a 
member of The Order had a key post in a Soviet bank! But we also find 
that Averell Harriman, his brother Roland Harriman, and members E.S. 
James and Knight Woolley, through the Union Bank (in which they held a 
major interest) were prime financial backers of Hitler. 

 
Now our textbooks tell us the Nazis and Soviets were bitter enemies and 

their systems are opposites. How could a rational man support Soviets and 
Nazis at the same time? Is Harriman irrational or is the inconsistency 
explainable? 

 
* The Bundy family gives us another example of seeming inconsistency. 

William Bundy was with the Central Intelligence Agency for a decade. 
McGeorge Bundy was National Security Assistant to Presidents Kennedy and 
Johnson. So the Bundys presumably support U.S.-European policy which is 
pro-NATO. Yet the Bundys have been linked to activities and organizations 
which are anti-NATO and, indeed, pro-Marxist --- for example, the Institute for 
Policy Studies. Are the Bundys inconsistent? 

 
* Among individual members of The Order we find a wide variety of 

publicly proclaimed beliefs, ideologies and politics. William Buckly 
periodically chews out the Soviets. On the other hand, member John Burtt has 
been a member of a dozen communist front groups. Member William S. Coffin, 
Jr. spent three years with CIA and then became a leader of anti-Vietnam war 
activity through the national Conference for a New Politics and Clergy and 
Laymen Concerned about Vietnam. In fact, Coffin was one of the Boston Five 
charged and indicted for conspiracy to violate Federal laws. And, of course, W. 
Averell Harriman is elder statesman of the Democratic Party. 

 
Quite a mixture of beliefs and activities. Do they reflect inconsistent 

philosophies? How can The Order have a consistent objective with this 
potpourri of individual actions?  
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The answer is, they are not at all inconsistent: because the objective of The 
Order is above and beyond these actions and in fact needs these seeming 
contradictions. 

  
THE STATE IS ABSOLUTE 

 
How can there exist a common objective when members are apparently 

acting in opposition to one another? 
 
Probably the most difficult task in this work will be to get across to the 

reader what is really an elementary observation: that the objective of The Order 
is neither "left" nor "right". "Left" and "right" are artificial devices to bring 
about change, and the extremes of political left and political right are vital 
elements in a process of controlled change. 

 
The answer to this seeming political puzzle lies in Hegelian logic. 

Remember that both Marx and Hitler, the extremes of "left" and "right" 
presented as textbook enemies, evolved out of the same philosophical system: 
Hegelianism. That brings screams of intellectual anguish from Marxists and 
Nazis, but is well known to any student of political systems. 

 
The dialectical process did not originate with Marx as Marxists claim, but 

with Fichte and Hegel in late 18th and early 19th century Germany. In the 
dialectical process a clash of opposites brings about a synthesis. For example, a 
clash of political left and political right brings about another political system, a 
synthesis of the two, neither left nor right. This conflict of opposites is 
essential to bring about change. Today this process can be identified in the 
literature of the Trilateral Commission where "change" is promoted and 
"conflict management" is termed the means to bring about this change. 

 
In the Hegelian system conflict is essential. Furthermore, for Hegel and 

systems based on Hegel, the State is absolute. The State requires complete 
obedience from the individual citizen. An individual does not exist for himself 
in these so-called organix systems but only to perform a role in the operation of 
the State. He finds freedom only in obedience to the State. There was no 
freedom in Hitler's Germany, there is no freedom for the individual under 
Marxism, neither will there be in the New World Order. And if it sounds like 
George Orwell's 1984 -- it is. 

 
In brief, the State is supreme and conflict is used to bring about the ideal 

society. Individuals find freedom in obedience to the rulers. 
 
So who or what is the State? Obviously it's a self-appointed elite. It is 

interesting that Fichte, who developed these ideas before Hegel, was a 
freemason, almost certainly Illuminati, and certainly was promoted by the 
Illuminati. For example, Johann Wolfgang Goethe (Abaris in the Illuminati 
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code) pushed Fichte for an appointment at Jena University. 
 
Furthermore, the Illuminati principle that the end justifies the means, a 

principle that Quigley scores as immoral and used by both The Group and The 
Order, is rooted in Hegel. Even the anonymous Yale student who wrote the 
verse in Memorandum Three observed this principle at work on the Yale 
campus. 

 
This, then, is a vital part of our explanation of The Order. When its co-

founder, William Russell, was in Germany in 1831-2, there was no way he 
could have avoided Hegelian theory and discussion. It was the talk of the 
campus. It swept intellectual Germany like a Pac Man craze. Most Americans 
haven't heard of it. And those who have don't want to hear any more about it. 
Why? Because its assumptions are completely at variance with our sense of 
individual freedom and Constitutional guarantees. Most of us believe the State 
exists to serve the individual, not vice versa. 

 
The Order believes the opposite to most of us. That is crucial to 

understanding what they are about. So any discussion between left and right, 
while essential to promote change, is never allowed to develop into a 
discussion along the lines of Jeffersonian democracy, i.e., the best government 
is least government. The discussion and the funding is always towards more 
state power, use of state power and away from individual rights. So it doesn't 
matter from the viewpoint of The Order whether it is termed left, right, 
Democratic, Republican, secular or religious -- so long as the discussion is kept 
within the framework of the State and the power of the State. 

 
This is the common feature between the seemingly dissimilar positions 

taken by members -- they have a higher common objective in which clash of 
ideas is essential. So long as rights of the individual are not introduced into the 
discussion the clash of ideas generates the conflict necessary for change. 

 
As the objective is also global control an emphasis is placed on global 

thinking, i.e., internationalism. This is done through world organizations and 
world law. The great contribution of the Tafts to The Order was on the world 
court system and world law -- to the internationalist aspect of the New World 
Order. 

 
END QUOTE 
 
We have previously gone into detail as to how The Order relates to the Council On 
Foreign Relations, Trilateral Commission and similar organizations so I will spare the 
repetition at this time. However---you do remember of course---GEORGE BUSH IS 
A  MEMBER OF EVERYTHING AND SO ARE HIS CHIEF ADVISORS.  SO BE 
IT--HOLD IT IN YOUR HEARTS. 
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EMERGENCY BANKING REGULATION 
 
As put forth by Robert B. Anderson, Secretary of the Treasury: in part - --. 
 
QUOTE: 
 

(a)  As used in this Regulation, the term "banking institution" shall include the 
following banking and financial institutions: every commercial bank, trust 
company, private bank, savings bank, savings and loan association, building 
and loan association, cooperative bank, homestead association, credit union, 
and United States Postal Savings depository office authorized under the laws of 
the United States or of any State to transact business in the United States or any 
place subject to its jurisdiction, or any receiver or conservator for any of the 
foregoing. 
  
(b)  As used in this Regulation, "operations and functions" shall include the 
paying Chapter, all Federal Reserve Banks, branches of Federal Reserve Banks, 
Federal Home Loan in any manner or by any device whatsoever; the receipt or 
paying out of deposits; the receipt of payments into share or savings accounts or 
the repurchase of or payments on withdrawals from share or savings accounts; 
the making of loans or discounts; transfers of credit; the performance of 
fiduciary, custodial or agency functions; the purchase or sale. (Ed Note: this is 
an accurate quote.) 

 
Section 1. Temporary Curtailment of Operations and Functions. Any Federal 
Reserve Bank, Federal Home Loan Bank, banking institution, or branch may 
temporarily curtail, place of business separate and apart from the head office of 
a Federal Reserve Bank, Federal Home Loan Bank, or banking institution in 
which any of its operations and functions are carried out. 
 

CHAPTER V: RESTRICTIONS ON CASH 
WITHDRAWALS 

AND TRANSFERS OF CREDIT 
 
Section 1. Cash Withdrawals. (a) Withdrawals in the form of cash whether by 
the cashing of checks or drafts, the making of loans in cash, or any other form 
of cash disbursement are prohibited except for those purposes, and not in excess 
of those amounts, for which cash is customarily used. 
 
(b)  Banking institutions are further authorized to restrict and ration cash 
withdrawals to the extent necessary in the event a sufficient amount of cash 
should not be available. 
 
(c)  Banking institutions shall prohibit withdrawals of cash in any case where 
there is reason to believe that such withdrawal is sought for the purpose of 
hoarding. 
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Section 2. Transfers of Credit. (a) No depositor or share or savings account 
owner may transfer in any manner or by any device whatsoever any balance to 
his credit on the date on which this Regulation becomes effective, except for the 
payment of  (i) expenses or reconstruction costs vital to the war effort, (ii) 
essential living costs, (iii) taxes, (iv) payrolls, or (v) obligations incurred before 
the date on which this Regulation becomes effective, to the end that the best 
interests of the war effort and the public will be served. 
 
(b) Banking institutions shall prohibit the transfer of credit in any case where 
there is reason to believe that such transfer is sought for any unauthorized 
purpose. 
 
(c)After this Regulation becomes effective, banking institutions shall retain 
until released by Federal authority the original or a photographic copy (face and 
reverse sides) of each check and other evidence of transfer of credit in the 
amount of $1,000 or more. 
 
Section 3. Exceptions to Restrictions. (a) Balances in deposit or share or 
savings accounts may be transferred from one banking institution to a deposit or 
share or savings account of the same owner in another banking institution. 
 
(b) The restrictions of Section 2 of this Chapter shall not apply to any check or 
draft negotiated for value prior to the time this Regulation becomes effective. 
 
(c)The limitations and restrictions of this Chapter shall not apply to the United 
States, any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor to their respective 
agencies and authorities. 
 
(d)The limitations and restrictions of this Chapter shall not apply to transactions 
between Federal Reserve Banks, Federal Home Loan Banks, banking 
institutions, and branches thereof. 
 
(e)The provisions of Section 2 of this Chapter do not alter the right of any 
banking institution to invoke restrictions on withdrawals or deposits or 
repurchases of or payments on withdrawals from share or savings accounts 
provided for under contract or agreement with depositors or share or savings 
account owners or by reason of law or the provisions of its charter or bylaws. 
 

     CHAPTER VI: LENDING AND EXTENDING CREDIT  
 
Section 11 (original printing error). Making Loans and Extending Credit. No 
banking institution may make any loan, extend any credit, or discount or 
purchase any obligation or evidence of debt, unless it is established and 
certified in writing by the borrower and a banking institution that the purpose is 
to pay expenses or reconstruction costs vital to the war effort, (ii) essential 
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living costs, (iii) taxes, or (iv) payrolls, to the end that the best interests of the 
war effort and the public will be served. 
 
Section 2. Exceptions to Restrictions. (a) The restrictions contained in Section 1 
of this Chapter do not prohibit the renewal, recasting, or extension of any loan 
or credit outstanding prior to the effective date of this Regulation, if in the 
judgment of the management of the banking institution such action is in the best 
interest of the war effort. The cancelled original evidence of debt shall be 
attached to the instrument renewing, recasting, or extending such obligations. 
 
(b) Section 1 of this Chapter shall not apply to loans or extensions of credit to 
the United States, to any State or any political subdivision thereof, nor to their 
respective agencies and authorities, nor to loans or extensions of credit between 
banking institutions. 
 

     AND SO FORTH - - - - - END QUOTE 
 

******* 
 
If you are not in a current state of shock, I advise you to go back and read this again 
because if you are not in a state of shock you either do not understand what you just 
read or you are out of the banking circles in all manner!! 
 
Emergency status is called by the President, who is Mr. Bush, who is a full fledged 
member of all of the Global 2000 Plan Conspirators. It is further advisable to have a 
war in order to envoke the Regulations and confiscate your money and obviously you 
have to have the banks under the Regulations in order to tamper with the money. 
 
You will also note that the U.S. government, its "rulers" and the States, as well as the 
cartel banks have no restrictions what-so-ever! 
 
I suggest a rest, Dharma, while everyone goes back and reads today's writings, both of 
them, and get into a state of panic and shock. What is upon your place and coming 
down, is far beyond any "little grey aliens" under New Mexico in cahoots with 
anybody! 
 
I trust you can see the "fix" you are in as a world citizen, in just this one tiny facet of 
your life. You have just about been "hamstrung". 
 
When we return to the writing we shall get back onto the subject of UFOs at the time 
of WW-II. Oh blessed children of the lie, I beg of you to open your minds, eyes and ears
and let us walk together and not in adversity one against another---you truly do 
have enough enemies to your freedom and you can use a little Godly help.   So be it.        
I move to stand-by.    Salu. 
 
Hatonn to clear. 
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CHAPTER 9 
 

REC #3 HATONN 
 

THURSDAY, MAR. 15, 1990 6:30 P.M. YEAR 3 DAY 211 
 

SECRET SOCIETY 
 
When we speak of Hitler, we must remember that he was trained through his 
individual experiences just as are all. He was deeply involved in a most secret society 
called Thule. This society stood for racial segregation with the Arian white race as 
masters of all. It included the Nordic culture and the society was interested in areas 
such as Greenland, the Arctic and Antarctic. The Thule Society emblem consisted of 
the swastika, a downward pointing sword and a wreath of oak leaves--all symbols later 
used in Nazi Germany--remember that the swastika is a symbol of "life" in the native 
Indian culture. 
 
Nazi Germany was years ahead of the rest of the world in many technological areas. It 
is internationally recognized that if Germany had had a greater supply of natural 
resources and manpower, then the war would have undoubtedly had a much different 
ending. 
 
Germany produced many super weapons including the first jet fighter aircraft, the first 
missile system and various others which were almost in the realm of science fiction. 
 

THE WIND CANNON 
 
The wind cannon was produced by Germany late into the war. This fired compressed 
air. There was also the sun cannon which reflected the sun and burned its target. They 
also had rocket packs worn by individuals that were jet powered. This rocket enabled 
persons to make jumps of up to a distance of some fifty to sixty yards. They also 
produced B1 and B2 rockets. Germany introduced the forerunner to the 
intercontinental ballistic missile. This was introduced in 1942 and was capable of 
striking the United States. No reason was found for its never having been used. In 
1940 a vertical takeoff aircraft was invented and only in recent years have the western 
countries managed to produce such aircraft. 
 
Let us speak of the "sound cannon". This was first produced for use in about 1943. It 
consisted basically of a combustion chamber with a barrel and worked by methane and 
oxygen. It was the resulting explosion which created the damage. Animals could be 
killed instantly within a hundred yards and troops could be paralyzed for hours at a 
range of 200 yards. By April 1945 Germany had in production 150 different types of 
missiles and rockets on the drawing board with diagrams and even models along with 
aircraft of all sizes. 
 
Among these diagrams was one which eventually became the Boeing Corporation's 
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747 Jumbo Jet. Incredibly enough--among the technology was the Flying Disc. As 
early as 1940 these were being produced. There is photographic proof of such craft but 
no material proof was ever captured by wartime allies. 
 
According to your own records there were as many as five major scientists working on 
the "UFO" projects. They developed a disc shaped machine with a 65 foot diameter. 
Involved were Bellonzo, Schriever, Miethe and, of course, Victor Schauberger. His 
disc or "Flying Hat" was electro-magnetically powered and if you look at photographs 
of the Schauberger disc you will note that it looks exactly like discs photographed over 
the United States. These discs attained great speed with silent take-off. There were 
also designs called flying wheels and craft with inflatable airbags for landing cushions. 
They had some quite fine prototypes but no, they were not Pleiadian design. They 
were more on the technology of Saturnians and some Reticulum craft. 
 
The final model was referred to as the Bellonzo-Schriever-Miethe Diskus. This version 
was produced in various sizes, some as large as 135 feet and even 225 feet in diameter. 
Actual speeds recorded were over 2000 km/hour. Conventional rocket motor speeds of 
up to 4000 km/hour were anticipated. Interestingly enough, no German technicians 
who worked on those advanced machines have volunteered their knowledge. 
 
More interesting is the fact that many scientists were taken by the allies and yet no 
UFO scientists were located. As a matter of fact, installations for work on the craft 
were often underground or in hillside cave dugouts. All facilities were dismantled and 
vanished without leaving so much as a detail. Now where do you think everyone 
went? 
 

LOOK AT THE EVIDENCE 
 
Now, dear ones, we are not speaking of sloppy workmanship. In 1945 a disc could 
attain an altitude of 40,000 feet in less than three minutes, reaching a speed of 1,300 
mph. You need to also remember that Germany was the first to fly what you now call 
Delta Wing craft. As a matter of fact, the advanced technology was comparable to 
much of your public-attentioned aircraft of the current day--i.e., the Stealth, etc. This, 
of course, is a cover for what is actually going on but I need not spoil the story. 
 
These discs were manufactured in many various areas and all were well hidden even 
from the local population. As the craft would be finished, they were immediately 
dismantled and shipped in pieces out of the country---usually along with the pilots. 
Orders for dismantling always came directly from Adolf Hitler himself. The major 
scientists involved simply vanished. 
 
Many German scientists went to America after the war and they were all interrogated 
about the UFO works; however, it has never been made public to you ones as to 
whether or not the major technology was ever revealed. And yet you got the nuclear 
bomb--in fact, it was said that the bomb itself was built in Germany! 
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Many reports were made by pilots over Germany, about UFOs. The strange thing is 
that no-one was ever injured by them although they certainly unnerved many air 
crews. Then following the surrender of Germany, the same type objects were observed 
over the Japanese areas. 
 

NEW METAL 
 
Probably the most unique thing that came out of that period of technological spurt was 
a new type of metal. This metal is harder than diamonds. This metal glows 
alternatively in colors of the rainbow when heated to a high degree. It was first used 
commercially in 1936. Strangely enough no record was made of this metal in the 
indexes of metals. 
 

THE A-BOMB 
 
Hitler issued an order on September 26, 1936. A Dr. Esau was put in control of the 
project. With the capture of Norway there was available to Germany a source of heavy 
water which had previously been lacking. One tanker full of heavy water has not been 
accounted for to this day. 
 
Thus it can be seen that Germany was a very advanced country--the mystery is, what 
happened to all the technology? 
 
To start with, let us examine one of the biggest mysteries of your 20th century. Did 
Adolf Hitler commit suicide or did he not? Popular accounts are that on the 30th of 
April, 1945, Hitler shot himself. His body was said to have then been cremated. The 
most important witnesses and the men closest to Hitler have never been found, e.g. 
Bormann, Stumpfegger, Gunsche, et al. 
 
Here you will find a most interesting situation, only two eyewitnesses were found who 
claimed Hitler committed suicide--all other witnesses were never found or could not 
answer. Hitler's body was never found. Also, the bloodstains found on the furniture 
where Hitler supposedly committed suicide was not of Hitler's blood type. There is 
absolutely no concrete evidence, therefore, that Hitler died. 
 
Further, Hitler was not a coward nor did he believe in "giving-in". Suicide is 
completely out of character for after he had heard of the suicide of the Mayor of 
Leipzig and his family, he had condemned suicide as cowardly and unbecoming to a 
National Socialist. 
 
Hitler's personal pilot stated that on the first of May, 1945 he flew Hitler and Bormann 
to an airfield in Norway. I truly doubt that this would represent a resurrection. There 
they transferred to another aircraft and flew on to another place along the Norwegian 
coast. Later the pilot retracted the statement and backed the suicide statement after 
having been made aware of the incident. 
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Now, very strange things happened when the allies got to Greenland. Norway had held 
out longer than all other defense positions for the Germans but when the allies reached 
Greenland they found two direct opposites--sites which were totally abandoned and 
dismantled and other places where the defense was so total that in the end even the 
defenders could not be found and were never found--they just vanished. 
 

AH HA! THE ANTARCTIC 
 
At the beginning of the war, long range plans were put into operation to prepare bases 
in the Antarctic should relocation be necessary. Strange perhaps, but most effective 
indeed. Stranger yet, in February, 1945 in Hitler's last speech he said, "Germany will 
still win the war and the last bastion will be ours!" 
 
Officially, the second world war was never officially ended. The German army 
surrendered on the 7th of May, 1945 and Japan followed on the 2nd of September, 
1945---no formal peace treaty was ever signed. Your own General Eisenhower stated, 
just before he became President, "The second world war has not yet ended." 
 
Stranger yet--during the war Germany had 1,162 U-boats (submarines). Of these, 783 
were lost in action. Of the remaining 379, 215 were supposedly scuttled by the 
German navy itself and about 154 were captured by the allies--the rest were never 
found. Statistics are rough, however, and several U-boats of the latest design arrived in 
Japan with war materials some three weeks after-the defeat in Europe. These 
submarines subsequently sailed and were never again seen. 
 
Later, some two months after Germany's surrender, a German submarine gave itself up 
to Argentine authorities after all scientific instruments and weapons on board had been 
destroyed. The U-boat had calmly slipped into the harbor of Rio de la Plata. The 
Commander's name was Otto Wermoutt. The world was stunned and electrified! What 
was a German submarine doing all the way down there in South America? And, why 
had they not surrendered earlier? 
 
The crew was turned over to the U.S. military after long demand but no results were 
ever publicized. Funny thing--the crew was 54 men. The usual German crew size was 
only 18 men. There were also large food stocks on board. However, the real surprise 
was 540 large tin cans or barrels, all hermetically sealed and upon opening were found 
to contain nothing but cigarettes. Now what would a submarine be doing cruising 
around South America almost three months after the war with a triple strength crew; 
carrying, a cargo of nothing but cigarettes? The average age of those 54 men turned 
out to be less than 25 years, with the exception of the machinist who was 32 years old. 
The commander himself was only 25, and the second officer an incredible 22 years 
young. 
 
Later, in checking, it was never found that there was a Captain by the name of Otto 
Wermoutt, the one given as that of the commander of the U-boat. All the crew had 
similar mysterious surroundings---no relatives, all alone, etc. 
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Five weeks later, another sensational submarine surrender took place and again at Rio 
de la Plata. A German U-boat, U-977 under Commander H. Schaffer gave itself up to 
the Argentinian authorities, and this, three months after the end of the war. There was 
a crew of 32 men--still fourteen above the regular crew. It was soon learned, however, 
that there had been another 16 men, all of them married and with families in Germany, 
and had been dropped off "on orders", on the Norwegian coast. It is obvious that the 
operation was completely in control and the men were dropped off at the exact same 
spot where earlier reports stated the Fuhrer had been taken after his departure from 
Berlin. This U-boat was inspected thoroughly in search of Hitler--it was obvious that 
all on the "inside" knew that Hitler was still alive. 
 
Still more U-boats appeared off the coast of South America. Well, we will look at 
possibilities at the next sitting. I don't want to belabor this subject because it is well 
known that there is a German base in the Antarctic and the story gets most boring 
indeed. It is necessary for those of you who come newly into this knowledge not be 
left completely outside the story but it can get most lengthy and has little bearing on 
UFOs as far as the transfer to the base. 
 
Dharma, it is late and it has been a very long day. Let us close for this portion. Thank 
you for your long hours. I will move to standby and allow you to close. Good-evening. 
 
Hatonn to clear, please.    Thank you. 
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CHAPTER 10 
 

REC #1 HATONN 
 

TUESDAY, MAR. 27, 1990 8:00 A.M. YEAR 3 DAY 223 
 
Good morning in the Light of the Radiant One.  Hatonn present that we might work on 
the Journal this morning. 
 
The question which comes to me from you ones who have privy to the daily writings 
is, "Well, what does Nazi Germany and Hitler have to do with the mess of the 
Conspiracy?" Lots! Great bunches! 
 
It moves beyond the mysterious and becomes entangled with your very currency. As 
you will recall, in a prior chapter we spoke of encounters with German submarines in 
recent years and many of the German personnel who fled Europe have since been 
located living in South America quite comfortably and in great abundance. 
 
Recall also, that in Europe, there exists a registration obligation for each member of a 
community. Precise and detailed records are kept where a person lives, number of 
children, sex, age and so forth, as well as place of employment. Also noted, are details 
of closest relatives. In Europe, therefore, it is relatively easy to trace and locate anyone 
and at short notice. True, there was a temporary breakdown in the last few months of 
the war due to heavy bomb damage and the refugee problem, but conditions rapidly 
returned to the usual bureaucratic precision. In fact, these very records allow for the 
ferreting out of the "Nazi war criminals". 
 
Taking into account casualties and deaths from all causes (and this includes the million 
plus "other losses") there are still 250,000 missing persons and almost all were young 
people in their late teens to early twenties. That missing group has been widely re-
ferred to as the "last battalion". 
 
Remember, in addition, that when the "last battalion" departed for places of Antarctica 
and later to slip quietly into Argentina and integrate into the population, counterfeiting 
plates were taken with them. 
 
My dear ones, the Falkland Island war had nothing to do with Argentina--it had 
everything to do with old war remnants of the "second" variety. Also a major 
distraction at a most critical time, as we shall note later. 
 
The continuous rumors about German U-boat activity in the region of Tierra del Fuego 
(Feuerland, in German), between the southernmost tip of Latin America and the 
continent of Antarctica are based on truth and were written up most critically as truth 
by France's Agence France Press on the 25th of Sept., 1946. 
 
One of the more startling facts proving quite definitely that W.W. II did not end on 
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May 8th, 1945 is an account some one and a half years after cessation of hostilities in 
Europe, the Islandic Whaler, "Juliana", was stopped by a large German U-boat. The 
Juliana was in the Antarctic region around Malvinas Island when a German submarine 
surfaced and raised the German official naval Flag of Mourning -- red with a black 
edge. I urge you not to take exception if I repeat a few incidents for they are indeed 
most important from several aspects and are often missed the first reading. 
 
The submarine commander sent out a boarding party which approached the Juliana in 
a rubber dinghy, and having boarded the whaler demanded of Capt. Hekla part of his 
fresh food stocks. The request was made in the definite tone of an order to which 
resistance would have been most unwise. The German officer spoke correct English 
and paid for his provisions in U.S. dollars, giving the Captain a bonus of $10 for each 
member of the Juliana  crew. While the food stuffs were being transferred to the 
submarine, the submarine commander informed Capt. Hekla of the exact location of a 
large school of whales. Later the Juliana found the whales exactly where designated. 
This, too, was reported in the French press. 
 
Now comes the hook-up. Huge amounts of money were clandestinely invested by Nazi 
Front men all over the world, but especially in South America. KNOWN are 300 
million dollars to Spain, Sweden 250 million, Switzerland 100 million and Portugal 50 
million and this represents only about 25% of the known investments which were 
mostly centralized in South and Central America. 
 
Billions of dollars were invested (and are being currently, 3/27/90) in large tracts of 
jungle and pampas real estate, factories, transportation, airlines, shipping and other 
assorted companies including food processing and agriculture. ALL PAID FOR IN 
AMERICAN DOLLARS--BY THE BILLIONS. It is not drug money being laundered 
through the South and Central American Banks that is the target of the U.S.--it is an 
effort to stop the flooding of the counterfeit money. 
 
The U.S. tells you the new money will be for the purpose to stop drug dealers and stop 
counterfeiting among the drug dealers---nay, nay, NAY--it is the only way to stop the 
German printing presses in your own hemisphere. 
 
How many of you are further aware that the U.S. GAVE currency printing plates to 
Russia? I thought not. Check it out--it will do wonders for your confirmation of old 
Hatonn's input. 
 

"RED HOUSE CONFERENCE" 
 
Let us look at some findings which surfaced in 1944. Yes, Dharma, the history is most 
important, chela, for you cannot have continuity and find belief in these truths unless 
you are given confirmation in background. You know me and know my words are 
truth--most readers are still in shock and are looking for every detail possible to 
disprove my input. I'm sorry, chela, I know the writing is long and distressing, but it is 
indeed necessary. Thank you for continuing this dialog. Your legacy shall be great, let 
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us not weaken now for mankind must know the whole of it. He must be able to locate 
from whence his attackers shall be coming forth. 
 
I think, for clarification, it would be easier and give more earth confirmation if I 
dictate a portion from a book entitled THE  AVENGERS, by Michael Bar-Zohar 
dealing with Jewish war and post war tactics against the Germans. You can find a lot 
of detailed information about the transfer, of German money to foreign lands. You do 
not need to get the book for I shall honor the author but we are more concerned, at this 
point, with the counterfeit funds. But you need confirmation regarding the money 
shift, etc., to give credence to this writing as to background. 
 
The Red House Conference: let us quote, please. 
 

A most unusual conference of German officials and industrialists was held 
at the Maison Rouge Hotel in Strasbourg on August 10, 1944. The proceedings 
of this "Red House" conference are known from the shorthand report, which fell 
into the hands of the American OSS at the end of the war. A Lieutenant Revesz 
showed it to Simon Wisenthal, who took a photostat and published it some 
years later. 

 
Among those present at this conference were representatives of the Ministry 

of Munitions and the Foreign Office, delegates from the big industrial com-
bines--Krupps, Messerschmitt, Rochling, Goering Werke, Hermannsdorfwerke-
-and several senior civil servants. The object of the meeting was to decide upon 
measures for safeguarding the treasury of the Third Reich. They reached two 
main decisions--some of the riches would be hidden away in the territory of the 
Reich, and German capital would be sent abroad. 

 
The conference urged that the Nazi Party should go underground in the 

event of defeat, and should prepare for a return to power with the help of the 
treasures safely hidden away. 

 
These decisions began to be put into effect in the following months. An 

"experimental station" was set up near Lake Toplitz and a number of containers 
packed chiefly with forged pound notes and documents were submerged in the 
lake, and some other containers were hidden away in old mines in the hills. 
Most of them were removed again when Allied forces were approaching the 
region. Although the Allies did not have full knowledge of these hiding places 
until the report of the "Red House" conference fell into their hands, some 
information on the Nazis' postwar plans had reached the Allied secret services 
early in 1945. In March of that year a detailed report on the subject was 
submitted to the State Department in Washington: 

 
"The Nazi regime has made very precise clans for the perpetuation of its 

doctrine and domination after the war. Some of these plans are already being 
put into effect. 
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"Members of the Nazi Party, German industrialists and Army leaders, 

realizing that there is no hope of victory, are presently preparing commercial 
plans for the postwar period, endeavoring to renew connections with industrial 
circles abroad in the hope of reestablishing prewar cartels. After the war, the 
intention is for 'front men' to appeal to the courts of various countries against 
the 'illegal' seizure of German industrial concerns and other German property 
by the Allies at the outbreak of the war. In the event this method does not 
succeed, the recovery of the German property would be made through 
figureheads possessing the requisite citizenship. German attempts to continue to 
have a share in the control and development of technological progress during 
the immediate postwar period are reflected in the phenomenal increase in 
German patents registered in certain foreign countries during the past two years. 
These registrations reached their peak in 1944.... 

 
"German capital and plans for the building of ultramodern technical schools 

and research laboratories are being offered on very advantageous terms, in view 
of the fact that the Germans will hereby be able to make and perfect new 
weapons. 

 
"The German propaganda program is an integral part of this general 

planning for the postwar period. The immediate aim of this propaganda 
program will be to bring about a relaxation of Allied controls on the pretext that 
the Germans should be treated 'honestly'. Later, this program will be extended 
and intensified with a view to reviving Nazi doctrine and pursuing German 
ambitions of world domination. Unless these plans are counteracted, they 
constitute a constant threat to the peace and security of the postwar world." 

 
The American specialists had greatly extended their knowledge of this 

subject by the end of the war. They soon had a list of 750 firms with head 
offices in neutral countries, founded or bought with German capital. 
Switzerland headed the list with 274 firms; then came Portugal with 258, Spain 
with 112, Argentina with 98, and Turkey with 35. A number of firms had also 
been acquired in South American countries other than Argentina. 

 
Special accounts in Swiss and Liechtenstein banks were placed at the 

disposal of the Argentine Government, officially to help their industrial 
development. Some of the accounts were made personally available to 
Argentine leaders. 

 
As military defeat and final catastrophe had become more certain, the Nazi 

chiefs stepped up their preparations for the future--a future in which they meant 
to have a stake. They had deposited large sums with banks in neutral countries 
and salted away just as much in the portfolios of apparently respectable people 
in Liechtenstein, Portugal, and Patagonia, and had hidden much wealth in the 
depths of old salt mines in Austria and below the dark water of the Alpine 
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lakes. All of this hidden treasure might indeed permit a revival of Nazism one 
day--so long as there were still Nazis around able to draw upon it. 

 
Ah, the Germans were a busy lot, from whom you ones at this time in history, could 
well take lessons in preparation. Added to their tucking away of treasures, extensive 
research was immediately launched into areas of artificial food cultivation, in huge 
greenhouses, with everything grown only on "chemical soil" and under artificial light. 
"Butter" was produced from coal and dry milk was one of their very survival 
inventions. A method was also invented to indefinitely preserve wheat flour. Great 
strides were also made in Freeze Drying all types of food and this was carried out 
particularly in experimental plants located in the area of Helmstedt. Hitler was keenly 
interested in these projects, visiting them frequently. In a very short while, Germany 
was more or less self-sufficient and for the first time in centuries. NO GERMAN 
EVER EXPERIENCED WANT AND HUNGER AGAIN UNTIL THE ALLIES 
BURNT OR ROBBED ALL THE HUGE WAREHOUSES OF THEIR CONTENTS 
IN 1945 AND AFTER. 
 

LIES OF THE LIBERATORS 
 
Any German who lived through that dreadful time will tell you what the humanitarian 
"liberators" of Germany doled out as food rations after their victory. In the French 
zone of occupation it was officially 850 calories a day, in the American zone it was 
"officially" a little more, whilst the inmates of Hitler's concentration camps (whose 
bony corpses you are still seeing daily on T.V. and in the newspapers), received more 
than double that amount of calories daily. The resultant famine and death from 
starvation, particularly among the elderly and infants, is well remembered by the 
German population. They call it a "peace crime". The food supply for any secret UFO 
force, (which is what Hitler himself called the "last battalion"), had already been 
solved. 
 

WHAT ABOUT THAT COUNTERFEIT MONEY? 
 
What about funds? Well, let us examine some facts which should also begin to give 
you clues as to why the Jewish community insists on keeping the "holocaust" in the 
forefront of people's minds some forty plus years later. IT SIMPLY IS NOT LIKE 
YOU HAVE BEEN TOLD IT IS, AND WAS! 
 
Let us look into the counterfeit situation. Hitler had again already planned, with great 
foresight, for this inevitability. In captivity in concentration camps such as Dachau, 
Buchenwald and Auschwitz, were Europe's best-known and most skilled forgers, ---- 
many of them JEWS. They were geniuses at their particular craft. 
 
A secret order was issued from Berlin code-named "Operation Bernhard". All the 
forgery experts were collected and were offered life and freedom if they cooperated in 
producing for Hitler, perfect forgeries of some of the allied currencies, but in 
particular, forgeries of the British pound and the American dollar, in various 
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denominations. At first the forgers refused, but one by one they cooperated and in an 
astonishingly short space of time, they produced what seemed to be perfect forgeries. 
The German government supplied from its own papermills what is usually the 
stumbling block to perfect counterfeiting -- high quality paper. The plates and paper 
were perfect, but not satisfied with their own judgement, a secret agent was sent to 
neutral Switzerland with a suitcase full of "German-made" pounds and dollars as well 
as other currencies in all denominations. This agent went to one of Switzerland's 
largest banks and requested to see the manager and stated: "I am negotiating a business 
deal with a man I suspect of being a Nazi agent, and he intends to pay me in this 
currency with these bills. Please test them and see if they are genuine." 
 
The bank manager explained he could not do this right away since it was in foreign 
currency, so the Nazi agent left the bills with the bank manager arranging to return 
within a few days. Upon his return, he was told that the money was genuine, and that 
the bank would be pleased to accept it for exchange. The agent returned to Germany 
and the printing presses started rolling in Auschwitz and Buchenwald. Untold millions 
were printed, so much so that Britain, after the war, withdrew from circulation its five 
pound note--a first in British history. 
 
"Come now Hatonn" you say: "This is too much!" Well, let us look at a documented 
incident and sequel to this story. 
 
Rumors persisted about Operation Bernhard long after the end of the war and one such 
rumor was checked out quite thoroughly by you human entities. For weeks a group of 
Austrian government frogmen searched Lake Toplitz in Austria. Eventually they found 
the wreckage of a German plane, the skeleton of the dead pilot still strapped to his 
seat. In the hold were large metal trunks which, when pried open, revealed over 
300,000 British five-pound notes, in neat bundles, perfectly unspoiled and with them, 
some of the printing plates. The money was confiscated by the Austrian authorities, 
although it was at that time useless as the five pound note had been withdrawn from 
circulation by the British. 
 
Now remember the U-boat captain had paid for his food in U.S. dollars and obviously 
had no shortage of money since each crew member of the whaler had been given a $10 
bonus. 
 
It is not yet generally known that the entire Reichsbank Treasure (All of Germany's 
reserves) disappeared from the bank vaults in Berlin before the end of the war. 
Guinness "World Records" book lists this story under "The greatest unsolved 
robbery!" Dear ones, that money is still viable indeed as a currency--remember that the 
war was never officially ended? 
 
NOTE: During the U.S. balance of payments crisis, Time magazine carried an article 
about discussions taking place at the Headquarters of the World Monetary Fund in 
Basel, Switzerland. They found that 15 billion dollars were in circulation, which 
should not really exist. One wonders where that amount of money might come from 
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wouldn't you suspect? And that had naught to do with the American hemisphere. So be 
it! 
 
Please, let old Hatonn believe that you are beginning to get a better perspective on 
current events. Why do you suppose the Thatcher government sanctioned Bush's 
action in Panama? (The Panama "invasion" was to get control of those banks--
remember I told you?). Further, WHO WERE THE ALLIES OF GERMANY IN WWII? 
JAPAN PERHAPS? WHY DO YOU THINK YOU ARE HAVING TROUBLE GETTING 
THE NEW MONEY INTO CIRCULATION? OH, MY YES--INTRIGUE, INTRIGUE 
AND JAMES BOND MAGNIFIED!! 
 
Further, pay attention to the effort to keep the holocaust (which we will point out 
probably did not occur as you are told) alive and well--the Zionists who plan Global 
2000 takeover of world control know the enemy is at hand and ready to take on 
anything that comes along---for THEY also plan Global 2000 takeover and control of 
the world--the conspirators of the Cartel of bankers is all mixed up within them all! 
Now isn't this grand game playing? Well, it would be if the blind masses of humanity 
weren't up for enslavement and gross genocide and annihilation. 
 
How could all these things be kept secret? Easy--no-one gives you any news--the 
media is totally controlled. Let us look for a minute at the operation Antarctica and 
Admiral Byrd's expedition, then we can move on into a brief discussion of why the big 
UFO cover-up. 
 
A break, please. This computer is acting up. Please open a new file to avoid any losses. 
 
Hatonn to standby. 
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CHAPTER 11 
 

REC #2 HATONN 
 

TUESDAY, MAR. 27, 1990 11:40 A.M. YEAR 3 DAY 223 
 

TOP SECRET NAZI EXPEDITION 
 

Let us again turn our attention to the location of the bases. Even in this area Hitler had 
planned far ahead and at long range. Obviously guided by the possible occupation and 
subsequent loss of Germany itself, he had cast around for land still available for colo-
nization and found that Antarctica was, at that time, the only continent still unclaimed. 
With his usual dispatch, a polar expedition was organized, the preparation of which 
was kept secret. The force consisted of several large vessels, at least two of which 
were aircraft carriers, not the present-day type but rather large ships with float-
equipped airplanes on board. The planes were rocket-catapulted off special ramps at 
the end of the ships and retrieved out of the water via a crane. This secret Nazi 
Expeditionary Force was headed by Kapitan Ritscher and took place in 1937-38. The 
force landed in the area of Queen Maud Land and established bases there. Large float 
planes of the Dornier-Wal type, with the unusual pusher-puller propellers were used to 
explore a huge area of Antarctic terrain. Over 11,000 photographs were taken for 
mapping purposes. Significantly, a Swastika flag was dropped every 20 kilometers to 
substantiate the German claim to that land, comprising over 600,000 square kilometers 
in all. In this way, not only was a terrain claimed by Germany, larger than Germany 
itself, but more significantly, for the first time, ice-free oasis (warm lakes) were found 
by this secret Nazi expedition. They were photographed along with Alp-like mountain 
ranges of over 4,000 meters in height. Naturally, the explored areas were given 
German names and so you have today places like "Ritscher Gipfel", or, "Ritscher 
Peak", named after the leader of the expedition. The hot oasis amongst the eternal ice 
was called "Schirmacher Seen Platte" -- "Schirmacher Lake Group". These are also 
often referred to as the "Rainbow Lakes". The different colored appearances of these 
inland lakes are caused by algae found floating in the sweet water and vary in color 
from lake to lake as the algae color differs. The waters are warm enough to allow 
swimming and bathing with just bathing suits and swim trunks. 
 
Added credence to the secret bases thesis is found in remarks attributed to Joachin von 
Ribbentrop at the outbreak of the war. "In accordance with Germany's long-range 
political strategy, we have taken into firm possession the Antarctic area, called New 
Swabia (New Schwabenland) to ensure a safe retreat in case of necessary." 
 
If you compare the German area to the size of the United States it is huge in 
comparison. 
 
Other factors intake Antarctica an ideal place for these bases. There is no rust, no 
germs, and consequently very little illness or decomposition. Food remains edible 
forever, since the entire region acts rather like a giant freezer. The shed, for instance, 
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where Scott spent some months pre-W.W. I, before he launched his ill-fated antarctic 
expedition, was recently discovered. The food which remained in the shed, from 
almost 70 years ago, was still as fresh and edible as on the day it arrived in Antarctica, 
and wooden boxes, tin cans, cups, candle and paper (in fact everything), are as well 
preserved as if by inanimate suspension. Antarctica has no flies, no bugs, and no 
bacillus can survive the cold temperatures of the surface location. 
 

20TH CENTURY SECRET? 
 

Could all of this have taken place in the 20th century without detection? Hardly! What 
steps were taken to discover the truth? What has been done on your placement to do 
something about the secret bases now that their existence has been established and 
established beyond a doubt? Why did the world not hear about these incredible events? 
Good questions indeed and it is surely past time that you the people, open your eyes 
and look around. 
 
Obviously, Hitler's escape was discovered immediately, otherwise the statements of 
Stalin and of Eisenhower and all other quoted sources would be an exercise in 
insanity. It has even been totally recognized that the Nuremberg War Crimes Trials 
were staged, to a great extent, in the hope that the "Last Battalion" could be drawn 
from their impregnable, inaccessible hideouts, and thus force the Fuehrer's hand. A 
large armed force of elite troops surrounded the whole of the Nuremberg area during 
the long agonizing months of the typically-Bolshevik show trials. Perhaps there are 
readers who will be able to recall from newspaper pictures or newsreels the "tight 
security" that existed in the whole of Germany during those trials. Some S.S. men 
were actually caught, tried and convicted for attempting to free their leaders, but when 
the cry of strangulations and torture was over, the Fuhrer was still no-where to be 
found. Some UFO overflights and activities were reported but no actual armed clashes 
or incidents took place. 
 
Washington, Moscow and London then decided to really "get into the act"; in fact, 
eight countries in total decided to do some "scientific" work in Antarctica, of all 
places!!! A large expedition, lavishly financed, was quickly put together. It consisted 
of over 4,000 specially selected elite U.S. navy troops along with an eight month food 
supply. Thirteen ships under the overall command of Admiral Byrd made up this 
purely "scientific" expedition, composed mostly of military-types and very few 
scientists. 
 
The U.S. Antarctic battle fleet left Norfolk, Va, on Dec. 2, 1946 -three distinct battle 
groups, comprised of the Mount Olympus, Admiral Byrd's command ship, the ice-
breaker, "Northwind", the catapult ship "Pine Island", the destroyer "Brownsen", the 
aircraft-carrier "Philippines Sea", the U.S. submarine "Sennet and the two support 
vessels, "Yankee" and "Merrick", as well as the two tankers "Canisted" and 
"Capacan", an additional floatplane carrying ship, "Currituck" and the destroyer 
"Henderson". 
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At the same time it was announced officially that a similar English-Norwegian force 
was operating in a support capacity in Antarctic waters around Bahia Marguerite. A 
Soviet contingent was also participating in the "research". 
 

U.S.A. CONVOYS IN ANTARCTICA 
 
The Soviet participation is an interesting one, since Winston Churchill had already 
spoken of an "Iron Curtain" and felt that "they" -- the crusaders to Europe had "killed 
the wrong pig". Obviously Churchill realized that they should have destroyed Bolshe-
vik Russia and not Germany. So be it. 
 
The general public (YOU) was told that the "RESEARCH" mission was interested in 
locating uranium and studying the weather. Admiral Byrd, who had already 
undertaken a similar, though much smaller and speedier, investigation of the north 
pole was asked why he had recommended the establishment of armed observation 
camps. His reply, "Because the pole lies between us and our enemies" -- El Mercurio, 
Santiago, Chile, July 7th, 1947. Further questioning as to which enemy meant, since 
the Axis powers had just been defeated and had "unconditionally surrendered", 
brought no response from the "great" man. 
 
It was soon learned, however, that as well as the scientific jobs, the mission had the 
task of "observing the activities of a foreign power in the South Pole Region". 
Questioned further on this part of the expedition's activities, Adm. Byrd reportedly 
replied, "To break the last desperate resistance of Adolf Hitler, in case we find him in 
his Neuberchtesgaden inside 'New Schwabenland' in the Queen Maud Land region, or 
to destroy him." How interesting indeed. 
 
Also most interesting, the Byrd expedition was equipped with the very latest devices, 
amongst them were thermo-magnetic detectors. 
 
The U.S. expedition duly arrived and landed in Antarctica. With them the very latest in 
military gear, gadgets and troops. With them the very latest in military carriers, 
helicopters, floatplanes and every other conceivable military apparatus. Bases were 
established and quickly expanded. Observation planes were sent out all over the 
region. Thousands of photographs were taken and mapping missions flown. 
 
One particular flight stands out amongst all those reported and one with Adm. Byrd, 
himself, aboard. The instruments went totally haywire and the performance gauges and 
altimeters behaved in a most erratic manner, causing Adm. Byrd to abort the flight and 
return to base on "visual" control. All instruments returned to normal as soon as open 
terrain had been reached. 
 
It was reported, and it is true, that Admiral Byrd located the Secret Nazi Base (among 
other things we shall speak of later) and was approaching it when the above incident 
took place causing abandonment of the flight, but not before he dropped an American 
flag and a bomb or two on the approximate spot of the base. This was done, of course, 
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to warn Hitler he was not entirely safe even in his Shangri-la. 
 

RETALIATION 
 
Woops--what of an error or two? Vengeance was swift and the Fuhrer was not in a 
humorous mood. Within 48 hours, four of Byrd's planes had been lost, some without a 
trace and others without any survivors. Adm. Byrd hastily abandoned all his efforts 
and disembarked, with all his force, for home. 
 

PRESS INTERVIEW FOLLOWING DEPARTURE 
 
On board his flagship "Olympus" he gave the following startling interview, translated 
from the Spanish as it was reported in the paper El Mercurio, Santiago, Chile on 
March 5, 1947. It appeared on the front page under the headline "On Board the Mount 
Olympus on the High Seas". 
 

"Adm. Byrd declared today that it was imperative for the United States to 
initiate immediate defence measures against hostile regions. The Admiral further 
stated that he didn't want to frighten anyone unduly but that it was a bitter reality 
that in case of a new war the continental United States would be attacked by 
flying objects which would fly from pole to pole at incredible speeds. (Earlier he 
had recommended defence bases at the North Pole). Admiral Byrd repeated the 
above points of view, resulting from his personal knowledge gathered both at the 
north and south poles, before a news conference held for International News 
Service." 

 
During the press conference the Admiral also stated that in a quickly shrinking world 
the United States could no longer derive any sense of security from its isolation or on 
the geographic distance of the poles or oceans. The Admiral affirmed once again his 
belief that the entire Antarctic continent should be closely watched and surrounded by 
a "wall of defense installations, since it represented the last line of defence for 
AMERICA". (THESE DEFENSE MEASURES HAVE SINCE BEEN TAKEN). Admiral 
Byrd further stated that no one could give a more accurate accounting of the true 
significance of the situation than he could, since he had had occasion to employ the 
latest scientific developments and from what he had learned he could make 
comparisons for he had encountered the effect of the secret weapons. 
 
When Admiral Byrd had arrived back in the U.S. and the significance of his findings 
had found their way into the press, he was mysteriously hospitalized. No hard 
information was ever unearthed but his grand statements to the press in South America 
and on board the Olympus were not appreciated by the powers in Washington. Less 
appreciated were the actual facts regarding his expedition which I shall enlighten you 
about a little bit further on in this writing. 
 
He was among the first victims of a long string of prominent people "removed from 
circulation" for their honest belief in Unidentified Flying Objects and encounters with 
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higher forces. 
 
You can gain great insight into important conclusions from the foregoing: 
 
1: The final outcome of W.W. II is yet to be decided. This is borne out by the late 
General and former President Eisenhower's statement--"The second world war has not 
yet ended," and corroborated by Admiral Byrd's alarming phrase "in the case of a new 
war". Hitler's Last Battalion is waiting for its golden opportunity to be "the tip of the 
scale" in any conflagration yet to come. SO BE IT, BROTHERS, SO BE IT! 
 
2: Hitler has defended his secret lair as successfully against Byrd as he had his 
numerous headquarters in Europe, during the war against the Allies. Byrd was forced 
to retreat and to acknowledge the superiority of the UFO's, and their secret weapons. 
 
3: The over fifty small wars since 1945 including Korea and Vietnam, were supposed 
to provoke a premature "showing of hands" by the Last Battalion. 
 
4: The "New Third Reich" has maintained its crucial time/technology advantage over 
its W.W. II adversaries -- even decidedly increased it. 
 
5: Idealism (spirit) has triumphed already over Materialism (money), since only the 
German state was destroyed but not the ideology of National Socialism. 
 
6: There has been a 30-year cover up by brain and more often by brawn, about the true 
identity of the UFO's or at least many of them. Their origins have been known, but 
deliberately suppressed by the rulers of the Unholy Alliance of 1939-45. 
 
7: The real and only reason for the insane UFO cover up, now falling apart, is to be 
found in most UFO's German origin. The Allies in East and West have told so many 
lies about the barbaric, sadistic behavior of the Nazis, that they now fear wide-spread 
panic amongst their populations, should the truth become known. After all, if the Nazis 
are still around, would it not be logical and natural for them to take revenge one day? 
With U.F.O. power? Come now--what does the symbol of a swastika really mean? 
LIFE ONGOING AND WITHOUT END! No, I did not say that I adore and cherish 
the Third Reich--I said that the swastika means Life! All the liars are not yet out of the 
woodwork, my friends. 
 

WHY THE BIG UFO COVER-UP? 
 
For over 40 years some of the world's most imaginative people have wondered about 
the "strange" behavior of their governments when it comes to the questions of the 
UFO's. If the UFO's are extra terrestrial and the humans on your planet have no 
"defense" against them, then why annoy these beings by orders to "SHOOT TO 
KILL"? It is interesting that once again you see perfect harmony of approach between 
the U.S. and the Soviets. In the 70's there was a very detailed report about the Soviet 
Air Forces having stumbled upon some secret UFO bases in far off Mongolia. The 
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Soviets went in their usual barbaric style, bombed and burned everything to the 
ground. This was well documented by Dipl. Ing. A. Schneider in the Viennese 
newspaper, K.Die aktuelle Serie, P.a. Sat. Sept. 14, 1974 as follows: 
 

. . . the following remarkable report reached us today from the Soviet Union: 
April 24, 1970 was a day that all hell broke loose. A supersonic Soviet 
jetbomber in a secret mission from Moscow to Vladivostok was lost without a 
trace over Siberia. The pilot was in voice contact with ground control stations 
when suddenly the transmission was interrupted. An intensive search by nearly 
two hundred planes was quickly organized over the area where the pilot was 
last heard from. Almost simultaneously a number of pilots reported to ground 
control, "We are not alone up here, above us are flying objects, maybe 25 or 
even more. They are huge, they are so high we cannot get near them." That 
same afternoon in Krasnojarsk, red alert was sounded and troops were deployed 
around the city because an entire formation of these silvery, silent visitors 
circled over the scared town. Apparently, entire salvoes of ground to air 
missiles were fired at hundreds of flying discs which crowded the airspace of 
the Sino-Soviet-Mongolian frontier area. There was a concerted action by the 
strange intruders against the town of Ulan Bator, where all flights seemed to 
emanate from and end. A spokesman for a group of touring German students 
said after returning from Mongolia, where they had been at the time of the 
"UFO invasion", "That the Soviet Union had destroyed a secret UFO base of 
immense proportions consisting of many miles of subterranean tunnels, and 
dozens of pyramid like structures in the northern area of Mongolia." However 
no photographic proof or documentary evidence exists. The Soviets are always 
very secretive. 

 
After Admiral Byrd's hasty retreat from Antarctica he not only suggested bases around 
both poles and a ring of armed camps, but offered this plan: Turn Antarctica into 
atomic test ranges where atom and hydrogen bombs could be dropped to be "tested". 
Well, this is a quote from an incorrect source--it was not Admiral Byrd who suggested 
such a thing, he was simply blamed for it. 
 
A strange thing, however, as soon as such a plan was put forth. Capitol Hill in 
Washington, D.C. received an official visit. There is not a UFO fan who has not seen 
the historic photograph of an entire "swarm" of U.F.O.'s flying over the nearby 
Congressional Buildings and the White House in perfect formation. Interesting to note 
that the Antarctic test site idea was never again seriously considered. 
 
Hundreds of sightings took place around the world from Japan to Korea, where you 
have a particularly good example of a UFO dematerializing in front of the cameras. 
One must then ask, "Why do these UFO's always show themselves, but why do they 
not land?" etc., etc., etc. Well, realizing the fear responses and the need to keep the lies 
hidden--it is indeed unsafe, isn't it? This is appropriate for terrestrial ships as well as 
extraterrestrial visitors. 
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The UFO cover-up is most similar to other actions of the other unholy alliances such 
as the mass murders of Operation Keelhaul, at Katyn, Dresden and Hiroshima. Let 
anyone dare to "not conform" with "the establishment's" version of things and you can 
see people being hounded, defamed and persecuted on a daily basis--not the least of 
which are our own scribes--just for receiving this information. 
 

LITTLE MEN WITH AGREEMENTS? 
 
More distractors and I will investigate herein. Let us look from some other viewpoints, 
please. 
 
Often, your UFO fans have advanced the theory that the strange flying objects come 
from distant planets and galaxies to check on your "atomic experimenting", and some 
people state "contactees" have been told that the UFO‟s would prevent an atomic war 
on the planet earth. Why should we? Why should we care? We certainly do not 
demonstrate any great desire to colonize the earth -- at least not in any great numbers. 
Well, perhaps some of these "aliens" are already scattered about earth. We have all 
sorts of reasons why we will not allow atomic devastation to wreck your planet: 
 
These are speculations as presented by some sources who feel an alliance exists with 
space aliens, etc. 
 
a) The UFO's are, by now, driven by electro magnetism, consequently all secrets 
surrounding electric power have been discovered. Since all modern communications 
and guidance systems are based on electronics, it is an easy task to "listen in", decode 
and prevent the start or to re-direct whilst in flight, any vehicle or space craft, now in 
use by the "allies". 
 
b) The destructive power of atomic weapons is therefore much more of a threat to the 
powers who possess them and have them stored in silos, in subs, in planes or on their 
own soil than to those countries who do not have these weapons at all, since they could 
quite easily be set off by remote control from the UFO's, before they were even 
launched. 
Please keep in mind that these are projections put forth from your placement--not 
mine. 
 
c) The UFO's will undoubtedly prevent atomic war to prevent the extinction of the 
White Race. At the moment the white people are outnumbered ten to one on the planet 
and should there be an atomic exchange the ratio would be a hundred to one in the 
white's dis-favor. 
 
Well, a few of your better thinkers have found some interesting conclusions which 
might be worth pointing out. 
 
No man of the calibre of Adolf Hitler, deeply committed to the survival and 
resurgence of Western Culture, would ever allow this tragedy to happen to the White 
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Race if he could at all help it. 
 
There is a most interesting aside which I might note for you. Perhaps a few of you 
readers will already know the following, that in the region of the South Pole 
(Antarctica), and to a lesser extent the North Pole, it is possible to escape from the 
earth's magnetic pull and death through radiation because the Van Allen Belts open up, 
funnel-like, at both of these extremities. It is possible to launch a spacecraft, with very 
little radiation protection from this area avoiding enormous weight, a crew needs no 
radiation-protective gear. 
 
Now I am going to lay forth some other speculations which might bear contemplation. 
You must remember that Hitler had massive feasibility studies of space stations, based 
on very specific and valid data. 
 
He authorized launching an artificial satellite to be rocketed into space in 1947 with 
the A9-A10 rocket, in a steep angle away from the axis of the earth, and counter to the 
earth's rotation. From this point it would have been possible to observe any spot on 
earth within any given two hour time period, and hit any spot on earth with accurate 
missiles, bombs, radar-guided or other gadgets such as "mirror beams" or "death rays". 
 
The Rosenbergs mentioned these platforms in their testimony during their espionage 
trials. They called them "Warships of space". Where did they get this information 
about top secret plans, not realized by the Allies until some 25 years later? From the 
same documents that gave them the atomic bomb, of course. Yes, this would definitely 
seem as if spaceflight was already known to a mysterious group of beings, would it 
not? 
 

PROF. DR. JAMES GREENACRE 
 
The American astronomer, Prof. Dr. James Greenacre and four of his colleagues made 
an astounding observation from Flagstaff, Ariz. Observatory and reported it to a 
Conference on "Moon Problems" in New York City in May of 1964. Because of the 
UFO cover-up policy still in force in the U.S. government, Prof. Dr. Greenacre was 
only able to give his report verbally to colleagues who were present at the Conference. 
Here is roughly what he said: "On 29th Oct. 1963 we observed several colorful spots 
on the Moon, the spots moved in formation across the motionless face of the moon." 
One month later Prof. Dr. Greenacre observed the same phenomena. The May 1966 
issue of "UFO Nachrichten" Vol. 117 reproduced what Dr. Greenacre had stated he 
had observed. . . "Prof. Dr. Greenacre saw on or close to the moon at least 31 space 
craft of gigantic size. Some were from 300 meter to 4.8 kilometers long. They were in 
motion while being observed through the telescopes. Also, clearly discernible were 
numerous smaller craft approximately 150 meters in diameter, which moved past or 
alongside the huge craft, the "mother craft" occasionally changing color, as in the 
often-reported, pulsating style." (The distance from the earth to the moon is 384,000 
kilometers). This was the end of the report. 
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The American Professor thought at first the Russians might have beaten the Americans 
to the punch. But not so! So, therefore, who is out there in the wild blue yonder? Well, 
Prof. Dr. Phillips of Berlin, Hitler's wartime comrade, claimed he knew. He even sent 
the author of much information on the subject, some charts and time tables of his 
flights and they match, my friends. 
 
Before we leave this area of investigation and take a break, we have to look into the 
repeated reports of "glowing" or "pulsating" lights emanating from U.F.O.'s. You can 
find an interesting reference to this phenomena from a brilliant German metallurgist 
who had created "a metal harder than diamonds" called appropriately enough 
"Impervium". This metal glows alternately in the colors of the rainbow when heated to 
a high degree. This seems to tie up another loose end and again, the timing is 
interesting. The metal was used for the first time commercially in 1935-36. The 
laboratories were located not at Schramberg as Michael X reports but at Starnberg and 
Starnberger See. However, this could be a simple spelling error by someone not too 
familiar with the German language. Oh, so much to learn, haven't we? 
 
Dharma begins to see the handwriting on the wall and is quite unnerved at this time, 
therefore, I request a break and allow settlement. It is fine, chela, everyone keeps 
nagging for "new" information and perhaps it is time to begin to scatter it around a bit. 
You will stay closely in the light shield, chela, for as we tread on the proper toes the 
nasties will get more intense. So be it--the God of Light and Truth shall prevail and 
this word will go forth. Yes, I know ones are quite dead who have spoken of these 
things--I do note, however, that you are quite healthy and we intend to keep that status 
current. 
 
I move now, to stand-by that we might have a break. 
 
In love and total light of radiance I salute you for your service.  
 
Hatonn to clear, please 
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CHAPTER 12 
 

REC #1 HATONN 
 

FRIDAY, MAR. 30, 1990 9:00 A.M. YEAR 3 DAY 226 
 

Hatonn present this morning that we might continue work on the Journal. I come in the 
Light of the Radiant One and clear all negativity from this place. We shall speak of 
this herein, Dharma, for knowledge is your shield. 
 
The vibration pulses of which you are so acutely aware within the past 48 hours are 
intentional indeed. While you ones were absent a new monitoring grid was integrated 
into your electrical system within your dwelling. You will find that circuits will 
overload quite easily in effort to lose of your computer data, etc. You will be 
bombarded with ELF cycles through the equipment. You are "field" recycled in that 
your own nervous system counter-balances the energy integration. For a while you 
will be acutely aware of the vibrations from all things you touch for the cycle impulses 
are different from your own and you will note the clash of sequence perception until 
you adjust. Know it is intended and that you are in protection. However, I request that 
you remain conscious of the input and challenge to your system in that you are 
constantly aware and recognize all changes. 
 
Your system will automatically adjust but you will find exhaustion your constant 
companion for a while during the adjustment and all within the property will recognize 
confusion, depression and sleepiness until all is in total integration. 
 
I speak of these things herein because we choose to make a public statement of 
conspiracy attempt to stop of your writing. We herein place the conspirators on notice 
that we can play this game far more perfectly than they can bombard. I ask, however, 
that all entering your physical space take extreme care and use superior caution. As the 
script plan is unfolded unto you ones, the seriousness of the impact must be ever 
present. You are to use caution--not fear. Be receptive to intuition (all of you) 
regarding any and each who enters into your space. I did not say to be distrustful--I 
said to "pay attention'. This is both for the guest/visitor as well as for self. 
 
The readers of these Journals must come into realization that the material to which 
they are now being made privy, is truth, is dangerous, and is your very guidelines to 
change as well as transition. 
 
The threats have now been officially laid at my table to cease and desist with the 
bringing forth of these truths "or else". Dharma has requested that she be allowed to 
continue our work and we place her in protection, however, there is great risk in many 
forms. We are now to the point of "picking-up" where others were forced to "leave-
off". The game gets rougher as we move along. Therefore, I must ask patience and 
indulgence of the readers in that we must work rapidly on the Journals and personal 
kibitzing over nit-picking attitudes of personal nature will probably be set aside to re-
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spond to later in the upcoming weeks. 
 
I humbly thank each and every one of you who have so generously given of your time 
and efforts. The training has been exceptional and the pressures constant. The building 
shall begin shortly and you will have great success. It is not the building of good 
business that is the problem; it is, rather, the bringing forth to public view of these 
atrocious lies which have been perpetrated and perpetuated through the last decades. 
As we tell you of the truth and then give you PROOF of same, it will be hard indeed, 
to comprehend and yet you will all find it logical, reasonable and totally valid. 
 
We of the higher Command ask your patience and indulgence and an open mind that 
you might receive in clarity and purity of integrity. The very hope and subsistence of 
your placement depends upon your changing of attitudes and ability to rethink circum-
stances. So be it and I plead for the granting of your attention and kindness. 
 
Dharma, ye shall not be yet given to remember these things for it is unsafe, chela. 
Allow the "fog" to bring you comfort and security instead of confusion for it is your 
safety net--believe me, chela, "they" know you know nothing of these things any more 
than any reader of the material. 
 
The information is coming forth from several locations of which you must remain 
basically unaware, for that, too, is your security shield. All "they" can do is discount 
and discounting can no longer be successful as the logic of truth comes into the 
attention of mass consciousness. Hold tightly to my hand, little one, and fear not for 
the hosts of the heavens walk with you and the valley of the shadows is just that--
shadows. The physical is ultimately of no importance what-so-ever and the time is at 
hand to bring these things into public awareness. So be it in the Light of God Source. 
There is no darkness in this place, in this receiver nor in the entities from which she 
receives. We come as the host with the Master Teacher in the service of the Universal 
Source. 
 
Allow the above message to remain within the writings of the Journal. We shall now 
move on to continuation of the Journal material. 
 
We were speaking of the Antarctic, counterfeit money and conspiracy. 
 

A LOOK AT THE ANTARCTIC 
 
It is important that you ones have input of general geographical and physical nature 
regarding the area of your arctic regions, both South and North. We shall deal herein 
with the Southern location for most of the incredible activities are being exploited 
there. 
 
Your Admiral Byrd wrote great dissertations regarding his experiences in that location 
beneath the arctic area and he was discredited and finally, murdered. He was declared 
insane and promptly taken out of public circulation--he was murdered as a broken man 
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as was Forrestal, Priore, Rife, Tesla and hundreds of other great men. 
 
Byrd met with the beings of alien locales and his documents can be obtained--through 
your rather underground resources; therefore, I shall not dwell at great length in this 
chapter regarding that matter. I wish to give you purely physical data for confirmation 
at this writing. Further, for you ones who have access to your National Geographic 
Journals--please refer to April, 1990 which will be released shortly. Ah yes, Dharma, 
you need to know that more than do others. In fact, we shall utilize a map or two from 
their presentation that you might have confirmation. There are no coincidences, chela, 
and ye shall be given all the credentials and confirmation that ye need. 
 
If you will look at a globe of your planet you will find that there are two land masses 
close to the Antarctic regions--South America (namely, Argentina and Falkland 
Islands) and Australia. This is most important indeed in deciphering logically that 
which we give unto you. 
 
Let me note right here that you of the U.S. have great bases in Australia with space 
flight, data collection, exchange shuttle facilities, nuclear testing and great 
underground facilities for security and survival. 
 
Now Australia, (remember that Australia is a branch of Great Britain), has endorsed 
plans for a commercial space launch station using Soviet rockets, to be built on the 
Cape York peninsula in the continent's remote northeast. The plan is for a $450 million 
installation to be functional not later than in the mid-90s. This, too, can be confirmed 
from reliable sources on your placement. Further, what of the USSR offering to make 
available to Japan over 59 technologies in the military and space fields as part of an 
effort to establish joint ventures with Japanese industry? Soviet officials have actually 
proposed joint ventures that would give the Japanese access to the Soviet Buran space 
shuttle. Still sleepy??? Do you still wonder about the importance of the Falkland 
Islands off Argentina? 
 
WHY DO YOU THINK THERE IS ALL THIS MASSING OF WEAPONRY AND WAR 
MATERIALS DOWN BY THE OLD ISOLATED ANTARCTIC? COULD IT BE THAT 
HATONN IS GIVING YOU SOME FACTUAL AND TRUTHFUL INFORMATION? 
LET US REFER TO IT ALL AS THE "TACKY TACTICS" OF THE CENTURIES. 
THEY OF THE CONSPIRACY KNOW FROM WHENCE THEIR BIG BAD ENEMY 
SHALL ARISE! THEY ALSO KNOW WHERE THE MOST SECURE LIFE-
SUSTAINING LAND-MASSES SHALL EMERGE FOLLOWING AN EARTH POLE 
SHIFT--YOU WILL FIND THAT THE ARCTIC REGIONS WERE ONCE BLOOMING 
TROPICAL LANDS. TIME TO WAKE UP YOU SLEEPYHEADS, THE ALARM 
CLOCK IS RINGING OFF THE TABLE. SO BE IT--WHILE ONES PICK AT 
WHETHER "DHARMA'S JESUS SANANDA" IS "ANOTHER'S" THE TIME CLOCK 
IS TICKING WILDLY. SHE WILL NOT BE GIVEN TO FURTHER DEBATE OVER 
THE MATTER--YE ONES SHALL GO WITHIN THINE OWN SELVES AND FIND 
YOUR TRUTH FOR YOUR BROTHER HAS NO MORE TIME FOR THE FOOLISH 
DISTRACTIONS. YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE A WAR AND YOU HAVE NO 
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SHELTERS--GET ON WITH IT, CHELAS, FOR YOUR EXISTENCE IS AT STAKE. 
 
I give Bryan Hodgson of National Geographic great honor and appreciation for I shall 
utilize his updated information to great extent in these current chapters for you need 
the confirmation of Earth scientific published material. Perhaps as you move along in 
truth you will subscribe to the Geographic to support the works of these outstanding 
researchers. 
 
The Antarctica is larger than Europe or Australia, but it has no "native" human 
population. It contains more than two-thirds of the world's fresh water in the form of 
ice, yet some areas receive less than two inches of precipitation a year. Antarctica is 
the highest, coldest, most desolate place on the globe (on the surface of it). But it 
irresistibly draws visitors. The fifth largest continent is a giant outdoor laboratory 
where scientists strive to decipher clues to our planet's history and detect early warning 
signs of global pollution. That which is called "earth's last terrestrial frontier" is 
drawing increasing international attention---and only a minute fraction of a percent of 
humans have the slightest idea as to "why". 
 
In 1959 thirteen nations joined the twelve original signatories as voting members of 
the Antarctic Treaty. Research stations were constructed and a voting coalition was 
formed to be eligible for voting on control of resources on the continent. There are 
some 40 year-round bases on Antarctica at present (known publicly). Fourteen 
additional nations have gained observer status, introducing a strain of international 
politics to a gentleman's agreement that guaranteed only that Antarctica would be used 
for peaceful purposes--without specifying clearly what those purposes might be. And 
there you have it. NO PLACE IN YOUR ABILITY TO ATTEND IS ALLOWED 
PEACEFUL EXISTENCE--NO PLACE! THIS IS NO DIFFERENT AND ALL 
REALLY IMPORTANT AND "SECRET" BASES AND INSTALLATIONS ARE 
ALLOWED NO VISITORS OR RESEARCHERS AS YOUR MAJOR POWERS 
HAVE THEM SEALED OFF BY TERRITORIAL CLAIMS. 
 
In October 1989 in Paris, the 15th biennial treaty meeting was thrown into turmoil by 
an unscheduled debate sparked by the announcement of France and Australia that they 
had revoked their approval of a 1988 agreement prohibiting minerals exploration 
without the unanimous consent of all members. Instead, they joined environmental 
groups demanding an outright ban on minerals activities and establishment of 
Antarctica as a world park. Some nations, such as Chile and Argentina, saw this as the 
first direct threat both to the treaty and to territorial claims they had agreed to hold in 
abeyance. (AND YOU THOUGHT THE RIFT WITH ARGENTINA AND CHILE WAS 
OVER DRUG DEALINGS!) 
 
Antarctica has never been truly isolated but I doubt any of your little school children 
realize this---were you taught this? Although it is surrounded by a barrier of swirling 
ocean currents and ferocious winds and crowned by a gigantic ice sheet averaging 
nearly two miles in thickness, this coldest region of the planet is a powerful weather 
maker for the Southern Hemisphere. Its frigid waters surge along the deep seabeds into 
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the Northern Hemisphere, modifying ocean temperatures and carrying nutrients to 
nurture marine life. 
 
More recently, scientists have discovered that Antarctica is a sensitive barometer of 
mankind's use and abuse of the planet. 
 
Comparing today's atmospheric gases with those trapped in core samples of ancient 
Antarctic ice, they have found that the burning of fossil fuels has helped raise carbon 
dioxide to the highest level in history. Some have warned that this might cause a 
melting of the ice sheet by trapping heat from the sun. Other scientists have learned 
that man-made gases called chlorofluorocarbons, trapped over Antarctica by a 
stratospheric vortex of winter winds, react with spring sunlight to release chlorine 
atoms that destroy much of the ozone, which helps protect living organisms from 
harmful ultraviolet radiation. This is accurate enough to allow it to go undebated by 
me, at this point. Man always precipitates his own environment and therefore a debate 
at this point would be futile and useless. Further, this segment of writing is from the 
scientific viewpoint of very human observers and is not for my input. Let us just tell 
this segment as human sees it. 
 

EARLY WARNINGS 
 
As early as 1975 scientists had warned that Antarctic waters were being overfished. In 
1980 an agreement was reached on a Convention for the Conservation of Antarctic 
Marine Living Resources. By 1983 Soviet fishing fleets had seriously depleted the 
population of Antarctic cod around the French islands of Ferguelen. Other fisheries 
appeared on the verge of destruction. 
 
There is a fish at South Georgia called Champsocephalus gunnari, which was most 
popular and is now most endangered. A fishing, limit of 10,000 tons of gunnari was 
recommended by a group of involved nations in 1986. However the Russians 
immediately reported catching over 69,000 tons--seven times the proposed limit. They 
claim the numbers estimates were wrong and that the protein would go to waste unless 
fishing is done at the optimum level. 
 
At this point the good old U.S. Congress got into the act and requested a major study 
of Antarctica's marine ecosystems. This put up all sorts of wondrous distractors and 
gave excellent reason for infiltrating the area and checking on the security systems 
already in place. Oh, of course, Congress thought it was all a study of marine life--
most of your Congress is as ill-informed as the masses of the population. 
 

WHAT IS REALLY HAPPENING 
 
With all the military intrigue and installations, ships from many countries come into 
the waters of Antarctica claiming to be research vessels but are actually otherwise. For 
instance, in 1989 an Argentine supply ship Bahia Paraiso ran aground after hitting 
underwater rocks near Palmer Station, apparently because of inaccurate navigation 
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charts. Thousands and thousands of gallons of diesel fuel fouled beaches and killed 
untold numbers of wildlife. Where was Exxon when you needed them? 
 
The Soviets have intensive activity of massive amount and take marine life in 
uncountable amounts. Reports which could be verified were that the Soviet vessels 
were taking over 20 tons a day of gunntheri at Shag Rocks. At the South Shetlands 
some 18 vessels were taking krill at 85 tons a day and at the convergence 400 miles 
northeast of South Georgia, one boat reported catching two tons of squid within a few 
hours. 
 
Right across the Strait of Magellan and Cape Horn you find Punta Arenas, Chile's 
southernmost city. It is a thriving commercial center, whose harbor, shipyard, airport, 
and communication facilities have made it the major gateway to the Antarctic 
Peninsula and is only a couple of hours flight to King George Island, site of Chile's 
Teniente Rodolfo Marsh station and airfield. 
 
There are eight other nations which have research stations on the island: Argentina, 
Uruguay, Peru, Brazil, Poland, South Korea, the Soviet Union, and the People's 
Republic of China. King George's popularity stems more from its location, only 600 
miles from Punta Arenas, than from its scientific potential. This should also tell you 
readers a lot of information. 
 
It gets easier and easier to get to Antarctica as the French and British are building new 
airstrips. On the continental ice plateau you can land ski-equipped aircraft almost 
anywhere. It is also easy to land large-wheeled transports on areas of permanently bare 
ice, such as those near the Vinson Massif. The U.S. plans to establish a base there to 
give regular airway from Punta Arenas to the South Pole. Further down the coast from 
Punta Arenas is a place called Ushuaia---which means "Jesus" or in Hebrew--Jesuhia 
or Yeshua (spelled for pronunciation). How do you suppose that could have happened? 
Surely the Pale Prophet couldn't have gotten into that region also! So be the mysteries 
of "time". 
 
Chile's base on King George Island is actually a colony, with quarters for some 240 
airmen and scientists. Many sign on for two-year tours and live with their families in a 
suburban-style apartment complex called Villa Las Estrellas, which has its own bank 
(of course), post office, commissary, hospital, and a schoolhouse which serves around 
11 students. 
 
This complex, together with the tourist facilities, reflects Chile's long-standing policy 
of "proving up" its territorial claim to a large sector of Antarctica, even though such 
claims are held in abeyance under the treaty. 
 
Argentina has a similar policy. There is an Argentine Army base on the tip of the 
Antarctic Peninsula a hundred miles south of King George Island called Esperanza. 
Why am I giving all these nitty details which hold no interest for you? Because they 
had better start holding interest for you for you will be hearing a lot about them very 
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shortly in what you perceive as your future. 
 
Argentina and Chile have been frequent adversaries to the U.S., but their huge and 
overlapping territorial claims have made them allies within the Antarctic Treaty 
organization. Issues such as mineral exploitation will loom very large in 1991, when 
under terms of the treaty any voting member may propose a reexamination of its 
provisions. 
 

STRANGE CROSSROADS 
 
The Antarctic Peninsula and its island chains have been an international crossroads 
since 1820 when Russian explorer Bellingshausen arrived to claim first sighting of the 
continent after braving the savage weather of Drake Passage in wooden ships. 
 
Today's mariners are better equipped, but some things have not changed. Storms are 
quick to form and deadly. 
 
The U.S.A. has ongoing "studies" under the guise of NSF's Division of Polar Programs 
and travels the region's rich bird and marine life habitats regularly (too regularly), 
since 1965 when the jaunts could no longer be kept secret due to the traffic in the area. 
Note that Byrd's expedition was in the 40's and continuous monitoring was begun at 
that time. 
 
One of the major stops on the "scientific" journey is Deception Island, where a placid 
lagoon fills the ten-square-mile caldera left by an ancient volcanic catastrophe. Don't 
count on it remaining simply "ancient". Today one can find a smattering of abandoned 
buildings and wooden boats that line the haunted shore which still steams with 
volcanic heat. 
 
Records show that in 1924 the entire bay literally boiled, blistering the paint on a fleet 
of factory ships used to process some of the thousands of whales killed in these waters. 
There have been major eruptions in 1967, 1969, and 1970 which destroyed Chilean 
and British bases. 
 
This is in the area of the Bransfield Rift and is a very active volcanic zone. It has 
widened considerably over the past several years and recent seismic activity can tell 
you the magma is welling up again. 
 
The type of magma found in that area creates a fairly quiet eruption above ground, 
since it is highly fluid and has time to cool to crystals when it contacts air. But on the 
seafloor it reacts instantly with water to produce a tremendous explosion. There will be 
ongoing and more frequent eruptions in the current "time" segment. 
 
The food chain of the Antarctic is under heavy study. Microscopic plants called 
phytoplankton bloom in the ocean each spring, nourishing vast swarms of the 
shrimplike crustaceans called "krill"- (interesting label) that form the main food for 
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many of the continent's creatures. Commercial krill catches now approach 500,000 
tons a year, and scientists are concerned about the effects of heightened levels of 
ultraviolet radiation on phytoplankton. 
 
So far you have no way to measure the volume of krill swarms accurately but one must 
look at the population of penguin colonies which numbers in the hundreds of millions 
and they feed only on krill. 
 
Now, how do you suppose the Cooper group came up with a name like O.H. Krill in 
relationship to visiting "aliens"? Little gray men from outer space? Oh, I think not! 
Are these plots set up by your "free-people" government? Oh, I think most definitely, 
yes! 
 
Krill have some interesting points about them, not the least of which is that they 
present an almost unlimited food supply for the human inhabitants of Earth. 
 

KRILL 
 
The life span of krill is around seven or so years. They reproduce beginning in the 
third summer. The eggs are laid between mid-December and early March with the 
eggs sinking to between 600 and 1,200 meters before hatching while moving into the 
warm incubating waters. The larvae hatch and ascend through the water "column" to 
begin maturing. Ocean currents can move krill swarms far out of reach of bird colonies 
and protect the growing babies. An adult krill can go without food for as long as a year 
and survive nicely, larvae as long as two months without nourishment--a necessary 
defense against seasons in which phytoplankton are scarce or hard to find. 
 
But now you have an interesting happening. The krill feed on phytoplankton which use 
sunlight to produce food by photosynthesis, utilizing carbon dioxide and such primary 
nutrients from the sea as nitrogen and phosphorus, plus trace elements. The threat of 
increased ultraviolet radiation pouring through the ozone "hole" over Antarctica has 
made the question of the effect on phytoplankton a most appropriate and urgent one. 
 
Isn't this just getting more and more interesting? What about those Rainbow Lakes---
and more important, what about that ostensible Rainbow City(s) of mythology--past 
and current? All so! The little phytoplankton glitter like jade, others are brown, etc., 
the microscopic seawater is a wondrous garden of the sea with a brilliant three-
dimensional universe crowded with exquisite translucent organisms. There are 
tintinnids which are cone-shaped and which feed on bacteria, and squarish-looking 
organisms which are diatoms. Their outer shells are made of silica, so they are really 
like plants in glass houses. A tiny sample will contain over 10 species of these minute 
single celled organisms which link up to form colonies that look like a string of beads. 
The species and numbers change continually, decreasing as winter darkness 
approaches. 
 
The lovely part of the lifestream of these little wonders is that they can adapt to 
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increased amounts of ultraviolet radiation by producing their own sun-block pigments 
or by using a mechanism that, through exposure to daylight, enable them to repair UV 
damage. Would this not indicate that selective evolution indicates that these little 
fellows have experienced this same type of cycle prior to now? 
 
The Australians are developing a sunscreen preparation for use by humans based on 
UV-absorbing compounds found in coral. Similar compounds have been found in 
fungi. Eighty-five percent of lichens in Antarctica have compounds that absorb 
radiation in the ultraviolet ranges. 
 
Before we discuss the ozone and ultra violet radiation, let us take a rest-break, please. I 
shall move to stand-by. Thank you for your attention and you, Dharma, for your 
service. Salu, 
 
 Hatonn to stand-by. 
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CHAPTER 13 
 

REC #1 HATONN 
 

SATURDAY, MAR. 31, 1990 7:30 A.M. YEAR 3 DAY 227 
 

Hatonn present in the Light of the Radiant One. Good morning.  May we please 
continue with our Journal and may we begin where we stopped, with further 
discussion of ultra violet light (radiation). 
 

ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION: (UV) 
 
Studies are ongoing in Antarctica for measuring amounts of ultraviolet radiation. 
Ozone is not the only thing that affects UV reaching the ground. Glacial ice, for 
instance, reflects as much as 95 percent of UV back to the sky. The ocean reflects 5 to 
30 percent, depending on the amount of ice cover. One of the important goals of this 
study is to determine to what extent clouds block UV. With the opening in the higher 
ozone levels, the UV levels are showing up in amounts in October which would 
normally be measured in December. This means that the Antarctic summer has 
become approximately two months longer in duration. Remember, however, that it is 
almost impossible to actually measure these variances due to short monitoring and you 
ones have the incorrect perception regarding the ozone layer. 
 
Changes, however, are becoming more and more evident and that point is indisputable. 
Even your rather crude studies of heightened UV effects on sea organisms have used 
artificial light. Conditions in the real world are radically different. 
 
It is extremely difficult to accurately measure these rays but it is a pretty close 
estimation that red light penetrates 10 to 20 meters, blue as deep as 90 meters into the 
ocean and ultraviolet is undetectable at 20 meters or there-about. Ice laden cloud 
movements also make impact on true readings. 
 
When you effort at determining the effect of these factors on life, i.e. phytoplankton, 
one finds that temperature, salinity, and light all determine whether the lifeform makes 
a good living, or bad living, or no living at all. 
 
To base, scientifically, results set in concrete is impossible. Phytoplankton, for 
instance, changes depth as water layers are mixed by wind and heat. They also quickly 
produce pigments to protect against increased sunlight. They also make U V-absorbing 
compounds, and therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that these can also limit UV 
damage. 
 
 

LOOK AT POSSIBLE MINERALIZATION IN 
ANTARCTICA 
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There are many minerals. There is a lot of coal in the Transarctic Mountains. 
Geologists have found traces of copper, gold, and silver on the Antarctic Peninsula. 
But these wouldn't be economic even if you found them in Minnesota or Montana. 
 
Petroleum is still in great question as the U.S., Brazil, France, Norway, West 
Germany, Poland, Japan, Australia, Britain, Italy, and Russia have all done seismic 
research. The Japanese have been surveying for eight or nine years. Only the U.S. and 
Australia have released hard data, as required by the Antarctic Treaty. But at any rate, 
you need a five-to-ten-billion-barrel field, something like Alaska's Prudhoe Bay, to 
make it pay, even at a price of $70 to $80 a barrel. 
 

UNCERTAINTY 
 
Uncertainty plagues your scientists about the possible effects of the warming of Earth's 
climate in general. Glaciologists know that Antarctica's ice sheet, which covers 98 
percent of the continent, moves toward the sea in the form of glaciers and ice streams. 
But they can't conclude as to whether it is shrinking, growing, or remaining pretty 
much balanced. 
 
The world sea levels show definite signs of rising as much as six millimeters a year, 
but that is thought to be caused by a combination of thermal expansion of the water 
plus a melting of Northern Hemisphere glaciers--but why would Northern Hemisphere 
glaciers be melting? And so it goes. 
 
It is pretty well established that ocean currents carry warmer water under the seaward 
edge of the ice shelf and melt it from the bottom at about three meters each season. 
Now it is planned to bore through the ice shelf down to water level and place 40 
permanent temperature, current, and salinity sensors. Those should tell you whether 
warming currents you know nothing about are causing melting a hundred kilometers 
"inland" from the ice edge. 
 
As a fact, as far as Antarctica is concerned, you have no real ability to place 
confidence in today's computer-generated climate models, because none of them can 
explain how the previous ice age came to an end. Why was the earth 2 degrees 
centigrade warmer between 5,000 and 8,000 years ago? There is no answer for you 
and if you can't model the past, you can't model the future, can you? 
 
It is obvious that "romantic" ideas don't make it in Antarctica. It is certainly not a place 
to go relax and escape from life's tensions. So what could be so desirable about a ice 
laden piece of land mass? 
 
Let's speak of the first U.S. station, built for the International Geophysical Year of 
1957-58. It lies buried almost a mile from where it was established, carried away from 
the geographic South Pole by the constantly moving ice sheet. Now the dome of the 
present facility, completed in 1975, is being slowly buried by snow as well. 
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A large snowdrift has formed on the downwind part of the dome, and its weight has 
depressed and torn portions of the dome's base. First the snow must be removed and 
then the entire base must be "jacked" up and the base repaired. Next, it is considered 
that a solution might be to build an artificial snowdrift using lightweight polystyrene 
foam, shaped aerodynamically to allow real snow to be blown away. That would 
extend use of the dome for about six additional years. I am continually appalled at 
conclusions and unreasonable solutions reached by supposedly educated and intelli-
gent people; further, is there no limit to funds you ones will pour into foolishness? 
 
As many as a hundred scientists and support workers occupy the South Pole station 
during summer months. During winter only 20 people inhabit the end of the earth. The 
reason? To monitor the planet's air quality. The South Pole, it is said, has the cleanest 
air on earth because prevailing winds blow 98 percent of the time from the so-called 
"Clean Air Sector" - between 20 degrees west and 110 degrees east. By the time the air 
reaches the pole it is well mixed and there are no remaining sources of air pollution. 
 
Air-quality monitoring has been going on since 1957 and has found constantly 
increasing carbon dioxide levels. Recently, a new sophisticated laser device has been 
installed by the University of Rome to measure the height and thickness of polar 
stratospheric clouds, which form during winter darkness over Antarctica. 
 
In 1986 scientists discovered that molecules of chlorine compounds adhere to ice 
crystals in the clouds. This makes possible a catalytic reaction, triggered by the sun's 
first spring-time rays, in which chlorine atoms destroy as much as half the ozone over 
Antarctica between September and November. 
 
Scientists believe most of the destructive chlorine comes form chlorofluorocarbons, or 
CFCs, which find their way from the industrial areas of the world to the stratosphere 
and are then carried south over Antarctica, there to be trapped by an annual 
atmospheric phenomenon called the polar vortex. 
 
While chlorine in the atmosphere was found to have increased by about 10 percent in 
three years, some scientists thought the change so dramatic that they wondered if other 
factors might be involved. And so on and on it goes. Chelas, I simply cannot go on 
with this foolish dissertation. 
 
Your world is suffocating in the pressure of six billion people, many of whom are 
starving to death, the air is so polluted in all of your major cities and most of your 
landscape as to be a hazard to simply breathe and what has over 40 years of research 
given you except a high cost? Most of the science has produced only controversy and 
the only response is, "Well, you have to remember that science is done by human 
beings." I quote one, Dr. Edward Zeller. 
 
Now take that thought with you as you visually stroll with me through the industrial 
sprawl of McMurdo base. Please avoid the huge junkyard and fuming trash dump, 
which will soon be gone as part of a new TEN-MILLION-DOLLAR cleanup program. 
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The chapel offers cleanup programs of a different sort: a Bible class and an Alcoholics 
Anonymous session. The noncommissioned officers club has reached a level of 
activity that might generate candidates for both. 
 
I now quote Bryan Hodgson's reading of a symbolic bumper sticker which reads 
"GREAT GOD--WHAT AN AWFUL RACE". The sign bore the insignia of an 
organization campaigning to make Antarctica a world park. Would the authors ban 
humans? Their slogan parodied the bitter words that Robert Falcon Scott scrawled in 
his journal after reaching the South Pole: "Great God! this is an awful place" he wrote, 
after finding the footprints of humans who had gone before. Well, so you have it. 
 
Therefore, it is quite obvious that all of the activity around the Antarctic regions is not 
scientific nor to establish summer campsites. So what is the purpose of this Journal 
discussion? I am going to tell you what is truth about your Antarctic area and you are 
not going to care for it very much at all. None-the-less, I support those brave men who 
have gone before and now speak from this dimension--it allows truth to flow ever so 
much more freely, brothers. Ponder it. Truth has no need of "shading" from this 
placement in the heavens. 
 
The next sections will read like something out of James Bond Goes Beyond Sanity. I 
suggest you stick with me through it, however, for you are going to find truth, my dear 
friends, and I trust it will shake you up accordingly. 
 
Ones continually barrage this scribe with my doom and gloom fear tactics--well, I 
certainly advise paying attention. Fear and panic, no! Pay attention and utilize your 
God given  resources and what you have is HOPE! Continue to hide the truth and ye 
shall never find freedom--truth shall set ye free--naught else. Truth in the Light of God 
Source  who will suggest  you turn about and unto His laws and ye shall find freedom. 
 
I have several pieces of correspondence awaiting response and I shall take them up a 
bit later for it becomes urgent that this Journal be finished and sent forth. The 
pressures are getting too heavy upon these ones and therefore, delays must be avoided. 
 

 
HOW ABOUT SOME FACTS, SKELETONS AND DIRTY 

LAUNDRY? 
 
To give proper placement of background, you must return in your memories back to 
April of 1982. Move back to the Falkland Islands and South Georgia Island and the 
war between Argentina and Great Britain over these barren, wind-swept wastelands. 
Or, were they? Oh, dear ones, what you have not been told would fill mammoth 
volumes and we haven't time for that. I am going to give you information which is 
well-known in certain circles but hardly known at all to the populace--you the people. 
A few have come into this information; enough to confirm the truth of my writings at 
any rate. 
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On the surface the whole incident represented a dispute between Argentina and Great 
Britain over those barren islands. But surely you have learned by now, that nothing is 
as it seems. You are told exactly that which you are to believe and you diligently go 
about following the orders. 
 
The so-called Falklands crisis was just the visible tip of a giant military operation. 
During the month of April 1982, fierce naval battles were taking place, not only in the 
South Atlantic but also in the South Pacific. 
 
The hostilities were very effectively kept under arrest by wartime censorship on all 
sides of the dispute (and yes, the U.S. was most certainly in the dispute). 
 
On April 30, a total naval and air blockade of the Falklands by the Royal Navy began. 
At the same time a counterblockade had been declared by Argentina in the same area. 
 
To be effective, a blockade must be imposed over a period of time, but the Royal Navy 
didn't have sufficient time. Winter was coming on in the South Atlantic, and the 
British supply lines were overextended. Having traveled so far, however, Her 
Majesty's navy could not simply drop the blockade and sail away in a few weeks time 
without drawing blood from Argentina. As a result the British would be forced to 
undertake military operations very quickly no matter how risky they might turn out to 
be. 
 
There was also another reason why the Royal Navy had no choice but to engage the 
Argentine forces in combat. That reason was that the Royal Navy had already suffered 
losses in secret combat  that same month. Only when publicly admitted fighting erupts 
would the British dare to admit that they had already suffered great battle losses. And 
further, to obtain that cover-story, the British had no choice but to sail into combat; but 
in so doing, they would be risking even heavier losses on top of those already 
sustained. In short, Her Majesty's navy sailed directly into a trap. 
 
The events which unfolded in the South Atlantic carried strange, ironic echoes of your 
past. For weeks you had been hearing countless commentators referring to the British 
task force as an "armada". The British of all people ought to have been very uneasy 
with that description. The original Spanish Armada some 400 years ago was renowned 
as a seemingly invincible fighting force, but it came to grief in a naval disaster so 
complete that it changed the course of history--and it was none other than the English 
navy that destroyed the Spanish Armada. 
 
The original Spanish Armada put to sea in 1588 during the reign of England's Queen 
Elizabeth I. The Armada was an invasion fleet carrying thousands of crack fighting 
men to invade England. They were met by the daring sea dogs of Sir Francis Drake. 
Drake and his small fast ships turned the tables on the Spanish Armada by changing 
the rules of battle. The English fleet was equipped with new longer-range guns, and it 
stayed upwind and out of reach. From there the English pounded, smashed, and 
shattered the big ships of the mighty Armada. When it was all over, barely half the 
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Spanish fleet was left to limp back to port. Drake's defeat of the Spanish Armada was a 
shock to the world. It opened the door for England under Queen Elizabeth I to start its 
expansion into a truly global empire. 
 
Four hundred years later, history seemed to have come full circle. Queen Elizabeth II 
witnessed the dismantling of the world empire whose heyday began under Queen 
Elizabeth I, and now the cultures of England and of Spain were once again in 
confrontation. Once again a so-called armada was preparing for invasion, but this time 
the armada was British, not Spanish. Four hundred years past Sir Francis Drake was 
the hero of the day; today, the ghost of Francis Drake would once again be on the 
scene. 
 
Please note that the South Atlantic war zone was at the eastern end of the Drake 
Passage around the southern tip of South America. The defeat of the Spanish Armada 
four centuries ago broke the back of Spain's naval supremacy, and now it appeared that 
the defeat of the new British armada might very well break the back of what remained 
of the once glorious Royal Navy. 
 

MILITARY SECRET OF SOUTH GEORGIA ISLAND 
 
When the Falkland Islands crisis began in early April it looked at first like a mere 
tempest in a little teapot. For a century and a half since 1833, the Islands had been 
controlled by Great Britain. During that entire time, British sovereignty over the 
Falklands had been disputed by Argentina. There had been countless threats by 
Argentina to seize the Islands, which it called the Malvinas, but the threats had always 
come to nothing in the past and Britain had never even gotten very concerned over 
them. 
 
The Islands are four times as distant from Argentina as Cuba is from the United States, 
and they are not much of a prize, it would seem, under any circumstances. After over 
150 years of occupancy, the Falklands are home to fewer than 2,000 British settlers 
and a great number of sheep and some lovely penguins. In short, the remote Falkland 
Islands would hardly look like something to fight over, and yet there you were 
watching another crisis take place. You watched as literal gun-battle war erupted 
between Great Britain and Argentina and further, without much more than fanfare on 
your news media presentations. 
 
The Thatcher government was acting as if it had forgotten all about its usual 
preoccupation with the Soviet threat at NATO's doorstep. Instead, Britain was 
throwing almost everything it had at Argentina--aircraft carriers, cruisers, destroyers, 
submarines, assault ships - you name it and if they had it they used it. Luxury cruise 
ships were even commissioned and turned into troop carriers overnight. Wave after 
wave of additional assault troops were activated and sent to join the fleet even after it 
sailed. Ships and submarines were pulled off station from normal NATO duty and sent 
to reinforce the task force. The initial 40-ship force grew steadily over the ensuing 
weeks into an armada numbering over 70. Over two-thirds of the entire Royal Navy 
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was already deployed to the South Atlantic off Argentina. 
 
As this was watched in the unfolding, a lot of people were asking: What‟s this fight 
really all about? The most popular answer suggested in the major media was "oil". 
Vast deposits of oil were known to exist under the continental shelf between Argentina 
and the Falklands (or so it was projected) and that had been espoused for well over a 
decade. In no way could it explain the timing of the sudden military offensive by 
Argentina, and oil explained even less about the Argentine seizure of South Georgia 
Island.  
 
South Georgia Island is some 800 miles east of the Falklands with no known oil 
deposits anywhere near it; and compared to South Georgia, the Falklands are quite an 
island paradise. South Georgia Island is covered with rugged mountains, treacherous 
valleys, glaciers, and semi-permanent snow. Most of it is uninhabitable. On top of all 
that, Argentina had absolutely no legal or historical claim to South Georgia Island. In 
that respect it stood in sharp contrast to the Falklands. 
 
In your early 1830s the Falklands were occupied for a while by Argentine colonists. In 
1833 the British expelled them and took over the Islands. For that and other historical 
reasons, Argentina argued that the Falklands actually belonged to Argentina, not 
Britain. 
 
But no such argument was possible for South Georgia Island. It was always controlled 
by Britain, never by Argentina or Spain. The Argentine seizure of South Georgia 
Island looked even more unreasonable from a military point of view. Argentina's 
leaders were military men and they thought in military terms and this should be a great 
clue to you readers. They were well aware ahead of time that far-off South Georgia 
Island could not possibly be held for long. By seizing it they were setting themselves 
up to absorb a military defeat, as the Island was retaken by Britain. So the question 
was: Why did Argentina's military junta bother with the seemingly worthless South 
Georgia Island at all? 
 
The answers to all those questions were, of course, military, not political or economic. 
South Georgia Island possesses an enormous military secret! It is a giant underground 
installation buried under the mountains at the northwest end of the Island.  The real 
reason for the so-called Falkland crisis was this secret installation, together with two 
other similar installations which I will also describe in a moment. 
 
The secret military complexes had been in existence for many years; they were not 
new. What was new was an accelerated nuclear war timetable of the American 
Bolshevik war planners in Washington D.C. For the prior two months reports of 
details of that war plan were leaking out as quickly as they could be verified. 
 
The plan called for NUCLEAR WAR ONE to erupt by September of the year 1982. It 
was that fast-approaching nuclear war threat that caused the so-called Falklands crisis 
to erupt when it did. 
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What was actually taking place was a coordinated effort to soil part of the Bolshevik 
grand strategy for the coming nuclear war. The mutual enemies of the American 
Bolsheviks in the U.S.-- namely, the Rockefeller cartel--and Russia's new rulers in the 
Kremlin were behind the crisis. They were trying to ruin Phase #3 of the "PROJECT 
Z" war plan which has since been revealed---go look it up, please. 

 
That phase was to be world domination by the American Bolsheviks after both Russia 
and the United States had been destroyed in NUCLEAR WAR ONE. The key to this 
plan was the existence of secret weapons stockpiles in various places around the 
world! 
 
The American Bolshevik military planners in America were working with other 
Bolshevik agents in key military positions of other countries to set off war. Having 
done that, they intended to ride out the nuclear holocaust they had caused, safe and 
cozy in Government war bunkers! When the warring nations would finally lie 
smoldering and exhausted, the Bolsheviks would leave the shattered remains of their 
host countries. They would rendezvous at the secret weapons installations and bring 
their weapons into the open. They would confront the world with the only remaining 
fresh, up-to-date powerful military force on earth; and using that military power, they 
would become the undisputed rulers of the world. They planned to do all that, and they 
planned to pave the way for world domination by setting off NUCLEAR WAR ONE 
within mere months of that April---remember, September! 
 
The Rockefeller cartel and Russia's new anti-Bolshevik rulers were working together 
in a race against time to head off the Bolshevik war plan. 
 
The Bolsheviks in the U.S. were already benefitting from war preparations which were 
started by the Rockefellers long before. It had only been about three years since the 
Rockefellers were dislodged as the prime movers of the United States Government by 
the Bolsheviks. Since that time the United States Government had been a house 
divided, torn by internal power struggles between rival Bolshevik and Rockefeller 
factions. But prior to that, the United States had been dominated for decades both 
economically and politically by the four Rockefeller brothers. 
 
In 1961 the Brothers launched a new long-range plan for world domination. It was a 
two-pronged strategy, half visible and half secret, which has been described prior to 
this writing. It was a plan for the United States to arm to the teeth in secret while ap-
pearing to disarm gradually. Without repeating all the details, the basic idea was 
grandiose indeed, yet simple. By deliberately appearing weak, the Rockefeller-
controlled United States would maneuver itself into a nuclear war with Russia. Then 
the secret weapons, including superweapons, would be unleashed to smash Russia and 
take over the world. 
 
When they set the grand plan in motion in 1961, the Rockefeller Brothers were 
looking ahead to a nuclear war by the late 1970s. Their military analysts concluded 
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very early that the war being planned would have very different effects on the 
Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Both superpowers, the United States and the 
Soviet Union, are located well up in the Northern Hemisphere; so are the other full-
fledged nuclear powers--Great Britain, France, Red China, and India. By contrast, the 
strategic targets for nuclear war in the Southern Hemisphere are relatively few and far 
between. In other words, it was expected that the coming nuclear war would be 
essentially a Northern Hemisphere war. 
 
In an all-out nuclear holocaust it is known that serious radioactive fallout would 
gradually spread to affect even areas not initially hit by war. But there are limits to 
how far the war clouds can spread. It was discovered long ago that there is very little 
mixing between the air of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. In the northern half 
of your planet, cold air from the North Pole works its way southward toward the 
equator, then it works its way back to the north as warm air. A mirror image of this 
process takes up the southern half of the planet. Northern and Southern Hemisphere air 
meet in the equatorial zone, but very little of the air changes places. 
 
The military conclusion is this: The coming nuclear war could ruin vast areas of the 
Northern Hemisphere for generations forward; but if the calculations are correct, the 
Southern Hemisphere could escape virtually unaffected by the war. This was surely 
music to the ears of the four Rockefeller Brothers. A quick look at the globe of the 
world shows why this would be a reasonable calculation. The Rockefeller cartel has 
dominated Latin America ever since World War II. As discussed in prior publications, 
Nelson Rockefeller solidified the cartel grip on Latin America during the war. He 
accomplished this as so-called "Coordinator of Hemispheric Defense" for then-
President Franklin D. Roosevelt. So that takes care of the South American continent 
and its natural resources. 
 
Then let us turn to the African continent. There, too, Rockefeller control was already 
in effect over wide areas of Black Africa, especially south of the equator. All this was 
thanks to the efforts of John D. Rockefeller III, as previously detailed elsewhere. 
 
Looking around the globe, the most important remaining land masses from the 
standpoint of world domination are AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND. Thanks to 
World War II, both were wide open to the Rockefellers. 
 
The Rockefeller Brothers decided to establish secret military installations in the 
Southern Hemisphere for use after the coming war. By this means they expected to 
become the masters of the surviving southern half of planet Earth after the Northern 
Hemisphere gradually recovered from the nuclear holocaust, the Rockefeller empire 
would be able to pick up the pieces. In this way the third generation Rockefeller 
Brothers expected their family dynasty to inherit the Earth. 
 
In order to control the Southern Hemisphere militarily after the war, some means 
would have to be available to project military power onto any land mass. For example, 
revolts against Rockefeller domination would require troops--not a blast from the 
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beam weapons on the Moon (another very interesting story). 
 
The most critical factor for postwar military domination of the world was found to be a 
NAVY! A minimum of two secret naval fleets would be required--one based in the 
South Atlantic, the other in the South Pacific. Since the reserve naval fleets were to be 
kept secret until after the Northern Hemisphere nuclear war, they could not be built in 
existing shipyards. New construction facilities had to be built and they had to be 
hidden. To hide an entire shipyard is no small task; they take up a lot of space. On top 
of that, it was essential that the ships remain hidden after they were built. The best way 
to achieve that was to combine the shipyard and naval base into one over-all secret 
installation. Finally, the secret naval installation had to be invulnerable to nuclear 
attack; otherwise if its existence were ever discovered prematurely, the secret navy 
might be wiped out. 
 
The combined requirements for secrecy, space, and protection against attack were 
formidable; but one day in 1959, while all these plans were still in the early stages of 
development, the answer presented itself. During a so-called banking trip to Sweden, 
David Rockefeller was given a tour of a unique hidden naval port. The port is 
hollowed out from solid granite cliffs which come right down to the water. The 
entrance to the port is a gigantic hole in the side of the cliff which can be sealed off 
with enormous steel doors. Inside this big doorway on the water a huge cavity has 
been hollowed out to accommodate ships. 
 
The Rockefeller Brothers and their military advisers decided that a bigger, more secret, 
better protected version of the Swedish hidden port was just what they wanted. A 
survey of candidate sites was then initiated. The site survey covered coastal areas 
throughout the Southern Hemisphere. Many areas were rejected very quickly because 
the topography was wrong. Other areas were rejected because they were too close to 
the equator. Still others had to be ruled out because there were too many people living 
nearby, making the desired level of secrecy impossible. Finally, it was essential that 
the sites chosen for the secret naval installations be totally secure politically. 
 
At last the sites for the secret naval installations were selected. In the South Pacific 
extreme southern New Zealand was selected. New Zealand would be extremely 
important during a coming war. 
 
In order to obtain the necessary space, the secret New Zealand naval installation had to 
be divided up into two sites located close together. One is at the extreme southwest tip 
of South Island where the mountain range known as the Southern Alps comes down 
virtually to the water's edge. The other part of the installation is built into the 
northwest tip of Stewart island, which is off the tip of South Island. The Stewart 
Uskabd facility is hollowed out within a rise known as Mt. Anglem. 
 
The New Zealand location met all the requirements. Ever since World War II the 
government of New Zealand has been tied even closer to the United States than to 
Great Britain. The location is far from the equator, and the installations are buried deep 
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under mountains, protected from nuclear attack. They are also too deep to be reached 
by particle-beam attacks, and the New Zealand site is well situated to command the 
entire South Pacific. 
 
In the South Atlantic an even more perfect site was found. That site, my friends, is 
South Georgia Island. It is located perfectly for naval domination of the entire South 
Atlantic. The tall rugged mountains provided a perfect location for the secret 
installation at the northwest tip of the 100-mile long island. It is controlled by Great 
Britain whose government, like that of New Zealand, was willing to cooperate; and 
South Georgia Island was virtually uninhabited except for a whaling station on the 
northeast coast. The whaling station was some 50 miles away from the secret new 
installation which was being built, but Britain took no chances. In 1965 the whaling 
station was closed down. Since that time there have been no inhabitants on South 
Georgia Island except for a few dozen alleged Antarctic scientists. 
 
Construction of the secret naval facilities--two in New Zealand, one on South Georgia 
Island--began in the early 1960s. The techniques were adapted from those used 
previously to build other large underground facilities, such as the NORAD installation 
inside Cheyenne Mountain, Colorado (there are others well protected underground but 
we shall not go into those presently). However, these installations and techniques were 
adapted in radically new ways to achieve construction access directly from the sea 
instead of overland. In this way, the sheltering mountain was left undisturbed in 
appearance both during and after construction. 
 
The cuts in the mountain side which were necessary to let ships in and out were kept 
as small as possible and were well camouflaged. Like the Swedish hidden naval port 
arrangement, the entrances to the secret installations can be sealed. When sealed, the 
entrance is virtually impossible to detect unless you know exactly where it is; and 
unlike most large construction projects, there are no tailing or piles of leftover rock 
lying round to attract undue attention. The man-made caverns which house the secret 
naval installations are enormous, but all the rock and debris was disposed of at sea. 
 
Once the secret naval facilities were built, they had to be outfitted for ship construction 
and dockside storage. The fake disarmament of the United States during the 1960‟s 
contributed greatly to this task. From 1961 to 1968 one man played a pivotal role in 
this elaborate Rockefeller scheme. He was then-Secretary of Defense Robert 
McNamara. All through the 1960's McNamara presided over the public paring back of 
America's visible military power. This included the closing down and dismantling of 
entire shipyards. What you were not told was where all that shipyard equipment went 
afterwards. Where it went, my friends, was to the new secret installations which were 
being outfitted in New Zealand and South Georgia Island! 
 
The secret naval installations have been used as duplication facilities to reproduce 
certain ships and submarines designed and built here in the United States. As Defense 
Secretary Caspar Weinberger told Congress, "It is cheaper to build two ships at a 
time." That is most especially true if the second ship is an exact duplicate of the first. 
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This has become even more true in recent years through the use of computerized 
manufacturing techniques. 
 
The secret naval fleets which have been built at the secret installations are made up of 
duplicates--EXACT  DUPLICATES of certain other ships and submarines. They are 
all nuclear powered--nuclear "subs"; nuclear cruisers; nuclear destroyers; and yes, 
nuclear aircraft carriers, at least three of them. A secret twin was built for the U.S.S. 
Nimitz, for the U.S.S. Eisenhower, and for the U.S.S. Carl Vincent. All have been 
financed through the gigantic cost overruns, so called, that you constantly hear about 
in the Defense Department and can't find anything about due to above top secret 
designations; all three carriers have been provided with a full complement of aircraft 
whose manufacture was financed in the same manner. 
 
The ships of the secret American Bolshevik naval fleets are all duplicates of other 
nuclear-powered vessels. Even so, the secret naval ships possess one key difference. 
 
The so-called "Stealth Program" may not be too effective with the planes, etc., you 
have been allowed to witness but, oh my, lots of interesting things go on with things 
you aren't given to witness. 
 
There was developed a type of electromagnetic invisibility shielding. This technique 
makes an object invisible from a distance by distorting light waves in its vicinity. 
 
A whole new fleet of Phantom warplanes went into crash production under a top secret 
shield. They utilize this principle; and all of the secret American Bolshevik navy ships 
have already been outfitted with similar Stealth-field equipment! The Stealth principle 
is actually easier to apply to ships than to airplanes because there is more room for the 
powerful equipment that generates the force field. 
 
After NUCLEAR WAR ONE, the secret Stealth navy of the American Bolsheviks 
would be light years ahead of any other navy left on earth. It would be perfect for the 
intended role of world domination. The Rockefellers set it all in motion long ago--but 
about 1979 they lost control of the United States Military. Now it is the American 
Bolsheviks who are in control, and they are most surely bent straight ahead on war. 
 
Now don't go about forgetting about the Nazi war machine also in the Antarctic---isn't 
this just about as much intrigue as you can take at one sitting? 
 
No, Mr. Cooper and now, Dr. Sutton--I hardly think secrets from your '40's is very 
interesting any longer, nor is there one whit of basis to believe "little gray men aliens 
from space" are going to dominate and enslave your planet. YOU ONES HAD 
BETTER OPEN YOUR EYES AND LOOK AROUND--YOU ARE MOVING 
DIRECTLY TO DOOMSDAY AND IT IS ALL PLANNED AND PERFECTLY 
ORCHESTRATED AND HAS NAUGHT TO DO WITH LITTLE GRAY MEN 
FROM SPACE! 
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WHY DO YOU, MR. COOPER, CONTINUE TO BADGER AND DERIDE THIS 
SCRIBE?? COULD IT BE YOU ARE HIDING EVEN MORE IMPORTANT DATA 
FROM YOUR BROTHERS UNDER THE GUISE OF DOING THIS 
"ENLIGHTENING" WHICH YOU ARE ABOUT IN THE NAME OF YOUR 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CHRIST JESUS AND YOUR CONSCIENCE? 
 
DR. SUTTON, I WOULD INQUIRE OF YOU AS TO JUST WHAT VALUE YOU 
MIGHT ACTUALLY BELIEVE A WRITTEN AFFIDAVIT FROM ANYONE MIGHT 
PROVE?? THIS IS MOST SERIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES INDEED AND UNLESS 
THE GAMES STOP AMONG YOU THE PEOPLE, YOU ARE MOVING INTO 
CRITICAL EXPERIENCES OF ACTUAL LIFE AND DEATH. FEARMONGERING 
ON HATONN'S PART--FOR THE SAKE OF GOD AND MAN, SHOULDN'T YOU BE 
CONCERNED? 
 
Others who have dared bring you truth have been murdered and this scribe has had 
attempt after attempt made on her life--do you never weary of protecting the evil 
among you? Do you actually enjoy being totally lost in the lies? If so, then why do you 
continue to blame God for your plight and ask for insight, if you continue to fail to 
utilize it or recognize of it? 
 
You want documentation of the MJ-12 material--ask anyone in the metaphysical 
community or UFO chasers. It is commonly circulated about your placement--it does 
not make of it valid! 
 
And further, to have little alien faces all over your TV would mean not one iota of 
anything. I could stand in full nine and a half foot format right in front of you and you 
would still consider it a ploy and trick. I certainly wish all of you well, for you are go-
ing to need those good wishes if you don't pay attention soon. 
 
Dharma, allow us a rest break please. I, too, often wonder if the effort is worth the 
time spent in writing it for you ones. But the facts are: GOD HAS PROMISED THAT 
THE WORD SHALL GO FORTH BEFORE THE FINAL CURTAIN FALLS AND 
THEREFORE, WE SHALL FULFILL OUR MISSION AND MAKE IT 
AVAILABLE UNTO YOU. WHAT YOU DO WITH IT IS STILL AND FOREVER-
MORE UP TO YOU. SALU, SALU AND SALU. MAY THE GOD OF THE 
UNIVERSE OPEN THINE EYES AND EARS. SO BE IT. 
 
Hatonn, in service of the Radiant Master, to stand-by status. Rest, Dharma, for our 
work is long indeed. Adonai, chela, and thank you. Do not allow the oppression to rest 
heavy upon thee for thine is the legacy of the eons--not a brief moment of physical 
timing. Ye ones keep very close unto God and ye shall be safe. We can seal our 
plasmic shields far more effectively than can the Earth human pierce them. So be it 
and Selah. 
 
Out. Thank you for your attention. We shall resume with further discussion regarding 
the above matters. 
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CHAPTER 14 
 

REC #2 HATONN 
 

SATURDAY, MAR. 31,1990 4:00 P.M. YEAR 3 DAY 227 
 
Hatonn in the Light of the Radiant One, to continue. 
 

SECRET NAVAL WAR OF THE SOUTHERN 
 

HEMISPHERE 
 
As we move along and to make things clear, we shall discuss the referred to 
"PROJECT Z" I mentioned in the previous chapter. It is the new Bolshevik three-
phase strategy for NUCLEAR WAR ONE. However, since it didn't come off on 
schedule I feel we will not be misleading if we stick with references to the area of the 
Antarctic. The most skeletons to arise from the dead to getcha are all parading around 
"under" and "within" the Southern Hemisphere and that, after all, was the subject of 
this Journal. I do have trouble keeping to one subject for all facets are so intertwined. 
 
The plan in 1982 was that of an elite group of American Bolshevik military planners 
by which the U.S. would strike the first nuclear blow, followed by all-out 
thermonuclear war with Russia. 
 
After having set off the holocaust, the Bolsheviks in the U.S. and in certain other 
countries planned to ride it out safely in comfortable war bunkers already in place and 
well stocked with luxuries. Finally, after NUCLEAR WAR ONE fizzled out in 
stalemate, they planned to leave behind the ashes of the U.S. and her allies. Activating 
Phase #3 of their grand strategy, they planned to unveil their secret weapons, 
especially their secret naval fleets. With these they planned to conquer and rule what 
would be left of the world. The United States as you know it would be long dead and 
gone; but in the eyes of the Bolsheviks themselves, this outcome would constitute 
victory for many reasons. 
 
Up to April of 1982 the nuclear war timetable was still on track. 
 
They were still shooting for nuclear war to begin by September of that year. Actually 
this continued right to the date set of September 17, 1982. 
 
What saved you is that the Bolsheviks were running as fast as they could toward war; 
but, the Bolsheviks are not the only runners in the race. They have two deadly 
enemies, both of whom are equally determined to trip up the Bolsheviks. One enemy 
of the Bolsheviks in the U.S. is the Rockefeller cartel; the other enemy is the new anti-
Bolsheviks ruling class in Russia: and now these two mutual enemies of the 
Bolsheviks are pooling their efforts in certain ways. 
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The new anti-Bolshevik coalition is now much more firmly established but in 1982 it 
was still quite new and was working between the Rockefeller cartel and the Russians. 
The January 26, 1982 meeting between Haig and Gromyko in Geneva, Switzerland, 
was a turning point in the formation of this coalition. It is now a reality, and is 
responsible for the so-called "Falkland crisis" which dominated the headlines in April 
and May of that year. It should be emphasized that the new relationship between the 
Rockefeller cartel and Russia fell far short of a true alliance, at least at that time. They 
have very major disputes to be settled between them, but they called a truce between 
themselves to deal with the mutual deadly enemy--the Bolsheviks in America. 
 
The first priority of the Russians and the Rockefellers is to slow down the Bolshevik 
preparations for imminent nuclear war. If they could do that, time would be on the side 
of the Rockefeller cartel in certain political movements. A slow-down in the nuclear 
war timetable will also give more breathing space for additional anti-Bolshevik actions 
to be implemented. 
 
The joint Rockefeller-Russian planners decided by mid-February of 1982 that military 
action against the Bolsheviks was essential very quickly. No other type of action had 
any hope of taking effect fast enough to prevent nuclear War by the end of the 
summer. 
 
The exact details of the "PROJECT Z" war plan were not known to either the 
Rockefellers or the Russians, but the general outlines were known-to be pretty well 
outlined and set-up. 
 
It was decided that military action should be devised that would undermine Phase #3 
of the Bolshevik war plan--that is, the Bolshevik-controlled secret naval installations 
and fleets in the Southern Hemisphere should be attacked and crippled. By working 
together, the Rockefeller cartel and the Russians were able to devise an attack plan 
which neither could have carried out alone. The Rockefeller group, who built and 
originally controlled these bases, provided detailed intelligence about the best way to 
attack them. The Russians with their enormous military machine provided the muscle 
to actually carry out the attack. 
 
It was essential to devise a scheme that would enable both secret fleets in the South 
Atlantic and South Pacific to be attacked. Survival intact of either fleet would leave 
the Bolshevik war plan still workable. 
 
Military analysts concluded very quickly that a direct assault on the New Zealand 
facilities was out of the question. There was no combination of commandos, frogmen, 
or other military force which could possibly keep an attack secret from the outside 
world. Any attack on the New Zealand bases would set off the very war which the 
Rockefellers and Russians wanted to prevent. 
 
But the situation in the South Atlantic was a different matter. In a way, the greatest 
asset of South Georgia Island was also its Achilles' heel. The extreme isolation which 
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protected the secrecy of the South Georgia base also made a covert military assault 
feasible. The key lay with Argentina and her long-standing claims to the Falkland 
Islands. 
 

THE FALKLAND ISLAND WAR 
 
The Rockefeller cartel had dominated all of Latin America for decades. Cartel 
operatives were sent to Argentina to work out a deal with the government military 
junta there. The historic dispute over the Falkland Islands was to be used to provide a 
ruse, a military cover, to enable the South Georgia base to be attacked. The Argentine 
generals were not told everything about the situation by any means, but they were told 
enough to make clear what they were to do. 
 
As an inducement to cooperate, the Argentine leaders were promised handsome 
rewards. They were guaranteed that after the shooting was over, the Falkland Islands 
would remain in Argentine hands. This guarantee included the promise of covert 
military assistance as needed against the Royal Navy. And, to bolster the troubled 
Argentine economy, it was promised that the Rockefeller cartel would help develop 
the immense offshore oil reserves. With those combined promises of military glory 
and financial rewards, the Argentine military junta agreed to the plan. 
 
So, backing up to March 19th Argentina carried out Act One in the joint attack plan. A 
group of Argentine scrap-metal merchants, of all things, landed at the abandoned old 
whaling station on South Georgia Island. Supposedly they were there to dismantle the 
old buildings and carry them off to sell. While they were at it they also raised the 
Argentine flag over the work-site. The British, always nervous about South Georgia 
Island, promptly reacted exactly as expected. The British Antarctic survey ship 
"Endurance" put 22 Marines ashore to clear up that little misunderstanding. 
 
They drove off the scrap merchants and promptly tore down the Argentine flag. The 
incident provided the exact desired excuse for the Argentine Junta to bring the 
simmering 150-year-old Falklands dispute to a boil. From time to time in the past, 
Argentina claimed that South Georgia was part of the Falklands because it is 
administered that way by Britain. That argument was very flimsy but it then came in 
most handy indeed. It was nothing new to hear that claim from Argentine leaders, so 
there was no hint of what was really afoot. 
 
During late March, Argentine military forces started assembling for an assault on the 
Falklands. The British command thought there was nothing new for Argentina had 
carried out threatening maneuvers in the past many times. It was believed that they 
were about to do it again; but on April 2 Argentine forces did the unexpected. After 
many past false alarms, this time they actually invaded and seized the Islands. All 
Argentine public statements emphasized the long-standing historical claims to the 
Falklands themselves; but just for good measure, the next day a small Argentine force 
also seized far-off South Georgia Island. The force was so small that it gave the 
appearance initially that it was just a side show from Argentina's point of view; 
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however, the small contingent of 22 Royal Marines were overpowered and bundled off 
the Island along with a group of 13 alleged scientists. That was a moment of pay-off in 
the joint Rockefeller-Russian attack plan. 
 

"SPUDDING IN" 
 
Thanks to the elaborate distraction staged by the Argentine forces; a special 
commando team got onto the Island totally undetected. Based on the detailed 
Rockefeller information about the base, the team moved to the location on the 
mountain directly above the cavernous secret base. Special high-speed drilling 
equipment was set up by the Rockefeller members of the team while the Russian 
members concentrated on military defense. By late that same evening, April 3, the 
military high command in London finally learned what was really taking place. The 
secret South Georgia base was under attack by virtually the only means possible. The 
joint Rockefeller-Russian team were drilling a shaft down through the mountain 
toward their hollowed out cavern inside. It was only a matter of time until their drill 
would break through the ceiling of the giant hidden naval base. Once the hole was 
made, the next step was obvious. The Rockefeller-Russian team would put a weapon 
of some kind through the hole. The best guess was that it would be probably nerve 
gas---it just doesn't pay to "guess". 
 
The shock waves that went through the highest levels of British government on the 
evening of April 3 can hardly be described. The Thatcher government, like the so-
called Reagan Administration in America, is Bolshevik controlled. Well, the Russians 
told you they would rule the world and it might very well be done without firing a 
shot! 
 
That was why Margaret Thatcher always said, "Me, too" any time the Reagan 
Administration said it would do anything to Russia. Please note that it hasn't changed 
very much. What of the Stinger missile "sting" in Florida and the "I agree and support 
the U.S." in Panama this past December? Both governments are party to the secret 
nuclear war plan in complete betrayal of the people of their respective countries, and 
on the evening of April 3 they suddenly discovered that their precious war plan was in 
deep, deep yogurt, I believe you call it--amongst other terms. 
 
Immediately the Thatcher government started assembling a naval armada to sail for the 
South Atlantic. Haste was their order of the day. The drilling on South Georgia Island 
was proceeding around the clock. The best estimates were that the drilling would break 
through into the roof of the naval base in about three weeks, on or about April 
24--but it is a very long drive from England to Antarctica on the best of ships. If help 
did not reach South Georgia by then, the secret installation might be doomed. The 
forces stationed at the installation itself were unable to defend themselves under the 
circumstances. Their mighty naval ships were ships in a bottle. They did not dare open 
the bottle to sail out and fight because the Russian commandos were armed with far 
superior technical and nuclear weapons. (Who do you think might be the closest allies 
to the Nazi undercover workers?) We are talking about ones who do not care greatly 
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for the Jewish element, much less the Zionist affiliated Jews. To open the blast-proof 
entrance doors would be suicide. 
 
On April 5, just two days after South Georgia Island was seized, some 40 naval ships 
began moving out of British ports. The same day Lord Carrington was sacked as 
Foreign Minister. He was forced to resign because he had assisted the Rockefeller 
attack plan by downplaying the Argentine attack preparations. Even the evil don't have 
any way to count on their own. 
 
That same day, April 5, New Zealand, the home of the other secret naval fleet, broke 
diplomatic relations with Argentina. The two hidden New Zealand facilities had been 
placed on "Red Alert" (no pun intended). As a precautionary measure, all submarines 
at the twin base were ordered to sea. Several surface ships were already at sea 
undergoing "sea trials", but that still left seven major ships inside the hidden twin 
naval base including one of the nuclear aircraft carriers. 
 
On that busy day of April 5, Argentina's Foreign Minister, Costa Mendez, was at the 
United Nations in New York. Come on readers, go look it all up in the records--don't 
just stand off and accuse me of insanity--go look and find for yourselves. 
 
Mendez was alarmed by the deployment of such a large part of the Royal Navy. Costa 
Mendez hurried to Washington to seek reassurances from certain U.S. officials. Of 
course he got them! 
 
For the next two weeks or so the news was filled with stories about the allegedly slow 
movement of the British fleet while negotiations went on. That was only a cover story. 
The Royal Navy was actually joining up and paddling as rapidly as possible toward 
South Georgia Island. If the task force arrived in time to save the secret base, a major 
battle was likely. The official stories about "slow movement" of the British armada 
were intended to give a cushion of time for that battle. If need be, the fleet would have 
several days to retake South Georgia Island, then it could move on to arrive near the 
Falklands on the announced schedule. In that way the crucial importance of South 
Georgia Island would be hidden and the big secret preserved. 
 
It was initially expected that advance elements of the British fleet would reach the 
vicinity of South Georgia Island within two weeks. That would have been soon enough 
to attack the joint Rockefeller-Russian commando team and stop the drilling before it 
was completed. But Russian Cosmospheres and submarines made a shambles of the 
plan. 
 

A KEY SHIP DESTROYED 
 
Key advance elements of the South Georgia attack contingency left Ascension Island 
early April 14, two days before it was announced officially. Shortly after they did so, 
they ran into trouble. Russian Cosmospheres and attack submarines closed in on a 
single ship which was critical to the planned counterassault on South Georgia Island. 
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The Cosmospheres bombarded the bridge and combat information center of the ship 
with neutron radiation. In moments the ship was without any command, its 
communications and radar silenced. Then a Russian "sub" closed in and quickly 
finished off this key British ship with torpedoes. It broke apart with secondary 
explosions and sank rapidly. So far as was known, there were no survivors. 
 
That unexpected shock in the mid-Atlantic produced two results, both very important: 
First, it caused a slowdown in the race toward the South Atlantic by the British 
armada. The task force had to be regrouped into a configuration better suited for an 
enroute defense, but that cost valuable time. Public announcements from London 
about the progress of the fleet reflected the slowdown. The timetable for arrival on 
battle stations near the Falklands started stretching out longer and longer. All this 
bought extra time for the joint commando team on South Georgia Island. And so the 
drilling continued. 
 
The other result of the sinking was equally important. Word was flashed to the South 
Pacific Stealth navy to prepare for possible action. It was obvious that the Russian 
Navy was getting involved in the Atlantic, which meant that the Royal Navy could be 
in big trouble. During the dead of night, early April 15, the seven Stealth ships put to 
sea from their twin secret bases in southern New Zealand. They deployed to a secret 
operational headquarters area in the Antipodes Islands, 450 miles southeast of New 
Zealand. Their electromagnetic shields were operating to provide protection from 
attack. These shields make it impossible to communicate with the outside world or 
even to see it. But once they arrived at the Antipodes, the Stealth ships hooked up to 
buoys equipped with shielded communication cables to the Island headquarters. The 
Island headquarters, in turn, was in constant touch with the South Georgia base by way 
of a transoceanic cable around the tip of South America. The deployment of the 
available ships of the South Pacific Stealth fleet was exactly what the joint 
Rockefeller-Russian planners had hoped for. The ships had been flushed out from their 
essentially invulnerable hiding place in New Zealand! 
 
The British ship's sinking of April 14 was also followed by other events. On April 15 
the Argentine Navy started moving out of port. The same day, Alexander Haig arrived 
again in Buenos Aires. Supposedly he was there as a diplomat, but in reality he was 
there as a General, dealing with Generals. Haig was the top Governmental operative of 
the Rockefeller cartel. He was making sure that the Argentines did not get cold feet 
and back down at that critical moment. Four days later, April 19, Haig left for 
Washington. As he boarded his plane, Haig somberly told reporters, "Time is running 
out." And so it was, my friends, for the secret South Georgia base. We shall also have 
a lot more to say about General Haig in future writings. 
 

NOT EXACTLY A DRY HOLE 
 
The very next day, April 20, the drill broke through into the hollowed-out cavern of 
the naval base. Bolshevik military analysts in London had not expected that it could be 
completed until at least the following weekend. The British fleet was still out of range. 
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THE WEAPON WHICH THE COMMANDO TEAM INSERTED DOWN 
THROUGH THE LONG HOLE WAS A SMALL, COMPACT RUSSIAN NEUTRON 
BOMB. When it was detonated inside the confines of the huge artificial cave, the 
effects were, of course, totally devastating. The intense radiation instantly killed 
everyone inside the base. Also the heat and blast effects of the bomb are believed to 
have damaged all of the ships inside sufficiently to badly disable them. 
 
Meanwhile, Russian Cosmospheres and submarines were converging on the Stealth 
ships which were near the Antipodes Islands awaiting orders. From a distance, the 
ships were invisible to the eye due to their protective shields, which also protect 
against beam-weapon attack; but they were sitting ducks for the tactics which the 
Russians employed. 
 

THE COUP-DE-GRACE 
 
Floating overhead, the Cosmospheres located the seven ships using their 
Psychoenergetic Range-Finding equipment known as PRF. There is no method known 
by which PRF can be jammed. The Cosmospheres radioed the exact locations of the 
ships to the attack submarines. The "subs" were armed with special non-homing, non-
nuclear torpedoes designed to explode on impact. More sophisticated torpedos would 
have been thrown off course or detonated prematurely by the protective shield of each 
ship; but these simple torpedoes just cruise right through each invisibility field to 
strike the ship and explode. Within 15 minutes after the attack began, all seven 
Bolshevik Stealth ships were on their way to the bottom, and with them went their 
Bolshevik Commanders and mercenary crews collected from around the world. 
 
The South Pacific action took place just after sunset local time. The time in 
Washington was around 2:00 P.M. April 23. That evening Secretary of State Haig was 
seen briefly in public with the new British Foreign Minister, Francis Pym. Pym was 
wearing the typical artificial pseudo-smile which diplomats are taught always to 
display in public. But not Haig. Haig was grinning from ear to ear, and no wonder. The 
joint Rockefeller-Russian military operation had been a brilliant success. The secret 
Bolshevik South Atlantic fleet had been virtually wiped out, bottled up inside South 
Georgia Island; and the South Pacific fleet, while not totally wiped out, had been badly 
crippled. By working together, the Rockefeller cartel and the Russians had won the 
secret naval war of the Southern Hemisphere. 
 
Dharma, you are too fatigued to continue today so let us leave this for now. We will 
discuss the ensuing Rockefeller fear campaign against nuclear war when we resume. 
Thank you for your service and blessings unto you dear ones. Rest well and we shall 
resume tomorrow morning.  Good evening. 
 
Hatonn to clear frequency, please.  Adonai and I salute you of my command. 
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CHAPTER 15 
 

REC #1 HATONN 
 

SUNDAY, APR. 1, 1990 7:30 A.M. YEAR 3 DAY 228 
 
Hatonn present in the Light of the Radiant One. May we please continue on our work. 
I would request that this book be finished and ready for printing by mid-month. It is 
better to update the material in additional Journals than to either overlook by quantity 
or allow to lag in current information. These Journals, at this time, are mostly for 
integration and insight into that which is known. We are setting the record straight 
regarding Space Command and participation within your atmosphere and disqualifying 
those stories which are in error regarding Space Brothers. It is necessary that the 
Journals get out rapidly for efforts are strengthening to stop Dharma. After the facts 
are integrated to great extent then we can give her a bit of rest.  We must, however, 
show you ones that your dangers are not from Space Aliens but most surely from two 
or three major elements on your own planet. 
 
No, it is not pretty and it is all but impossible for that such mammoth secrets could be 
kept from you;  however, just as with the death camps of the Allies (specifically the 
U.S.) after W.W.II, we believe it will begin to soak through to ones that the truth is far 
stranger than any of your surface lies.  It is indeed easy to cover up any action if your 
media is totally controlled as is yours. 
 
We will honor all the brave and daring ones who have brought forth information and 
have been "taken out" because of it.  At this time, however, we honor them but protect 
them for these are indeed recent events and families are at risk. May you the public 
respect and honor those ones for they gave their very lives for your freedom. Thank 
you. 
 
Let us continue with the wrap-up of the Falkland Islands war and discuss the ensuing 
Rockefeller fear campaign against nuclear war. 
 

CAMPAIGN AGAINST NUCLEAR WAR 
BY THE ROCKEFELLER CARTEL 

 
At the point of June, 1982 it would appear that war of a major size was about to break 
out in the Southern Hemisphere, but the real war in the Southern Hemisphere was 
already over. What you witnessed was the beginning of its bloody aftermath.  That 
aftermath was the battle for the Falkland Islands. They had been promised to 
Argentina as a reward for her role in the secret war. 
 
As things were happening in the Antarctic area the Bolsheviks were in Washington 
D.C. pressing for a public announcement that the U.S. would side with Britain. As 
soon as that would take place, military action would heat up quickly around the 
Falkland Islands. Britain had no choice but to fight. She had already suffered 
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casualties which could not be explained without a public battle; but by fighting, the 
Bolsheviks in Britain were running the risk of a humiliating and tragic defeat for the 
Royal Navy. 
 
Meanwhile "back at the ranch", the Rockefeller strategists in the U.S. were 
concentrating on a fast-building, anti-nuclear-war campaign. On all sides you were 
hearing about the so-called "nuclear freeze movement". There were documentaries, 
articles, publicity of all kinds to sensitize you to the terrors of nuclear war. There were 
even referenda popping up on election ballots dealing with the nuclear war issue. 
Medical doctors were banding together to warn the public about what would happen if 
there would be a nuclear war. 
 
You were being told that all this was just popping up spontaneously. You were then 
into 37 years of the nuclear age and nothing like that had ever gained so much 
momentum before, yet you were supposed to believe that millions of Americans had 
spontaneously gotten the same ideas at the same time. If you believe that, my friends, I 
give up! Movements like that never, NEVER, develop without leadership, 
organization, and money--PLENTY OF MONEY! But can you see a bit further now? 
If you can pick up the momentum now you can make great changes to care for your 
population. Truth and knowledge can most surely preserve what freedom is left to you 
and bring you into a safety survival mode. Ponder it as we continue. 
 
What you were watching at that time was the Rockefeller public relations machine at 
work. The Rockefeller cartel could not afford to let a nuclear war take place. If it did, 
they would lose everything because they were not in a position to control it. Instead, 
the deadly enemies of the Rockefeller cartel, the Bolsheviks in the U.S., would win out 
if there was a war; and so the Rockefeller faction was then doing everything in its 
power to prevent a nuclear war. 
 
Therefore, the then present anti-nuclear-war orientation of the Rockefeller cartel 
created certain temporary common interests between them and Russia; but as Russia's 
new rulers knew very well, this did not spring from any great moral perspective on the 
part of the Rockefeller group. It was a purely practical necessity. 
 
The Russians regarded the United States as a house divided, and they were exploiting 
that division by working in a careful way with the Rockefellers. Their first priority was 
to rid the world of the deadly Bolshevik menace of all-out, even suicidal, nuclear war; 
but once that was done, they knew that there would be a day of reckoning with the 
Rockefeller cartel some day. And, brothers, you are seeing it coming down in Europe 
this very day! 
 
The Rockefeller group was working toward a definite objective with their new anti-
nuclear-war propaganda. That objective was renewed power--and power that moves 
them closer to their old dream of World Government. The Bolsheviks in the U.S. had 
unwittingly provided fertile ground for the powerful new Rockefeller anti-war 
campaign. Under Bolshevik control, the so-called Reagan Administration had become 
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so hawkish that it was scaring people. The Rockefeller anti-war campaign was 
designed to capitalize on that latent fear as a tool of power. 
 
The smell of war was in the air. The Falklands crisis was helping to make that more 
intense. The Rockefeller propaganda machine was paving the way for the argument 
that surrender of sovereignty was the only way to avoid war. A new super-United 
Nations of sorts was put into the works to fill the bill. It would have teeth! As then 
invisioned, the new organization would be based in Geneva, Switzerland. The working 
name would be "World Nonproliferation Council". The plan was to bring it into being 
as the outgrowth of nuclear nonproliferation treaties, but its true purpose would be to 
use fear--the fear of war--to control you all. 
 

SUMMARY 
 
The Falkland Islands crisis erupted because of secret Bolshevik-controlled naval 
installations in the Southern Hemisphere. Those were attacked by joint action of the 
Rockefeller cartel and the Russians in an attempt to slow down the nuclear-war 
timetable. The attacks were successful, but the results are still not totally conclusive. It 
did not go as expected because General Haig was fired and the planned nuclear war 
was averted by simply bringing the truth to public attention and the perpetrators feared 
mass  rioting from you the people. PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE, TRUTH AND REFUSAL 
TO ACCEPT THESE KINDS OF ACTION CARRY A MAGNIFICENT IMPACT FOR 
THE ELITE ARE NOT READY TO DEFEND AGAINST "YOU THE PEOPLE" IN 
THEIR OWN DOORYARDS. YET! WHEN THEY CONFISCATE ALL YOUR 
DEFENSE WEAPONS, I.E.--GUNS--THEN THEY WILL DO AS THEY PLEASE AND 
YOU CAN DO NOTHING ABOUT IT! OPEN YOUR EYES AND SEE THE WRITING 
ON THE WALL.   SO BE IT. 
 
Britain's Royal Navy took a tremendous bombardment in that "little" war. No reports 
were given as to that fact, but the return to England was delayed just to patch and 
repair sufficiently to keep the secret closeted. 
 
Two major factions were struggling for control over your United States--the 
Rockefeller cartel and the Bolsheviks. They differ in style but both seek to control you 
through fear. If you are ever to rise above their trickery, it must be through the power 
of our Lord Jesus Christ, your only hope. As the recognized scriptures pronounce unto 
you, your Lord  ". . .has not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and 
of a sound mind." You must learn to wage peace.  For your Lord declared long, long 
ago, 'Blessed are the peacemakers: for they shall be called the sons of God." Peace can 
only be found through the knowledge of TRUTH THROUGH THE WORD! THE 
FIRST IDENTIFICATION OF GOD WAS GIVEN RIGHT OFF THE BAT--"I AM 
THE WORD"! FURTHER, IN REVELATIONS: "THEN I SAW HEAVEN OPENED 
AND A WHITE HORSE STANDING THERE; AND THE ONE SITTING ON THE 
HORSE WAS NAMED 'FAITHFUL AND TRUE'--THE ONE WHO JUSTLY 
PUNISHES AND MAKES WAR. HIS EYES WERE LIKE FLAMES, AND ON HIS 
HEAD WERE MANY CROWNS. A NAME WAS WRITTEN ON HIS FOREHEAD AND 
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ONLY HE KNEW ITS MEANING. HE WAS CLOTHED IN GARMENTS DIPPED IN 
BLOOD, AND HIS TITLE WAS THE WORD OF GOD. THE ARMIES OF HEAVEN, 
DRESSED IN FINEST LINEN, WHITE AND CLEAN, FOLLOWED HIM ON WHITE 
HORSES -- (AND SILVER CLOUDS)!!!!!!!! 
 
Dharma, let us close this portion for I believe we have begun the cycle of curiosity 
whereby ones will seek and see. The details of THE PLAN will be forthcoming but 
man must first be ready to hear. 
 
I will add a postscript to this Journal for I wish ones to realize that since our projection 
of the war crimes by the U.S., OTHER LOSSES and prior books such as UFO's, NAZI 
SECRET WEAPON? There has been a tremendous flood of eye-witnesses coming 
from the hiding places to confirm as eye-witnesses to the truth of our writings. Bless 
them for they are precious unto God for their stand for truth and their fellow-man! 
 
The postscript will only detail the last item sent unto your attention: from THE 
SPOTLIGHT. Thank you for this document and we reprint it here in honor of their 
daring stand. That "paper" dared to comment on the book OTHER LOSSES and now 
dares to print other stories. The headlines of the issue to which we refer reads: CIA & 
MOB TIED TO THRIFT MESS, Immense Scandal Unfolding! Yes, we will comment 
on that and further, we will honor and back the truth bringers immediately and all the 
way! So be it and Selah! 
 
Let us close of this document for we have reached a breaking point in the prior story 
but we shall now continue with one volume upon another as we lay out the current 
connections supported by the historical. Thank you for your attention and God be with 
you as you become PEOPLE OF THE TRUTH instead of PEOPLE OF THE LIE! 
AMEN. 
 
SALU, SALU, SALU, 
 

HATONN TO CLOSE THIS PORTION 
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POST SCRIPT 
 

WAR CRIMES BY U.S. CONFIRMED 
 
EYEWITNESS REPORT ON IKE'S DEATH CAMPS: Honor to THE SPOTLIGHT 
writer, Mike Blair. 
 

Since Canadian author James Bacque's blockbuster book OTHER LOSSES 
has been published in Canada and West Germany (after being turned down by 
at least 30 U.S. publishers), both German and American eyewitnesses have 
come forward confirming the book's grisly details. 

  
OTHER LOSSES is a highly authoritative and well-documented account of 

the deliberate murder by starvation, disease and exposure of some 1 million 
German POWs at the close of World War II at the direction of the supreme 
Allied commander in Europe, Gen. Dwight David Eisenhower. 

 
The title of the book was taken from a file, "Headquarters/U.S. 

Forces/European Theater/G-1 Division," culled from the U.S. National 
Archives in Washington by Bacque. German POWs, including old men and 
boys in their early teens, who had died in American POW camps, were listed as 
"other losses". 

 
Bacque, whose book is creating a sensation in the United States despite the 

author's failure to find a publisher in this country to print it, recently stated that 
"over 1,000 survivors of those death camps" have written to him confirming the 
book's revelations about the heinous Eisenhower-directed death camps. 

 
(Hatonn: Our publisher is in touch with the author, etc. of this daring book 

and it will be brought forth also through this source. It can also be gotten 
presently from THE SPOTLIGHT who dares to offer it in the face of the direct 
threats--and you thought Salmon Rushdie had problems from the Iranians! Yes, 
dear ones, right here in your U.S.A. threats and active attempts to stop Dharma 
are constant. PLEASE open of thine eyes and ears--you dear ones are in 
tremendous trouble.) 

 
Continue quote: In addition, following the Spotlight's reports concerning 

Bacque's findings (SPOTLIGHT, Feb. 12 and others) and an interview with the 
author on Tom Valentine's Radio Free America nightly talk show on January 
11, more witnesses to the atrocities have come forward. 

 
(Hatonn:  I sincerely hope that all you readers remember that an entire 

Radio Talk Show out of Las Vegas was devoted to attempting to wipe out The 
Phoenix Journals as the "biggest hoax of all times". Would it not appear that 
such attack must indicate a very large secret cover-up which we are greatly 
hurting? Pray constantly, please, for the daring humans who walk in constant 
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danger to bring this information unto you the people who are about to lose your 
very lives through the most heinous plans on your planet.) 

 
Continue quote: HORRIBLE ODOR: "I smelled the place two or three miles 

before I got there," is how Ben H. Jackson of St. Clair, Missouri, described one 
of the camps he visited along the Rhine River near Koblenz. 

 
"We were not supposed to keep diaries," Jackson, who was a member of a 

U.S. P-47 fighter-bomber group, told THE SPOTLIGHT, "so I am uncertain 
about the date . . early in 1945 .. but I was told that I could go to see some 
executions. I didn't care for that, but I went to the barb-wire enclosure with the 
prisoners standing around some bonfires, in the mud. 

 
"It was cold and misty, and I saw nothing in the way of shelter but assumed 

that this was a very temporary arrangement. Hearsay was that there were 80,000 
POWs, also that 30 to 40 were dying each day, which didn't seem unreasonable 
considering their numbers." 

 
Former U.S. Army 2nd Lt. Arthur W. Von Fange, now of Syracuse, Indiana, 

related to THE SPOTLIGHT a terrible account of encountering about a dozen 
locked railroad cars, each built for eight horses or 40 men, that were parked at a 
siding near the city of Remagen, site of the famous bridge over the Rhine River 
that was captured by U.S. forces in early March, 1945. 

 
FILLED WITH POWS: From shouts and cries coming from the cars, which 

were sealed off by barbwire and guarded by U.S. troops. Von Fange is certain 
that the railroad ears were filled with German POWs being transported to some 
camp. 

 
Meanwhile they were kept locked in the cars at the siding, the sun beating 

down on the roofs. They were given neither food nor water. They were at the 
siding, Von Fange explained, for "several days". 

 
U.S. officials in the area claimed that the cars contained riotous Black 

Senegalese troops, who had been fighting the Germans while allied with French 
troops. However, Von Fange stated that this was "just a cover story". 

 
GERMAN SURVIVORS: Some of the reports now surfacing from German 

survivors of the death camps add further evidence to support Bacque's 
gruesome findings. 

 
Here are some examples: "I, too, was in one of those massive camps on the 

Rhine, in Ludwigshafen Rheingoenheim, from late April to early June, 1945," 
Heinz Merkel, now of Gaggenau, Baden Wuertemburg, explained. "I can 
confirm everything that was told about the camp. I wondered at the time why 
food was not being provided at all. But I never dreamed that there was a 
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deliberate effort being made to that end at the top. 
 
"I am sadly disillusioned. For me, who was 18 years of age at the time, my 

world collapsed since I had been brought up in an anti-Nazi spirit, and for that 
reason had completely different expectations from the other side." 

 
Albrecht Henke of Lueneburg, Niedersachsen, stated: "I was also one of the 

countless thousands of German prisoners in the Kreuznach camp. It was the 
most horrible time of my life. One day a kind, small girl came up to the fence of 
the camp with a basket of potatoes for the prisoners. The guard came down 
from his tower and took the basket. 

 
"Grinning widely, he threw the potatoes into a large latrine and reveled to 

see how the prisoners, who were half-crazed from lack of food, fished the 
potatoes out of the_______. 

 
"Many found a hideous death losing their balance and falling into the trench 

out of weakness while defecating. They suffocated in the _______." 
 
A DEATH CAMP: Rudolf Binder of Freiburg explained: "I arrived in 'Bad 

Kreuznach', which can be characterized without further ado as a death camp, on 
May 1, 1945. 

 
"Gradually over 100,000 men were gathered there," Binder continued. 

"During the first four days there was absolutely nothing to eat. On the fifth day, 
we received raw potatoes that the German populace had collected. We ate them 
raw and got diarrhea. After that, once or twice a day, we got a watery soup with 
some turnip scraps. We also ate the green leaves that grew on the barbwire 
fence. 

 
"The guards in the towers fired on everyone who lingered in the vicinity of 

the fence, regardless. On Pentecost, we got bread, which had to be divided into 
25 parts, for the first time. I was 24 years old at the time and relatively healthy, 
although completely undernourished. All day long orderlies fetched the dead 
out of the camp in stretchers--about 200 a day." 

 
Bernhard Gildemann of Wolfsberg explained: "From late April, 1945, I was 

in the notorious U.S. death camp in Rheinberg and was an eyewitness to the 
daily mass deaths. We would have perished had not the camp been taken over 
by the English in June, 1945. I shall be thankful to the Brits to the end of my 
life for the fair treatment they gave us." 

 
Nor was the policy of starvation that the defeated German people suffered 

confined to just the military. 
 
"Well into 1946," Bacque recently wrote, "the Red Cross was prevented 
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from helping any Germans. Over 13 million food parcels taken by the Army 
from the Red Cross were still unused in U.S. Army warehouses in November, 
1945, according to the Adjutant Section of UFSET in November, 1945." 

 
Bacque continues that "millions of German civilians had fled West to escape 

the Russians." He explains further that "it was agreed policy of the Allies to 
expel from their homes over 15 million Germans, chiefly women and children. 
Wandering the roads of Eastern Europe, they died in droves. More than 2 
million died, while the U.S. Army was both sending food out of Germany and 
preventing others from sending it in." 

 
Gen. Lucius D. Clay, deputy military governor of U.S. occupied Germany, 

said: "In July, 1945, the ration for the normal consumers was set at levels 
varying from 950 to 1,150 calories per day. This allowance was only about half 
the caloric content deemed essential by nutritional experts to support a working 
population.. .. 

 
"Actually only about 950 calories per day were distributed," Clay admitted. 

 
***** 

 
Yes, I will get around to giving you a book report on OTHER LOSSES; it lays here 
beside the scribe. But she, too, is a patriotic American person and finds these 
revelations almost too much to bear--especially in the penning thereof, so we must be 
gentle. Yes, you are in for some more horrendous revelations as we move on. The 
traitors have slipped into your very national joints. Your free body is warped and 
diseased with it as they have put you into a coma of all but helpless extent. 
 
Will you awaken your masses unto the truth in time? I cannot say! "They" have 
rewritten your Constitution and are placing portions of rewritten confusion within each 
new printing thereof. Your entire income tax system is 100% unlawful and 
unconstitutional--you have all but achieved a total police state. I am sorry to bring this 
information unto you, and for those who shout at me that we spread fear and panic---
ISN'T IT ABOUT TIME YOU SPENT A BIT OF TIME IN FEAR AND PANIC 
ABOUT THE TRUTH OF IT INSTEAD OF THE DRIVEL YOU ARE DAILY FED? 
 
PLEASE DO NOT ASK THAT OUR SCRIBES AND DARING AUTHORS WHO 
BRING TRUTH CONTINUE TO FALL BY THE BEAM-BLASTS OF THE 
CONSPIRACY IN YOUR BEHALF. PLEASE STAND FORTH WITH THEM FOR 
IF YOU SO DO, YOU CAN CHANGE OF IT SIMPLY BY KNOWING TRUTH 
AND STANDING FIRM. YOUR CONSTITUTION IS NOT YET DEAD BUT THE 
JUDICIAL SYSTEM NO LONGER CARRIES JUSTICE BUT IT IS NOT TOO 
LATE TO SALVAGE THE GOODNESS REMAINING  IF YOU ACT NOW! GOD 
WILL NOT LEAVE YOU IN YOUR JOURNEY IN LIGHT AND TRUTH--NEVER! 
SO BE IT, I BEG THAT YE HEAR OF MY PETITION UNTO YOU. 
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GOD BLESS AND KEEP YOU THROUGH THIS 
JOURNEY 
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AFTERGLOW! 
 

REC #1 HATONN 
 

MONDAY, APR. 2, 1990 7:30 A.M. YEAR 3 DAY 229 
 
As this Journal closes there are several things which you must seriously consider. Are 
you daring enough to "find out truth" or are you to ever remain the recliner 
quarterback? You were given, by Creator, a thinking, reasoning mind which sets you 
aside from all other creatures. You have bad news coming--your scientists tell you that 
you use less than 10 percent of that mind. BAD NEWS! YOU USE LESS THAN 2 
PERCENT OF THAT WONDROUS MIND! 
 
As a closing thought for you to ponder and research, let me give you something upon 
which to chew and see if you are ready for the truths you claim to seek and desire. 
 

U.S.-JAPANESE INVESTMENTS AND OTHER THINGS 
WONDROUS 

 
I have given you all the facts you need to KNOW what has happened. You ones 
continually badger me with "when" will the new currency come forth, when must I be 
in Gold and T-Bills, "when" must I have my shelter system and on and on!--
YESTERDAY OR YEAR BEFORE LAST! It is getting hot in the kitchen, chelas. 
 
Months ago we outlined the problem of economic collapse and depression. We pointed 
out to you that only a few countries had to default in debt payments to the U.S. and the 
World Banks and they would fold up the world economy. 
 
Let me point out a couple of things you might have overlooked.   1) Mexico is a 
tremendous problem to your economy--nicely planned and orchestrated. All Mexico's 
resources are collateral against the loans. Last year Mexico had to be coerced into 
ACCEPTING a three billion dollar loan from your Feds and the World Bank to carry it 
another 12 months. Well, the secret was that the new President of Mexico, Carlos 
Salinas de Gortari, had figured out a way to meet Mexico's debt obligations, met with 
ones we know very well to proceed with such, and was stopped by pressures. Well, he 
was newly elected and couldn't fight the system on such short notice and keep his head 
(literally) so he accepted the Bank loans. 
 
This year the World Bank is trying to "force" him to accept a two billion dollar loan to 
be shored up by other banks, to again go deeper into the pit through coercion. You see, 
he knows that he can go to Japan, who is already very, very active in Mexico, and get 
the money with certificates of deposit at very good rates of interest, start a good 
business foundation in addition and thus and so. Now what clue might you be getting? 
 

BRAZIL 
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Now here is another goodly country to your South who also has a massive debt of over 
$115 billion. They have put up their collateral of Amazon Gold, oil and other precious 
resources to the U.S. and World Bank and sit and watch their Rain Forest be 
devastated by the Conspiracy. Ah--but  
 
Headline (very small indeed): "COUNTRY FOR SALE: A group of Japanese 
businessmen (Bishimetal Corp. Ltd., a subsidiary of Japanese conglomerate Mitsubishi 
Metal Corp.) is working out arrangements to buy Brazil's entire $115 billion foreign 
debt in exchange for mining rights over gold deposits in the Amazon, reportedly worth 
about $260 billion." 
 
Oh my goodness, what might that do to the Conspirator's plans for having Brazil? 
 
The Japanese are also negotiating with Saudi-Arabia and they are putting up massive 
joint venture installations with Russia---what could it mean? Is there no end to the 
wealth of this wondrous little oriental country of only 145,856 sq. miles (slightly 
smaller than your state of California). Further, they do massive amounts of shipping 
etc., out of Greece and other points in Europe, Asia and Africa. They only have about 
123,231,000 population and they worship God and honor a Master Christos, Buddha. 
Nice, hardworking people who are industrious and who only have a per-capita income, 
according to last known figures, of somewhere around $10,000 or slightly above. That 
would amount to about 1,420,500 yen (the exchange runs usually about 142 to $1 US). 
It is of no consequence if our figures are somewhat maladjusted. 
 
The Japanese have also poured tons of money into Australia and New Zealand and 
simply all over your globe. 
 
The published figures show that Japan owns over 40 percent of the debt of the United 
States of America. The facts are that they own more than 60 percent. They all but own 
Hawaii and buildings, orchards, farms, wind-electric farms, banks, auto manufacturing 
facilities -- all right in the good old U.S.A. 
 

BACK ON THE U.S.A. MONEY-FARM 
 
The "big boys" have been trying to get a currency change in for a decade. The printing 
is all done and the presses are fully operational (even the big secret ones). They have 
proffered unto you dear ones that you need to stop the criminal counterfeiting opera-
tions of the underworld when everyone knows (by their own statements) that there is 
no value in counterfeiting for the money is in drug dealing. Your government has tried 
to phase out $100s and $50s--they did phase out $1000 bills--all to stop that nasty drug 
traffic which they set up in the first place. 
 
Do you begin to see that you MUST HAVE A WAR OF SOME SORT? You must 
have a distraction just like a Falkland's crisis to allow regulatory control and thus and 
so. But - - - what about the rock and hard-place? Japan doesn't want you to change any 
of that pretty green stuff--why would that be? Wouldn't the government just give them 
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equal value in pretty rainbow colored updated notes? WAKE UP! 
 

REMINDERS FOR MIND AND THOUGHT FOOD 
 
Remember those German bases in the Antarctic? Remember all that lovely green 
money which purchased Argentina? Remember those U-boats offloading "weapons" at 
the end of the war in Japan? Remember the alliance of Germany and Japan? 
Remember all those set-ups you are just now learning about? Do you remember I told 
you about the British having to take off the 5 pound note because of the perfection of 
German counterfeiting? Do you also remember the lake recovery of the trunks full of 
those notes? Do you remember that the most beautifully done counterfeit plates that 
Germany had made were lovely dollars in all denominations? Oh, I see, the light 
beginning to flicker---come on, let us brighten it a bit. 
 
The coup-de-grace has been landed.  YOU HAVE BEEN BOUGHT OUT, SOLD OUT 
AND DRIED OUT WITH YOUR OWN MONEY AND THERE IS NOT ONE THING 
THAT THE BIG BOYS CAN DO ABOUT IT SHORT OF TOTAL NUCLEAR WORLD 
WAR! THAT, TOO, SHALL COME. SO BE IT.  THE COUNTERFEITED DOLLARS 
IN ALL DENOMINATIONS ARE COMPLETELY NEGOTIABLE IN PERFECTION 
AND BECAUSE CONTRACTS WERE MADE AND IT ALL BEGAN IN TOTAL 
AGREEMENT WITH YOUR CONSPIRATORS--IT IS A PROBLEM INDEED! TO 
STOP THE FLOW MEANS TO ALSO STOP THE FLOW OF FOREIGN AID, 
REVEAL THE SECRET WEAPONS, THE SECRET UNDERGROUND SURVIVAL 
BUNKERS FOR THE ELITE, THE BASES IN SPACE, THE SUPERIOR RUSSIAN 
WEAPONS WHICH TOTALLY CONTROL THE HEAVENS AS YOU SEE THEM AND 
WHAT ELSE MIGHT BE LURKING THERE? THE HOUSE OF CARDS WOULD 
TUMBLE LIKE CHAFF IN THE WINDS. FURTHER, THE JAPANESE KNOW THAT 
THEIR LITTLE ISLAND IS DESTINED TO SHAKE, RATTLE AND ROLL RIGHT 
BACK INTO THE SEA WHEN MT. FUGI "REALLY" BLOWS---WHERE BETTER TO 
LIVE AND GROW THAN IN WONDROUS CALIFORNIA OR NEW YORK, BRAZIL 
OR NEBRASKA? 
 
WHO SHALL HAVE THE LAST LAUGH, CHELAS? 
 
FURTHER, IF YOU OF THE MASSES HANDLE YOURSELVES MOST 
CAREFULLY AND GRACIOUSLY, YOU WILL HAVE THE FUNDS YOU NEED 
TO STAND AGAINST THE CONSPIRACY AND RECLAIM YOUR NATION 
UNDER GOD. 
 

SO BE IT AND SELAH! 
 
Now, just before leaving you to ponder and meditate in your state of shock (you have 
been testing of old Hatonn to give you something new and wondrous to chew, haven't 
you? You have been pronouncing mine scribe a phoney and filled with evil fear 
mongering, haven't you?) So be it, I suggest you allow the above to fully digest and 
then, read on for I want to give you another factual item. I shall preserve the identity of 
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the author of the next (for the above has not been written-anywhere), for the "gray 
men" have already given him a heart attack and are efforting to kill him to shut him 
up. I publish this reprint herein to give him support--the beam-system cannot penetrate 
the balanced counter shield of light force about this scribe and believe me, they have 
tried every frequency they can conjure. She is vulnerable but not from the systems 
which would appear "natural causes". Be so advised--if she dies, it is pure and simple 
"murder". 
 

HOW ABOUT YOUR POLICE STATE IRS AND THE  
CONSTITUTION OF THE U.S. AND INCOME TAX? 

 
QUOTE: 
 
Because of the protection accorded all Americans by the U.S. Constitution, it is 
impossible to establish an effective and legal individual income tax affecting citizens 
in this country. However, the sections of the U.S. internal revenue code dealing with 
income taxes are written so cleverly and deceitfully that the great majority of the 
American people believe these taxes are at least potentially required under law to be 
paid by everyone in the private sector, as well as in the public sector, and that 
everyone must file an income tax return. 
 
It occurs to me that all judges, bureaucrats, prosecuting attorneys and members of 
Congress should be asked the following: 
 
How is it that the government apparatus can levy and collect an income tax from 
almost all U.S. citizens when there is no authority to do so under the very law which 
governs it? How is it that the statute technically observes the Constitution while those 
given the chore of enforcing it violate it by their procedures? 
 
If anyone can obtain a definite answer to these questions, he is more persuasive than 
anyone I know. 
 
The code lists those employees who are subject to withholding in Section 3401(c) "an 
officer, employee, and elected official of the United States a state, or any political sub-
division thereof, or the District of Columbia, or any agency or instrumentality of the 
foregoing. The term 'employee' also includes an officer of a corporation." (How many 
of those categories do YOU fit?) 
 
Notice that the wording here--as throughout the IRS code--makes it obvious that the 
term 'United  States' has reference only to the general government and never to the 
union of the states. Sec. 6331(a) lists those whose property or income may be seized if 
income taxes are NOT paid. For the most part, those mentioned are the same as in 
3401(c) (above). This makes it clear that the pay of the employees of a government 
unit is the only category of income subject to withholding or seizure.  
 
Interestingly enough, this involves only funds still in the hands of government.  IN 
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SHORT, MONEY THAT HAS PASSED TO AN EMPLOYEE IS IMMUNE TO 
SEIZURE! 
 
The Constitution itself definitely limits the jurisdiction of the United States. Article II, 
Sec. 8, clause 16 states that "CONGRESS SHALL EXERCISE EXCLUSIVE 
LEGISLATION IN ALL CASES WHATSOEVER OVER SUCH DISTRICT [OF 
COLUMBIA] (NOT EXCEEDING TEN MILES SQUARE) AS MAY, BY CESSION OF 
PARTICULAR STATES, AND THE ACCEPTANCE OF CONGRESS, BECOME THE 
SEAT OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE uNITED sTATES AND TO EXERCISE 
AUTHORITY OVER ALL PLACES PURCHASED BY THE CONSENT OF THE 
LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE IN WHICH THE SAME SHALL BE FOR THE 
ERECTION OF FORTS, MAGAZINES, ARSENALS, DOCK-YARDS, AND OTHER 
NEEDED BUILDINGS." (Do you find yourself here?) 
 
Jurisdiction is NOT GRANTED to the general government over any other territory, 
but is accorded to the states in which it is located. 
 
Sec. 61(a) lists 15 categories of income subject to taxation; however, neither wages 
nor salaries are mentioned, which seems to imply that even the pay received by 
government employees or those living in the District of Columbia is not subject to 
withholding or seizure. 
 

NO POWER TO ENFORCE COLLECTIONS: 
 
The code does not definitely say that incomes of ordinary citizens are immune to 
taxation; BUT SINCE THESE ARE NOT SUBJECT TO WITHHOLDING OR 
SEIZURE, IT IS OBVIOUS THAT THE GOVERNMENT ACCORDING TO ITS OWN 
STATUTE, HAS NO POWER  TO ENFORCE INCOME TAX COLLECTIONS  
AGAINST THEM.  
 
THUS, BY TRICKERY AND DECEIT, AN ELABORATE TAX CODE HAS BEEN 
PREPARED WHICH TECHNICALLY OBSERVES CONSTITUTIONAL 
PROHIBITIONS AND PROTECTIONS, BUT THE ENFORCEMENT OF WHICH 
VIOLATES THE CONSTITUTION IN VARIOUS WAYS. WE HAVE, 
THEREFORE, A PECULIAR, SELF-CONTRADICTORY DOCUMENT, BEYOND 
HUMAN UNDERSTANDING. 
 
Since no personal (meaning individual) income tax can effectively be in harmony with 
the Constitution, we find, among others, the following violations: 
 
1)   IT REQUIRES TAXPAYERS, IN FILING THEIR RETURNS, TO BE WITNESSES 
AGAINST THEMSELVES, IN VIOLATION OF THE FIFTH AMENDMENT;  
 
2)   IN ANY DISPUTE, IT REQUIRES TAXPAYERS TO PROVE THEIR 
INNOCENCE, ON PAIN OF SEVERE PUNISHMENT, IN VIOLATION OF THE 
FIFTH AMENDMENT; 
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3)   IT SEIZES PROPERTY WITHOUT DUE PROCESS OF LAW, IN VIOLATION OF 
THE SAME AMENDMENT (FIFTH); 
 
4)   IT ARROGATES TO ITSELF LEGISLATIVE, JUDICIAL AND EXECUTIVE 
POWERS, WHICH IS IN VIOLATION OF THE ENTIRE CONSTITUTION; 
 
5)   BY REFUSING A JURY TRIAL EVEN WHEN SUMS FAR IN EXCESS OF $20 
ARE IN DISPUTE, IT VIOLATES THE SEVENTH AMENDMENT; 
 
6)   BY IMPOSING EXCESSIVE FINES, IT VIOLATES THE EIGHTH AMENDMENT. 
 
Perhaps the only way out of this Constitutional quandary is to realize that these 
seeming violations apply only to the "taxpayer". And there is nothing in the code that 
makes the citizen liable for the tax. One who is not a taxpayer not only does NOT pay 
the income tax but need not even file a Form 1040.  The ONLY WAY FOR A CITIZEN 
TO BECOME A TAXPAYER IS BY VOLUNTEERING INTO THAT STATUS, 
THEREBY WAIVING HIS RIGHTS. HOWEVER, THIS FACT IS CAREFULLY 
HIDDEN BY THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE AND ITS ALLIES! 
 
We have, therefore, and extraordinary anomaly; a system of law which is technically 
in conformity with the Constitution BUT WHICH IS WORDED IN SUCH A WAY 
THAT THE GOVERNMENT CAN VIOLATE IT IN MANY WAYS WITH THE TACIT 
CONSENT OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION, THE MEDIA, OUR WHOLE SYSTEM 
OF EDUCATION AND THE GENERAL SOCIAL SUPERSTRUCTURE. 
 
END QUOTE. 
 
(Hatonn has added the emphasis) 
 

* * * * * * * * * * 
 
SALU, SALU AND SALU. WAKE UP OR DREAM ON, 'TIS UP TO YOU. 
 
HATONN TO OUT, PLEASE. THANK YOU DHARMA, FOR YOUR SERVICE. 
MAY YOU ALL WALK IN PEACE, BELOVED BROTHERS. GOOD-DAY. 
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APPENDIX I 
 
The Gremlins are out there!!!! 
 
The manuscript was received by Chuck soaking wet, the first fifty pages, were totally 
illegible, and the balance soaked. There were also missing pages???  Send lots of light 
on this. (Are we having problems again??) 
GC 
 

****** 
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APPENDIX 2 
 

The Following material is NOT from the author of 
 

SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET 
 
Clint D. Jedidiah Shalom Knix 
P.O. Box 520 * 2396 Hy 93 
Victor, MT USA 59875 

4 Adar 42 Satan [3-1-90] 
George Green 
P.O. Box 4280 
Leucadia, CA USA 92024 
 
Shalom George; 
 
I heard you on the Billy Goodman Show. You are a patsy for some God damned witch. 
These demons this woman is talking about and to are the beast. It's the height to 
stupidity to believe somebody wants to be kidnapped and implanted. You're just 
another false prophet. If you have a channel to these bastards, then you channel my 
material to them. You're so worried about nuclear radiation, you've got to ask yourself 
why. It doesn't hurt the planet. Plants are healthier and it doesn‟t hurt pure people. 
Only mongrels are affected. 
 
 I am writing you to tell you what I have discovered, that will soon take place. The UN 
headed up by the USA and USSR will Wage war with the UFO'S. they will with the 
ones who made a treaty with, their are four group's, Nathshaw [the dragon,  head of all 
Japanese]  Ephram [head of all Christians]  Arie [head of all Jews]  Asher [head of all 
Moslems]. The World powers have got it in their heads they can win in an armed 
struggle with these UFO‟S. 
 
They have a vary unrealistic notion of the law TOPAH that rules the Universe.  As 
long as these UFO'S are in the creators service they will only do what they can get 
away with no more. When they are terminated from the Creators service they will not 
be restrained and they will do just as they have bin instructing their followers to do. 
 
We all know what they taught. Jesus taught cannibalism "take my body and eat it, and 
drink my blood you must do this on Easter every year or you have no part me" this is 
in direct conflict with TORAH. You might say this proves nothing.  This is not the 
only time there are many occasions where Jesus directs the people to eat blood and 
brake the TORAH.  Just like all Black Magicians worship Jesus.  Who do you think 
drinks the blood and why don't they ever get caught, The answer is simple they are in 
charge. Why aren‟t they thrown out by the Creator you ask ?  Because they do not 
bother the Pure People and THEY MAKE SURE NO ONE IS ABLE TO PROVE 
THEIR EXISTENCE. By what ever means possible they protect their Identity.  
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When they are discovered the Creator will not allow them to exist without observance 
of TORAH. And they will be under the control of Satan. 
 
The 1,290 days of Daniel end on Yom Kippurim, 10 Tishrei 43 Satan, [9-28-90]  This 
will be the day of nuclear war. It will last for three days. From that day forward, the 
pure people will be resurrected and given a new status, a new body not attached to the 
Earth. While all those who have consumed blood will be banished from the face of the 
Earth. They will exist under the Earth in holes, caves and fallout shelters. The Earth 
will be made radioactive so they will be forced off of the face of the Earth. This is 
what's meant by separation. Nuclear radiation will only have a detrimental effect on 
those who worship the beast and his image. These hostilities can start any time after 1 
Abib 43 Satan [3-27-90]. Only those males who have made Passover sacrifice will be 
resurrected to a God state. 
 

 
 
Shalom 
 
P.S. I curse you, George Green, and all your associates. Including the Paladians. 
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